INDUSTRY SUMMARY
The tobacco industry is characterized as mature and declining, yet with high margins for a
low cost consumer product. During the plan period, the industry will be affected by changes
in volume, demographic, product category, trade channels, market,ing mix, and pricing.
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Industry Volume Trends
Volume trends will continue to be impacted by the health controversy, the declining social
acceptability of smoking, increased smoking restrictions, particularly in the workplace, rising
excise taxes and prices, and demographic changes.
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Population Trends
By 1996, only 12% adults under the age of 25 and over two-thirds will be 35+, as compared
to 1986 which had 16% adults under the age of 25, and slightly over half the age of 35+.
This sociodemographic trend highlights the importance of PM-USA's ability to maintain its
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sociodemographic trends that will impact PM-USA over the plan period are:
Changing raciallethnic mix of the U.S. population.
Decline in smoking incidence in urban environments.
Decline in smoking among white collar workers.
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Product Category Trends
The discount category will continue to be a dynamic segment in the tobacco industry,
supported by growing legitimacy, advertising support, brandlpacking proliferation and/or
repositioning, and couponing. In addition, reduced tar cigarettes will continue to grow.
Product concepts and research that may lead to new products include: low tarthigh flavor,
reduced nicotine, low smoke, scenied smoke arcma, flavored cigarette and new devices,

Competitive pressures, rising costs and thin profit margins will continue to affect wholesalers
resulting in consolidations, mergers and liquidations. In addition, retail environments will
continue to be affected by consumer's buying patterns which are in response to their
lifestyles and economic circumstances.
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Marketing Mix
Non-media expenditures for merchandising and couponing have steadily risen over the last
five years. During the plan period, this increase is expected to continue as competition
reinvests a substantial portion of price increase revenue into retail promotional programs to
stabilize premium brands and to gain share In the growing and intensely price competitive
discount category.

Retztfl Pricing
Over the plan period, premium retail prices (cartons) are forecasted to increase 9.1%
annually. The average retzil price of 85mm premium products (without coupons) is projected
to approach the $20.00 per carton mark in 1992-93 and the $3.00 per pack mark in 19951996.

INDUSTRY VOLUME TRENDS
Industry volume of 509.2 billion in 1991 was down 12.6 billion versus 1990, continuing a
declining trend which began in 1982. Over the past five years, U.S. cigarette volume has
declined at a compounded annual rate of 2.6%. Factors which continue to negatively
influence volume include the health controversy, the declining social acceptability of smoking,
increased smoking restrictions, particularly in the work place, rising excise taxes and prices,
and the decline in the number of new people reaching smoking age.
During the upcoming five years, we anticipate cigarette volume to continue to decline based
on an additional excise tax increase in 1993 and the continued hostile smoking environment.
Sales of cigarettes in the U.S. are projected to decrease an average of 2.7% per year
between 1991 and 1996, reaching 443.5 billion in 1996. While premium brands will continue
to fuel the decline, decreasing an estimated 5.8% per year, discount brands will continue to
grow, albeit more slowly, presumably keeping some consumers in the marketplace.
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Notwithstanding the forecasted industry decline, PM-USA will continue to address the
challenge this forecast provides in order to lessen the effect on our volume and share.
Corporate Affairs will continue to provide information and support issues concerning social
and work place restrictions which have been placed on smokers. They will also continue to
lobby for minimal state and federal excise tax increases, so as to lessen retail price
increases. From a product development perspective, PM-USA will develop new products to
meet the continued demands of our changing market, e.g. more flavorful, ultra low tar
products. We will also continue to develop new and innovative products to address the
perceived health and social issues surrounding the cigarette industry. Finally, PM-USA will
continue to moderate price increases of our premium brands in order to make smoking less
cost prohibitive.

Assumptions
This industry forecast is based on the following assumptions:
During the plan period there will not be any major socio-political or technological upheaval
affecting the industry.
The federal excise tax will rise $2.00/M in January 1993 to $12.00/M per the budget
acts-r.j :fachcd in P!oveixher 1990. There 2re no further lslcreases in fcesi'al axcise ?s<:(r;s
ex2ec:sd 5tifi?g ,;>s 1592-1996 cizn pe~ioif.
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taxes will rise approximately 7-10% per year. The 1991 weighted average
state excise tax was 25.4 cents per pack, a 6.9% increase over 1990. Assuming a growth
rate of 10% per year, state excise taxes are forecasted to increase to approximately 40.9
cents per pack by the end of the plan period.
The industry continues to remain relatively price inelastic due partially to the availability of
lower priced alternatives, such as Bristol, which had an average retail carton price (85mm)
of $13.18 in 1991, compared to $17.48 for a premium brand. Elasticity is assumed to be
-.37. This means that for every 10% increase in price, industry volume will decline 3.7%.

POPULATION TRENDS
An important trend continues to be the aging of the U.S. population. By 1996, only 12% of
adults will be under the age of 25 and over two-thirds will be 35+.
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ADULT POPULATION AGE PROflLES
1981-1996

Percent

18-24
Source: U.S. Census Bureau
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Although there will be 6.3 million more smoking age adults in 1996 relative to 1991, the
gains will occur among adults in older (over 35) age groups.
ADULT POPULATION GROWTH BY AGE GROUP
1991-1996
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Incidence
Historically smoking incidence has been lower among the older age groups, and smoking
incidence overall is expected to continue declining due to health, social and price pressures.
As a result, there will be 47.2 million smokers in 1996 compared to 52.6 million in 1991.
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Smoking Incidence By Age Group
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A demographic model, built up with data from the U.S. Census, Roper and Consumer
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units in 1986). Cigarette vo!ume from new adults (18-22 years of age) entering the market
has not compensated for these losses, and the volume contribution from this group is
declining. In 1981, smokers in this age group contributed 73.6 billion units to the industry;
however, in 1996 this group of new smokers will only contribute 41.7 billion units.

SOCIO/DEMOGRAPHIC INFLUENCES ON INDUSTRY VOLUME

fJ ExistingSmoker Volume

New Smoker Volume

Units in Billions
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Industry Volume By Age Group
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Source: PM-USA Business Planning Demographic Model (1996)
These sociodemographic trends highlight the importance to PM-USA of maintaining its
historic strength among entering smokers, retaining smokers as they age, and gaining share
among older age groups so that we can continue to increase our market share to reach
49.7% in 1996.
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The Asian Adult population will increase 48.3% compared to 1981;the number of Hispanics
will grow 34.4% and the number of Blacks will increase 22.5%.

Percentage Increase

ADULT POPULATION INCREASE
1981 vs I996

48.3%
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White

Black

Source: U.S. Census Bureau and PM-USA Busln68s Planning Estimates
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While smoking incidence varies considerably among these groups (ranging from 16941among
A3ia?s to 29.7% !/0e;nctlg slacks), it is evident that they represent sn irnprrtant vulurne
eppcrtunrty. During tha plan period PfJ-USA will hold its nezr 60% &haidof Pilspanics, and
will increase its 19.3% shara among Blacks primarily via the launch of B&f4 King Sizs. In
addition, we will build upon our 61.3941 share among Asians through intensified marketing
programs.
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SMOKING INCIDENCE BY RACWHNlClTY
(19911
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Nielsen County Type
Population density, characterized by Nielsen A,B, C and D counties, is a strong determinant
of industry performance. Industry volume has been declining in urban environments at a
rate several times that of non-urban counties.
INDUSTRY VOLUME DECLINES BY NIELSEN COUNTY SIZE

NiekenA

Nielsen B

Nielsen C/D

Source: SPACE: 3 Month Average

This industry erosion in major metros is being driven by smoking incidence declines and
broader smoking restrictions, acting to. offset population shifts which have favored cities and
suburbs.
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CHANGE IN SMOKING INCIDENCE BY NIELSEN COUNTY SIZE
1986 vs 1991
%
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Source: Roper

During the plan period it is anticipated that the pressures and restrictions in urban areas will
continue to mount, potentially affecting PM-USA's business since 68% of our smokers reside
in Nielsen A & B counties.

Since i981, smoking prevalence has decreased among all occupations (white collar and
blue collar) for males. Among females, decreases were generally smaller, with the smallest
decline occurring among the blue collar workers.

SMOKING INCIDENCE BY OCCUPATION
Males
White Collar:
Professional, Top
Management
Small Business
Owners
Clerical and
Sales
Blue Collar:
Skilledflnskilled
Laborers
Service Workers
Source: Roper
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Education
Smoking continues to be skewed more heavily toward the less educated. Approximately
38% of smokers (age 25-54) have attained some college education, whereas approximately
55% of non-smokers in that same age group have some college education. Similarly, 20.9%
of smokers (age 25-54) did not graduate from hlgh school compared to 10.7% of nonsmokers.

EDUCATIONAL PROFILE
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In general, since 1981 incidence has declined more among men than women:

a

Smoking among males has declined .at ail education levels.
Among women who did not graduate from high school incidence has remained fiat.
Among female college graduates smoking incidence has declined less than among men,
possibly due to a lower base incidence in 1981.
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These changing profiles, coupled with an aging population, may have particular impact on
PM-USA, whoas t:.rnographic proiils is showed t~ younger, batter ed~cateriand hig3er
income smokers.
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PRODUCT CATEGORY TRENDS
Discount Category
Demographics
The discount category will continue to be a dynamic segment in the tobacco industry,
supported by growing legitimacy, increased advertising support, brandlpacking proliferation
and/or repositioning, and aggressive couponing. During the upcoming five years, discount
brands' share of the industry is expected to increase approximately 11.1 points over the plan
period, to 36.1% in 1996. During the past five years, the discount category has grown 16.1
share points to 25.0% in 1991. This market category has grown in every demographic
segment, even among groups that historically have been less price conscious, for example,
smokers under 35 and those living in Nielsen A counties.
Discount Penetration By Demographic Group
1986 vS. 1991
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Source: PM-USA Consumer Tracking
Read: In 1986, 3.8% of all male smokers smoked a discount brand.

Discount brands have also begun to grow among Blacks, and future growth is expected to
resemble the trend among Whites.
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DISCOUNT BRAND EVOLUTION
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Segment Development

The increased availability of discount brands in convenience outlets, in particular, has fueled
the growth in this category. In 1988, 31% of discount sales were in convenience stores, and
this percentage grew to 40.9% in 1991. This growth in convenience stores particularly
affected PM-USA, since in 1991 47% of our total sales were in convenience stores.
?t"W1?E ClASS SHARE
a - .+ OF
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Discount brands' share is anticipated to grow 11 .I points over the plan period to 36.1% in
1996. This growth will be realized primarily in the sub-generic and black & white/private label
subsegments of the discount category.

MARKET SHARE OF DISCOUNT SUBSEGMENTS
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Historically, PM-USA's premium brands were relatively insulated from the growing discount
segment due primarily to their younger smoker base and urban skew. In 1986, PM's
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PM's SHARE OF PREMIUM TO DISCOUNT SWITCHING
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Low/Ultra Low Tar Category

The tar delivery of filter cigarettes has been an important product attribute affecting smokers'
brand/packing choices since the mid-70's. The low/ultra low tar category has grown steadily
and as of year-end 1991 comprised 54.1 % of the total market.
INDUSTRY COMPOSITION BY TAR LEVEL
1981-1996

!3 Non-Filter

El Full Flavor

lLow Tar

Ultra Low Tar

Percentage
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Low/ultra low tar cigarettes have steadily increased in popularity among adult smokers under
25 and in 1991 commanded a 47.7 share among adult smokers under 25. Among all other
age groups low/ultra low tar packings are preferred by the majority.
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During tiie next five years, the low tar category will continue to grow fueled primariiy by the
ir>cre3sa in tne cent cf older smokers. In addition, as smokers who enter tha market
snlk-84nga low rLl ;.a,i
aature, some will d x i c ' ~to switch f x t h e r dskn .~ietar spectrum
stimulating growth in 'his ultra low tar segment to 16.7% by 1996. PM-USA will capitalize on
this trend during the plan period by launching line extensions of Marlboro and Merit into the
ultra low/ super ultra low tar segments and develop new filter and filler technologies which will
deliver more flavor at lower tar levels.

Menthol Category

The menthol category will continue to decline, primarily due to two factors: its lack of appeal
among White young adult smokers and the rapid decline in smoking incidence among
Blacks (36.9% in 1986 vs 29.7% in 1991), over 70% of whom smoke a menthol.
MENTHOL CHOICE BY RACE
WHITE SMOKERS

BLACK SMOKERS
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Source: PM-USA Consumer Tracking

The menthol category is projected to decline 2.1 share points to 23.8 in 1996. This loss of
26.4 billion units of menthol volume over the plan period is expected to cause competition
among B&W, RJR and Lorillard to intensify since these three companies have an 72.1 share
of the menthol category. Since PM-USA has only 21.6 share of menthol, our sales overall
will be less affected. However, because B&H and Virginia Slims sales are 32.2% menthol,
this trend will impact their sales performance. To offset the effect on B&H, we are scheduled
fr! 'ar~nchB&H Fir7 Size in 1992,

In support of our strategy to extend the equity of our premium trademarks, PM-USA will be
developing innovative products that provide tangible added value for consumers. This will
help deliver insulation from the discount category for our premium brands by offering unique
attributes that lower price products can't match.
In 1991, there were no major new product developments tested by industry firms. Discount
and reduced tar cigarettes continue to dominate the new product segment with 71% of the
new packings introduced in 1991 being low tar or ultra low tar. Out of the 31 new packings
introduced, 23 packings or 74% were discount brands.
Product concepts and research that may lead to new products include:
Flava: PM-USA's objective is to develop efficient 4-6 mg products with
2euI1!slent consurner taste psrception to flavor low ter products, Proc'ucts that have
,j from r :;x:ch iti this area ;re ti;:
tfltirna, Canibridga 2nd Br;;tol l o u x t , and
:i!a:i9oro Ultra Lights.
e
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PM-USA has been testing de-nicotinized cigarettes in several markets
%1990 under the brand name Next and as line extensions of Merit and B&H.
Currently, we are test marketing B&H De-Nic only in Arizona, where results have been
Nirzatina;

disappointing. In general, tests have revealed that consumers are interested in the

concept of a de-nicotinized cigarette, but are frequently dissatisfied with the product's
taste. To address the taste issue, PM-USA is currently investigating the potential of a
reduced nicotine cigarette or "Half-Nic", rather than de-nicotinized.
ow Smoke: The product is designed to produce less visible smoke from the lit end than
a standard cigarette. Products tested by RJR and PM-USA have relied on paper
technology and reductions in tobacco content to achieve the desired results. PM-USA is
using the concept in Virginia Slims' Super Slims, which offers two unusual product
characteristics: reduced side stream smoke and a smaller cigarette circumference. RJR
test marketed Vantage Excel 100's (a low side stream smoke product) in 1989, but the
cigarette was withdrawn after lack of consumer interest. The future viability of this
concept is dependent on its ability to deliver satisfying taste and the successful
communication of the product's benefits to smokers.
Scented Smoke Aroma: The concept of a scented cigarette is to minimize or eliminate
the discomfort of smoking to others, which could lead to it becoming more socially
acceptable. RJR has been test marketing since 1990, a brand named Horizon, a vanilla
scented product with advertising claiming it to be T h e First Cigarette That Smells Good".
Horizon has reported a shipment share in its test markets of 0.1% to 0.2%. In 1991, RJR
discontinued the testing of another scented brand, Chelsea, a smaller circumference
cigarette similar to VS Super Slims. PM-USA is investigating the potential of scented
cigarettes through project Ambrosia.
vored Claarettes: Menthol's appeal among young adult smokers has been declining
in recent years. Flavored cigarettes may present an opportunity to gain trial and
conversion from smokers that may want additional flavor but find Menthol too harsh.
Lorillard has resurrected a lemon flavored cigarette, Spring Lemon Lights, which began
testing as a non-menthol in 1989 and was discontinued in late 1990. The brand is
currently being test marketed as a menthol mixed with lemon flavorings.
w Devices: Since the introduction and subsequent withdrawal of RJR's Premier, no
new smoking articles have been introduced. Development activity on these type of
products continues by PM-USA, RJR and BAT. It is anticipated that pharmaceutical and
biotechnology companies will continue developing products that are designed to aid a
smoker in quitting. Currently, Marion Merril Dow markets Nicorette, a prescription
nicotine chewing gum and Alza Corp., Ciba-Geigy and CygnusMlarner Lambert have
gained FDA approval for a nicotine delivery skin patch. The market for skin patches has
been estimated by pharmaceutical industry analysts to reach approximately $1 billion
dollars by 1995.
Packaging
As premium cigarette prices continue to increase and competition from discount brands
intensifies, some companies will consider new packaging concepts to make premium brands
more affordable or to add value to justify the premium price. Examples of these two
concepts were evident in 1991 as, Lorillard tested the Newport half pack (sold at half the
price of a 20 pack) in two southern states and RJR unveiled "The Wrap" for Winston and
Salem.

RJR is actively using new packaging concepts to create "product news" in an attempt to
enhance brand equity and build smoker loyalty for their premium brands which have been
suffering double digit volume and share declines in recent years. In July 1991, RJR
introduced Winston in a new aluminized foil wrap packaging and claimed that it maintained
freshness longer than traditional cellophane packaging. In November, Salem was also
introduced with "The Wrap". It is too early to tell if these packaging innovations have had an
impact on Winston and Salem's performance.
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RJR is also testing a sliding box package for Dakota and is test marketing a new dual use
packaging on Vantage Ultra Lights. The dual use package is similar to a conventional box
packaging, but will also convert to a soft pack type access by tearing off part of the pack's
top. PM-USA tested a similar packaging concept on B&H in the early 1980's that generated
little consumer interest.
As part of our strategy to create economies of scale, we plan to use SKU'S to our strategic
advantage. New packaging, like the 5 pack carton and B&H Kings rounded corner box,
provide consumer value and help put pressure on our competitors slow moving packings.
Marlboro will be launching in August 1992, a 5 pack carton that provides the consumer with
an alternative to the large cash outlay of a traditional pack carton.
Another potential packaging concepts is the twin pack configuration. In addition, PM-USA is
exploring new pack material textures and graphics to update brand packaging.
Environmental concerns and possible future ecological legislation may require manufacturers
and suppliers to develop packaging and cigarette filters that are biodegradable and include a
specified percentage of recycled material. Any packaging changes will be evaluated
meticulously for consumer acceptability and quality assurance.

TRADE CHANNELS
Wholesale Community
Competitive pressures, rising costs and thin profit margins have brought about an increasing
number of consolidations, mergers and liquidations of tobacco wholesalers. In many cases,
a tobacco distributor's profitability does not generate enough working capital to make
necessary investments in warehousing, technology, processing equipment and delivery
vehicles to remain competitive with larger food wholesalers. The consolidation trend is
evident in a review of PM-USA's top 100 customers over the last ten years. Comparing 1981
with today, 60% of the accounts remain in the top 100 (includes corporate structural changes
and the military), 25% have been acquired or been involved in a merger and 15% are no
longer in the top 100 or have gone out of business.
Since 1985, the number of wholesale tobacco distributors has decreased 17% to 1,257. If
this trend continues, by 1996 there will be approximately 1,000 tobacco wholesalers
remaining. Wholesale grocers have also declined 18% to 540. Combined, these
channels represented about 78% of direct sales.
Direct retailers, representing 22% of direct sales, have increased steadily since 1985 and
now total about 500 accounts. Helping to expand this category is the increased popularity
r i '*117~?Ieshleprice clubs such a; Ssm's and Price Chopper, which ssr\:izs many small
zcs:~~~-.ts
3 r d :etailers.
We expect this trend to continue since smaller tobacco distributors are under increasing
economic strain. Brand proliferation, manufacturer's price increases and growing receivables
have diluted wholesaler working capital. This problem is compounded by a 13% decline in
inventory turns since 1985. Those that remain in the business will need to focus on
improving their financial position and capital structure, increase technological applications,
increase efficiency to reduce overhead, diversify into more profitable product lines, expand
into new markets and increase value added services.
Another factor working against the financial health of tobacco wholesalers is the current US
banking crisis. Wholesalers have traditionally been dependent on bank financing to respond
to cigarette manufacturers' trade programs. There is a possibility that some distributors may
find I: ditficult
obtain credit 2s bankers bsscrng increasingly conservative in their 1endir.g
-.Inistocou!d
, . A:
accelerate consolidaiion uf ithe ir\dus:ry in 2% near future.
",-3-

>lie of [he most notaie co;~solidations in the d;siribution c~rriri~unity
zvas the acybisiiion -i
the McLane Company, PM's largest customer, by Wal-Mar4 Stores, Inc. This increased
McLane's average weekly volume by 23% to approximately 265 million units or 6.3% of PM's
average weekly volume and assured McLane retail distribution to approximately 1,600 WalMart and 150 Sam's Wholesale Club retail locations.

THE RETAIL UNIVERSE IN THE 1990's
Trade Class Management:

During the 19801s,consumers began to alter their cigarette purchase patterns in response to
their lifestyle and economic circumstances. This has contributed to the growth of cigarette
volume in trade classes such as convenience and gas stores, which have aggressively
promoted the cigarette category and as a result have increased their share of industry sales
from 26% in 1984 to 34% in 1991. There has been a corresponding decline in the grocery
and drug categories.

I

I

INDUSTRY RETAIL SALES BY TRADE CLASS

ource: PM-USA SPACE 1984

I

1991

Associated with the growth in the convenience store trade class has been the shift in
consumer purchase patterns toward packs. Since 1984, pack purchases have increased
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The proliferetion of cigarette packings, dong with the general increase in new consumer
products and line extensions, has created intense competition for limited retail space in all
trade classes. PM-USA is competing not only with other cigarette manufacturers for retail
space and visibility but with all consumer product companies.
In tho currsnt business en1,ironment, P?A-USA will focus efforZs On stor88 with similar
~erchc?.nbisit?g
chcractsiistir,~,operating policies and customer bases because each provides
?n ~pporturiityto tailor marketing programs that provide our brands a competitive advantage,
in oru"?r lo fccus :?tailer's s!tc!@ion on pramciting PM-USA's G r ~ n d s ,we Era implementing
' Retail ;,;L,L;;;$" ,; \,i,di;;a be;>
.
mgt'~har*tc.isiw
b;Gn
rzyvards rataiic:.s for bi,'l.jing F!r";USA volume thr.~~;:htotal st:::.-3 participaiicn. Ths gien features financial incentives for
retailers to ern~irtsirePM's Premium Glands, captuia priine reel estate, reduce out-ofstocks, suppod ilsw items and develop private label partnerships.
In supermarkets and mass merchandisers, PM will continue to pursue improvements in retail
v,;ibility and inventory levels, through carton merchandising programs and fixture placement.
In sddition, there will be increased emphasis on improvjng premium brand pack sales in
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carton outlets through a number of marketing and merchandising fixture initiatives. In pack
outlets, PM is working to become the first tier supplier with large convenience, gas and drug
store chains. We are increasing our premium brand retail presence through the
development of account specific promotional and merchandising programs for high volume
chain stores. Although PM will attempt to maintain our fair share of discount brand volume,
we will work to position all low price brands in a secondary retail position to our premium
brands.
Carton Outlets
Supermarkets:
a

Current trends in the supermarket trade class include:
Although many large supermarket chains continue to expand the size of their stores, this
trend among intermediate size supermarkets appears to have slowed.
Generic products are regaining strength due to economic conditions.
Margins on key categories, some of which have historically subsidized other categories
(health and beauty care), are being reduced by competition from non-supermarkets.
Labor and related costs are increasing at significant rates and are reducing profitability
faster than margins.
Cigarettes continue to be considered one of the best performing products in supermarkets
and are consistently ranked each year in the top 10 largest selling product groups. Cigarette
inventory turns of 22X outperform the supermarket average of 15X. In 1991 Marlboro
continues to be the leading brand in the trade class with a share of 19.5%, up 0.3 points
versus 1990.
Highlighting the strong performance of discount brands in supermarkets is Doral, which is the
4th largest selling brand in the trade class with a share of 5.8%, an increase of 0.5 points
versus year-ago. Cambridge is also doing well in the trade class with a share of 3.6%. The
discount category has grown rapidly in this trade class in 1991, increasing 4.6 points over
year-ago to a current market share of 26.5%. Supermarket shopper demographics are
similar to discount smokers, with both skewing older (35+) and female. Supermarkets, which
has a high number of deal oriented consumers, provide manufacturers a perfect
environment for implementing aggressive coupon and retail price promotion programs.

Share 1991
Chain
Change vs. 1990

PM-USA

&Lq

38.3%
1.1

32.3%
(0.8)

Independent
,Change vs. 1990

36.4%
1.4

29.5%
(1.9)

O/

I % ! u ! l ~ ~ L i a a e t t
8.2%
(0.2)

6.9%
(0.2)

8.1%
(0.3)

6.2%
0.4

9.5%
(0.3)

6.3%
(0.4)

10.5%
0.6

7.8%
0.6

Supermarket cigarette sales are predominantly cartons (68%). However, in recent years the
emphasis has switched to the front-end of the store as pack sales comprise a growing
portion of volume (32% in 1991 versus 24% in 1985). Presence at the front end offers an
advantage in terms of impulse buying, new product introductions, availability of packings,
and strong point of sale visibility. For the retailer, pack sales are more profitable on a per unit
basis than carton sales with an average margin of 24% compared to 14% for cartons.
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Total merchandising spending for the industry in supermarkets has increased 17% annually
since 1984. Pack spending has taken on greater significance in this trade class and now
represents 21% of total payments.
Merchandising Spending Estimates
Supermarket Trade Class
$ in Millions
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Pack
Total
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$63.9
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Pack Outlets

Convenience and Gas Stores:
Convenience and gas stores combined represent the largest trade class for industry cigarette
volume. With total sales in 1991 of $8.1 billion, cigarettes were the number one ranked instore category. Cigarette sales in the trade class increased by 9.5% over 1990. Pack sales
continue to gain share in convenience stores, accounting for 85% of sales in 1991 vs 70% in
1986. In addition, discount brands are increasing their share of convenience stores'
business, increasing 6.4 points versus 1990 to 24% in 1991.
In general, changing consumer lifestyles will continue to favor the growth of this trade class.
The convenience store's average shopper demographic profile is very similar to cigarette
purchasers.

I
Sex
Age
Education

Pailv C-Store ShoDDerg
2-to-1 male
60% adults under 34
75% no college

Ciaarette
Purchasers
in C-Stores
61% male
62% adults under 34
60% no college

1

Over the last five years, the total number of stores in the trade class has grown 11% to
84,500. This is comprised of a 30% increase in gas stores to 32,500 outlets and relatively no
growth among traditional convenience stores, which have been flat at about 52,000. As the
number of stores and customers have grown, the percent of industry cigarette volume sold in
convenience outlets has increased from 23% in 1985 to 38% in 1990. PM-USA is
substantially ahead of the competition in this trade class with a 1991 share of 47%.
are 1991
Total Convenience
Change vs. 1990
0
/

PM-USA

B.m

46.9%
0.6

28.2%
(1.3)

w

8.5%
(0.4)

Lorillard
6.3%
(0.6)

Amer
6.1%
0.9

Liaaettf
4.0%
0.6

Recently, several major convenience store chains have reported financial difficulties that
could further reduce the number of stores. Circle K, which is currently operating under
Chapter 11 bankruptcy proceedings, has announced plans to shut or sell 1,500 of its 3,700
stores over the next 12 to 18 months. Southland Corporation (7-11) emerged from Chapter
11 in March 1991 and is now largely controlled by its Japanese affiliates. .
Total merchandising spending for the industry in the convenience and gas trade class has
increased 20% annually since 1984. Pack spending in 1991 represents 74% of total
payments versus 60% in 1984. PM-USA accounts for 44% of total merchandising spending
in this trade class.
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Merchandising Spending Estimates
Convenience and Gas Trade Class
$ in Millions
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MARKETING MIX
Industry marketing spending increased an average of 13.2% per year between 1986 and
1991,reaching approximately $5,622.2 million in 1991. It is estimated that in 1991,PM-USA
.had the highest marketing expenditures in absolute dollars, but ranked fifth in regards to
spending on a per thousand basis.

FfG-USA '

RJR
B&W

Lorillard
Amer
Liggett
Total

$2,101.1
1,986.4
567.0
408.3
438.7

120.7
$5,622.2

cj.52

14.02
10.02
11.05
12.25

$5 12.0
1,185.0
347.0
277.0
202.0

$4.25
6.29
5.10
5.88
4.83

18.29'
10.9
10.3
8.1
16.8

&Xi

107.0

AJM

24.

$1 1.04

$3,030.0

$5.21

13.2%

Within total marketing spending, there has been a shift to retail price promotion at the
expense of traditional advertising. industry media spending has fluctuated over the last five
years, rising from $732 million in 1986 to a high of $790 million in 1989, and then falling to
$637 million in 1991. In 1986, media represented 24% of total marketing spending, while
..-Q9.-Lr
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1986 to 52.1 billion i , , 1991. These non-media expsnditrlres now C O : : , ~ ~ ~ - ~3S -= ;:, i-?f ;~d':il
industry marketing spending versus lIO/o for media. This is anticipated to continue in the
future, as competitors reinvest a substantial portion of price increase revenue into retail
promotional programs to stabilize premium brands and to gain share in the growing and
intensely price competitive discount category.
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Fuc?lip$ the discount category's growth is the consistent increase of coupon incid\;nal; and
ve!ues in both tbe br?rided generic and sub-generic segments. In addition, :n,\reral
competitors are attempting to mitigate or stabilize premium brands' decline rates through the
use of coupons. RJR has been very aggressive in couponing both their premium and
discount brands in 1991. Per our strategy, PM-USA has maintained one of the lowest
premium couponing rates in the industry. In addition, PM pursued a strategy of remaining
competitive in the discount category and continued to match competitive coupon levels in
both the branded generic and sub-generic segments.

1991 Average Coupon Incidence and Values
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Estimated media expenditures indicate that discount brands are increasing as a percent of
total spending. Within the premium category, RJR has decreased spending by 43% to $144
million and American has declined by 46% to $22 million, since 1986. Although PM-USA
premium brand spending appears relatively flat, a tradeoff has occurred over the last five
years between Marlboro and other premium brands. Marlboro spending in 1991 (influenced
by Medium) was $143 million, an increase of 32% over 1986, while other premium brands
declined 38% to $81 million. For discount brands, American led all competitors with
spending of $43 million on their sub-generic products: Misty, Montclair and Bull Durham.

ESTIMATED MEDIA EXPENDITURES
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PM-USA
RJR
B&W
Lorillard
Amer
Liggett

I Total

eremlumBiscountTotal
$224.0
144.1
44.9
86.7
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$32.3
14.0
16.2
0.2
43.4

Total
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41 .O
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Manufacturers appear to be realizing that merely emphasizing price on discount brands
increases the danger of cigarettes becoming little more than a commodity in the mind of the
consumer. This would make product differentiation extremely difficult and discourage brand
loyalty. In response, we anticipate that manufacturers will continue to increase the amount
of advertising in an attempt to build brand equity for discount products.

Retail Pricing
Over the plan period, premium retail prices (cartons) are forecasted to increase 9.1%
annually. The average retail price of 85mm premium products (without coupons) is projected
to approach the $20.00 per carton mark in 1992-93 and the $3.00 per pack mark in 19951996.
ESTIMATEDAVERAGE PREMIUM RETAIL PRICE (85 mm)

(1991-1 996)
Dollars Per Carton

Dollars Per Pack
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0
1991

92

93
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"95
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1991

92

93

'94

'95

'96

Source: PM-USA Market Research

As premium brands near the $20.00 per carton threshold, smokers will be driven to purchase
packs rather than cartons or switch to discount brands. In an effort to retain Marlboro carton
buyers, PM-USA will develop and launch half-cartons in 1992. In addition, Marlboro Express
will be developed and tested in 1993 for value sensitive pack buyers.

SOCIETY SUMMARY
Cigarette smoking has evolved from a majority adult habit to a minority act, enjoyed by a
weakened social constituency. Consequently, the political and social base of the smoker has
eroded and opinion leaders have begun turning against the industry, supporting legislation,
litigation, and non-profit anti-smoking groups that seek to restrict smoking. During the plan
period, the cigarette industry will be required to defend and protect its rights as a result of:
States increasing state excise taxes to compensate for weak local economies and fiscal
budgets.
Employers adopting employment practices that discriminate against individuals based on
legal lifestyle decisions pursued off premises during non-working hours.
Anti-smoking forces continuing using the environmental tobacco smoke controversy to
restrict people's right to smoke.
States and local governments legislating restrictions and bans on the sales and
marketing activities for tobacco products.
Legislations requiring that cigarettes be self-extinguishing.
Environmentalists mandating product specifications on the marketplace.
Attitudes towards smoking.

Taxation
The current feder~icigarette excise tax is 20 cents per pack. A S x r cent incregse took effect
01 January 1, 1991, and another increase of 4 cents per pack is scheduled to take cffect on
:. nmry 1, 1;~ 3 .ir, 1537 five bills were prop
io fu: ther i r ~ ~ r e athe
- fedc:zl 6r.l: ;J tz;
rats, Gut ncne of these prrjpssals was passed out of corr.rr,,:cce.
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We estimate weighted average annual state excise tax increassz will be in the 7% to 19%
range during the plan period. Two forces will drive these increases:
The primary force is the weak economy and consequent fiscal deficits. If the national
recession persists, state revenue growth will lag behind costs for essential services. The
National Conference of State Legislatures has predicted major budget problems in 23
sl~tes.

STATES WITH BUDGET PROBLEMS

Source~ N ~ t l o n t l Conlrrrnce Of St.tr

Lmglrltturee And Other Source8

The other force is the anti-smoking movement. It argues that smokers should pay for the
alleged "social costs" of smoking imposed on the economy and bear a larger burden of
spiraling health care costs through increased excise taxes. Cigarette smoking has been
inappropriately linked to productivity losses, job absenteeism, rising health care costs and
increases in various types of insurance. Anti-smoking forces also believe that rising retail
prices will influence smokers to quit.
In 1991, excise tax increases were proposed in 36 states. The 1991 weighted average state
excise tax rose to 25.4 cents per pack, a 1.6 cent or 6.9% increase over 1990.
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EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMIPIATIQN
There is a growing trend among employers to adopt employment practices that discriminate
against individuals based on legal activities, such as smoking, pursued off premises during
non-working hours. The trend has emerged largely as a result of:

-

The growing social unacceptability of smoking.
The supposed link of smoking to the increase in health care and insurance costs
borne by employers.
The efforts by employers to create a "smoke-free" environment by not hiring
smokers.

During the last three years, 21 states have enacted legislation to prohibit employment
discrimination and protect employee privacy.
In 1991, 1 4 states passed anti
discrimination/privacy bills:

Year
1989
1990
1991

Bills Introduced
24
21
36

Bills Enacted
2
5
14
i

27
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SMOKING RESTRICTIONS
The environmental tobacco smoke (ETS) controversy continues to be used by anti-smoking
forces to restrict the opportunity to smoke. In recent years, despite success in defeating
state-wide bans, the number and scope of these restrictions have increased significantly in
the private sector and they are expected to continue to grow. Because of this success at
halting or modifying state legislation restricting smoking, anti-smoking activists have turned to
federal agencies and localities to push for additional restrictions.

SMOKING RESTRICTIONS
STATE LEGISLATION
Number of States

INTRODUCED
APPROVED

During 1991 the National institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSX) issued a
report urging that smoking be banned in all workplaces. The major impetus behind this was
the findings of the Environmental Protection Agency's Scientific Advisory Board which stated
in a preliminary report that ETS should be considered a class A carcinogen.
In 1991, 227 localities introduced and 131 adopted legislation to restrict smoking or
tighten existing restrictions on smoking. 44 states introduced legislation to restrict
smoking. Of the 4 states which passed laws, none was overly restrictive.
52.1% of the Fortune 50 companies surveyed had policies that either banned or limited
smoking to designated areas. An additional 35.4% had some smoking restrictions that
varied at different levels and snoking may have been permitted in private offices.
Twelve states proposed legislation preempting local smoking restrictions. Ope state,
Nevada, passed such legislation. A bill remains pencing in L:assachusetls.

3
7

iaq

* Seventeen states introduced legislation to require smoking areas be provided. Bills have
been passed in three states (MT, NV, VA). Bills are pending in New York and

Massachusstts.
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States representing 42% of the U.S. market now have legislation protecting smokers from
employment discrimination.
ENACTED PRIVACY LEGISLATION TO PROHIBIT
DISCRIMINATION AGAINST SMOKERS
1989-1991

-
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'STARS WITH 1990 PERCENT OF PY VOWUE

Discriminatory hiring practices are opposed by an overwhelming majority of Americans.
According to a national poll released in 1990 by the National Consumer's League, three out
of four registered voters surveyed felt employers had no right to ask about the private lives of
job applicants, base hiring or firing decisions on what employees do on their own time, or
force a change in an employee's lifestyle.
* 74% said an employer has no right to ask employees if they smoke off the job.

'
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islt fk.3 er;.,ployer bes r,o rigid to rcfu~eto hire a sm~ker.
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felt :he employer has no rrykt to require an ernproybd br i?ppiic~i,::a qd:; sfIi3kiirtj.

Similarly, many of the nation's leading newspapers, including the New York Times and the
Chicago Tribune, have recently run editorials opposing such invasions of privacy. Time,
Business Week, and other major news and business publications have run feature stories on
employee privacy.
Over the plan period, states will continue to pass legislation prohibiting empioyers from
making employment decisions based on lifestyle decisions. Popular support for privacy
legislation will also broaden. By the end of the plan period, we believe nearly all states will
enact laws which ban employment discrimination against smokers.

The current trend toward more restrictive measures will continue through the plan period. It is
anticipated that proposals will become increasingly restrictive, applying to all areas where
smokers and non-smokers interact.

ENVIRONMENTAL TOBACCO SMOKE .(ETS)
The alleged risk posed to nonsmokers by environmental tobacco smoke (ETS) is being
reviewed by the Environmental Protection Agency. The EPA has three draft documents that
address ETS: the ETS compendium, the ETS risk assessment, and the ETS workplace policy
guide.
A. FTS Com~endiurll- a 'summary of technical information prepared for the EPA by
scientific consultants, including several well known anti-tobacco advocates. One chapter
reported that ETS causes an estimated 37,000 nonsmoker cardiovascular disease
deaths each year. In June, 1991 EPA made it clear that the compendium is not
intended as "an official EPA documentuor to reflect official €PA policy.

B. ETS Risk Assessmenl- EPA's risk assessment of ETS is an evaluation of the data
available on lung cancer in nonsmoking adults and respiratory effects in children. Based
on 24 epidemiological studies, the EPA draft concluded that ETS is a Category A
carcinogen and a cause of lung cancer in nonsmokers, attributing approximately 3,700
lung cancer deaths per year to ETS. Of the 24 studies listed in the draft report only five
reported a statistically significant association between ETS and lung cancer in
nonsmokers.
Following a period of public comment, the Agency's Scientific Advisory Board essentially
concurred with the results of the findings. However, SAB instructed EPA to undertake
extensive revision of the risk assessment. The draft is currently being revised to
incorporate the SAB comments as well as newly published studies. The EPA is expected
to release a final document during the first quarter of 1992.
C. FTS Workplace Policv Guide - the draft guide, based on the conclusions of risk
assessment and other unsubstantiated health claims, recommends banning smoking
altogether or confining smoking to separately ventilated areas.

The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) has issued a Request for
Information (RFI) on the overall issue of indoor air quality, which includes ETS. The RFI
would help OSHA determine whether it should proceed with regulatory action regarding
exposure levels to all indoor airborne substances, or possibly selected substances including
CTC

Following an initial period of public comment, OSHA may publish a proposed standard. The
proposed standard would then be subject to public hearings and possible revisions, after
which a final standard could be issued. This process could take as long as 3-5 years.
All 50 states must comply with OSHA regulations. In addition, 24 states, including some of
our largest markets, have their own OSHAs which can issue rulings that may exceed federal
standards.
in June, 1991 the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) issued an
official bulletin which concluded that ETS is "a potential occupational carcinogen" and
suggested "exposure to ETS is most efficiently controlled by simply eliminating tobacco use
from the workplace. "Short of a total smoking ban, NIOSH follows the EPA guide of
recommending smoking be limited to separately ventilated areas.
Some type of ruling will be made during the plan period affecting the legal ability of smokers
to smoke in public places, workplaces, and other areas open to both smokers and
nonsmokers. Depending upon the outcome, the number of smoking opportunities in an
average day could be severely reduced.

MARKETING RESTRICTIONS
During the plan period, attacks on the tobacco industry's marketing practices will focus on the
allegations that industry marketing activities are aimed at encouraging youth to smoke, as
well as women and minorities. Also, federal funds will be used to force local communities to
restrict tobacco marketing practices. U.S. Health and Human Services Secretary Louis
Sullivan's American Stop Smoking Intervention Study program (ASSIST) will provide $135
million over seven years to seventeen state health departments "...to change attitudes about
smoking and counter the sinister marketing strategies of the tobacco industry. "ASSIST will
be augmented by the American Cancer Society which will provide $25-$30 million in
additional funds for lobbying and smoking cessation campaigns.
TRENDS IN MARKETING RESTRICTIONS

1950s:

Federal Trade Commission bans health claims in cigarette advertising;

1960s:

First Surgeon General's Report on the alleged health effects of smoking;
FTC requires warning labels on cigarette packs;
Anti-smoking groups obtain FCC approval for counter advertising on
television;

1970s:

Television advertising ban goes in effect;
Health warnings required on all cigarette advertising;
Minimum age requirements for the sale of cigarettes expanded;

1980s:

Anti-smoking groups claim tobacco industry targets youth, women and
minorities;
Sampling banned in most public places;
Efforts to ban tobacco sports sponsorship -- efforts subsequently defeated;
Efforts to ban all cigarette advertising -- efforts subsequently defeated;
First sales restrictions and bans on vending machines;

1990s

Anti-smoking groups pass first free-standing display bans;.
Increase in the number of tobacco health warnings required at point-ofpurchase;
Increase in the number of vending and sampling bans and restrictions;
First stadium tobacco advertising bans go into effect;
Anti-smoking groups focus on the passage of advertising restrictions on
public property and mass transit;
Anti-smoking groups renew counter advertising on television and in print
(California Prop. 99 programs).

The period from 1985 through 1991 highlighted a shift by the anti-smoking movement away
from encouraging adults to quit smoking to preventing minors, women and minorities from
starting to smoke. All forms of tobacco sales and marketing practices are under attack. Antismoking organizations are also working with medical groups to pressure elected officials.
However, the tobacco industry has been successful in defeating most sales and marketing
restrictions at the state and federal level. In response, our opponents have shifted their
efforts to localities and federal regulatory agencies. The increased introduction of all forms of
restrictions demonstrates a systematic effort by the anti-smoking organizations to constrict
marketing venues available to tobacco products. This is exemplified by the increasing
number of vending, sampling and outdoor advertising restrictions and bans. In 1991, antismoking forces passed the first bans on free standing displays on the grounds that they
encouraged "shoplifting" of cigarettes by minors (a claim that has never been substantiated).
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FIRE PREVENTION
Anti-smoking forces continue to pursue legislation requiring that all cigarettes be "selfextinguishing". The issue was first raised in 1974 when research conducted by national fire
service organizations indicated that cigarettes were the leading cause of fire-related deaths.
Anti-smoking groups endorse the self-extinguishing, or "Fire Safe", cigarette as a way to
mandate uniform product specifications that could cause all cigarettes to look and taste the
same. Such mandates could cripple the competitive advantage of leading brands and
intensify erosion of the overall cigarette market.
1974: Fire prevention groups claim that cigarettes are the leading cause of death in
residential fires.

1980: First "self-extinguishing" cigarette legislation is introduced at the state level (MD), and
reaches a peak of 19 states considering such legislation by 1983.
,

1984: ~ongress'
establishes the Technical Study Group (TSG) to examine the feasibility of
testing ignition propensity of cigarettes in order to mandate the creation of a "Fire Safe"
cigarette.
1987: TSG releases report stating that further research needed on ignition propensity
ctsnrjards for cigarettes, as woft as on technical and cornmerci2l feasibility of "Fire Safe"

:i~z?r(?ft~!.

1990: TSG is re-authorized to develop tests for ignition propensity as well as the technical
and commercial feasibility of manufacturing a "fire safe cigaretten. The TSG's report is due
in 1993.
1993 will be a critical year for this issue. If the TSG establishes ignition propensity standards
for cigarettes and determines that "fire safen cigarettes are technically and comrnerciatly
feasible, Congress may mandate product specifications. If the TSG does not recommend
guidelines in 1993, it is possible that the level of state activity on this issue will increase
significantly as anti-tobacco forces lobby for "fire-safe cigarette" regulations on a state by
state basis.

As much as 55% of the nation's 190 million tons of municipal solid waste created annually is
buried in landfills. Many of the 5,000 landfills in existence have either reached capacity, or
are deemed too expensive to operate as a result of more stringent EPA regulations. Public
concern over landfill safety may also force many remaining landfills to be closed prematurely.
During the plan period, it is estimated that as many as 50% of existing landfills will be closed.
The lack of available and affordable landfill space, coupled with pressure by
environmentalists to find new solutions to waste management, have culminated in the
introduction of legislation which would mandate recycling levels and provide revenues for the
creation of new public oversight agencies. Many of these proposals target specific industries,
either for continuing to rely on packaging that is not "environmentally friendly", or because
their products yield high tax revenues that could be used for waste management programs.
The tobacco industry is vulnerable in both areas.
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1989: EPA releases "The Solid Waste Dilemma: An Agenda for Action "which identifies the
composition of the solid waste stream and establishes a recommended solid waste
management hierarchy: source reduction, recycling, waste combustion, landfilling.
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1990: Over 800 state and local solid waste bills are introduced. Highlights:
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Conference of North East Governors (CONEG) issues model legislation phasing out the
use of heavy metals (lead, mercury, zinc cadmium, hexavalent chromium)in inks, dyes and
stabilizers used i n packaging. This legislation is subsequently adopted by 8 states.
Public Interest Research Group (PIRG) introduces legislation mandating 30% recycled
content by 1993. Bills and initiatives are introduced in FL, HI, MA, NY, and OR and VT.
The Oregon initiative is defeated, the Massachusetts initiative is withdrawn from the ballot
by the state Supreme Court because of invalid signatures.
Advanced Disposal Fee legislation is adopted in Wisconsin and Florida (1$/package tax
effective 10192).
Maine bans aseptic packaging.
1991: Oregon adopts PIRG bill with 25% recycled content for plastic packaging by 1995.
1991: Massachusetts Legislature considers PIRG bill with 30% recycled content for
packaging larger than 15 cubic inches by 1996.
1991: At the federal level, the House and Senate consider re-authorization of the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA). Both legislative bodies are considering
.: r s n d n ~ n i sto Subtitle D, rhs section of the Act dealing with rrlunicipal solid waste, which
*
:rlld req'crir;. nsticnol fac?/ciincjmandates.

During the plan period, environmental issues will continue to be a concern as
environmentalists gain momentum in their efforts to force product specifications on the
marketplace. Cigarette cartons and hardpacks currently made from virgin paper may be
forced to meet recycling mandates. Additionally, hardpacks are under scrutiny because they
are made from a variety of materials: SBS board, aluminum-paper laminate and plastic (PET)
which makes them difficult to collect by curbside "recycling" programs. Environmentalists are
also focusing on cigarette filters as a disposal problem.

Smoking as a Social Issue
Tha IS21 Study of Smokers' and Non-Smokers' Altitudes marked the rirst time this study was
zsnduc"id during a recession. Possibiy as a resi~lt,the ettitude survey's findings suggest
that the importance of smokicy issues has decreased.
Non-Smokers' Attitudes
The 1991 Study of Smokers' and Non Smokers' Attitudes indicates that a number of nonsmokers are best described in terms of a new attitude segment, economic pragmatists.
Despite mixed feelings about smoking, they are relatively likely to allow smoking in their
homes and cars; pleasant smelling and smokeless cigarettes would make them even more
tolerant. These non-smokers believe that cigarette companies should be allowed to operate
like other companies, and they recognize the importance of the tobacco industry's
contribution to offsetting the trade deficit.
A narrow battery of basic questions regarding smoking reveals that non-smokers' attitudes
towards smokers have remained essentially stable during the past year.

TOTAL NON-SMOKERS

Percent Agree Completely

1991

1990

1988

More willing to ask
people not to smoke

19%

19%

17%

Becoming less tolerant
of smokers

23%

24%

22%

Should be more pressure
on smokers to quit

18%

19%

17%

However, based on a broader battery of questions, non-smokers' opinions concerning
smoking and particularly public policy impacting smoking point to a greater acceptance of
cigarette companies and their consumers. For example, between 1990 and 1991, nonsmokers have become more accepting of cigarette advertising and more likely to believe that
smoking restrictions have gone too far. The timing of the emergence of these attitude trends
and the identification of economic pragmafisfs, may indicate a relationship between these
shib and tha recession.
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Have gone too
far

Are about right

I

-

52%

Percent of Non-Smokers Surveyed

1
I

WHERE CIGARElTE ADVERTISING SHOULD BE ALLOWED
NonSmokers

I

I

Anywhere, including
radio and N

Nowhereat all

A new segment has arisen among smokers, thorough enjoyment smokers. They are more

specific about the benefits they derive from smoking. They also appreciate accommodation
at restaurants and hotels, and are likely to avoid establishments that do not accommodate
smokers.
TOTAL SMOKERS

Percent Agree Completely
1991Thorough
Enjoyment

Balance

S\--nficsr~

S3~1"&
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More comfortable when there
is a smoking section in a
restaurant

64%

46%

Nice to know ahead of time
whether a restaurant has a
smoking section

44%

32%

If I know ahead of time that a
hotel or motel prohibits smoking
in their rooms, I'llstay somewhere
else

55%

38%

These trends among smokers, combined with relatively stable findings among non-smokers
conc?rclng ssciat pressureis, suggsst that momenii;rn for increased anti-smoking santiment
has slcqjed.
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COMPETITIVE STRUCTURE SUMMARY
Recent increases in domestic cigarette profitability and international growth opportunities
have caused manufacturers to refocus on tobacco as a source of current earnings and future
income growth. Additionally, price increases for premium brands have created an
opportunity for manufacturers to attract consumers with discount cigarettes. The lack of well
established trademarks in the discount segment allows all manufacturers to compete for
discount volume on a more equal basis than in the premium segment, where brand equity
provides PM-USA and Lorillard a substantial advantage. International opportunities exist in
both export and joint ventures with foreign manufacturers. The value of U.S. trademarks and
more advanced manufacturing techniques provide U.S. firms with a competitive advantage in
many overseas markets. This combination of industry dynamics has increased competition
among domestic participants.
During the plan period, the industry participants will have different objectives. RJR is
attempting to increase profitability to enhance its equity valuation. B&W is attempting to
r,?de;;ne the Ir '! strj 1:
' 2 jn crder 10 tale advantage of its success zit rnarrirsting ICY
inzrsin
nrerit~cis. A; : r i ~ ~ n:, It?rcj c.i-s~-l Liyntt 3i-2 -l:empting to maintain incorc9 pru~rthfor ~ s ?
in =,c:uiiitioi.a, dividecras and recuc~ngdebt. Because these objeciives are different,
competitors' strategies and tactics in p~rsuingopportunities are conflicting.
R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. will attempt to stabilize its share overall, replacing lost
premium volume with discount units. To stabilize share, RJR will increase premium brand
promotions and introduce a stream of new attributes such as the "Wrap" on Winston and
Salem, Vantage hardisoft pack and Camel Wides. RJR will aggressively price at the low
end and increase its presence in the discount segment by competing with B&W, PMUSA and Liggett for black and white units, enhance Magna/Sterlingls presence in the
sub-generic segment, and maintain Doral's position as the discount segment's leading
brand. RJR will also increase its emphasis on retail activities to take advantage of the
critical mass only it 2nd Philip Morris have.

Brown & W:'!lann:
i Tcbactrea CJ. is anticipated to focus on stabilizi~gKool's voi~lrne
a!?dshare decline, campefe vil;3rous!y to maintain its leadership position in the Hack and
whita cztegoiy, kii,ir attempt to build Viceroy and Raleigh Extra. B&W will also ccntinue
to grow its export business which has helped to offset declines in its domestic business.
B&W sold 33.9 billion units in exports in 1991, up 26.5 billion since 1985, and currently
holds a 17.6% share of total U.S. cigarette exports.
Laaillard Tobacco Co, will continue to invest in Newport during the plan period.
Newport's strength in urban areas and with young adult smokers will enhance Lorillard's
position and provide trade advantage for its other brands. However, Lorillard will be hard
pressed to maintain Newport's volume because of new competitive marketing initiatives
for Kool and Salem, increased menthol discount offerings, and decreased smoking
incidence among its core young Black adult smokers. In addition, Lorillard is expected to
expl~reincrementa! volume opportunities in the discount and export (Carolina Cigarette
Company) businesses.
American Tobacco Co. will focus on building viable discount trademarks. American's
crestion of a complate product line at .ne sub-gener;ic price tier (i\.:or;tclair, Misty, and 6ull
Durham) has given it a unique selling proposition to retailers and facilitates a coherent
discount category ,i?arketing strategy. However, American's position in the sub-generic
S6gnent will be challenged due to RJR's and B&W's attempt to achieve critical mass in
this segment and the minimum price differentiation between sub-generic and black and
white products.
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Liggett will continue to focus on the black and white segment and will price competitively
to defend this source of volume. Recent repackaging and new line extensions for Lark
and Eve indicate that Liggett will refocus marketing for its premium brands. Also, Liggett
will pursue international opportunities like export and joint ventures with foreign
manufacturers. Liggett has announced a major restructuring of its field sales
organization; in the near future it will be transferring the sale of tobacco products to food
brokers in 66 markets nationwide.

The potential results of conflicting competitor goals are increased price competition for
discount brands, increased price differential between premium and discount brands and
increased difficutty in margin attainment from the discount segment, all of which may impact
PM-USA's performance.
In addition to the six domestic cigarette manufacturers, new competitive forces such as major
foreign conglomerates, anti-smokinglhealth groups, and increased availability of alternative
products are converging on the tobacco industry during this plan period.
Nicotine releasing skin patches and chewing gum are now available by prescription to
smokers who want to quit. It is anticipated that nicotine patches may be available for
purchase without a prescription by late 1994. Potential annual sales of skin patches in
the United States will exceed $600 million this year and could reach $1 billion by 1995.
R&D is also pursuing innovative products. Our proprietary alternative smoking product,
Beta, will be marketed in direct response to such products as nicotine releasing skin
patches and chewing gum. Project Beta is scheduled to be test marketed in 1995;
however, if necessary, the project will be accelerated.

COMPETITIVE ENVIRONMENT
In past years, cigarette manufacturers routinely pursued diversification strategies because of
perceived unfavorable long term prospects for the industry. Recent increases in domestic
cigarette profitability and international growth opportunities have caused manufacturers to
refocus on tobacco as a source of current earnings and future income growth. In addition,
price increases for premium brands have created 'an opportunity for manufacturers to attract
consumers with discount cigarettes. The lack of well established trademarks in this segment
allows all manufacturers to compete for discount volume on a more equal basis than in the
premium segment, where brand equity provides PM-USA and Lorillard a substantial
advantage. International opportunities exist in both export and joint ventures with foreign
manufacturers. The value of American Trademarks and more advanced manufacturing
techniques provide U.S. firms with a competitive advantage in many overseas markets.
Recent changes in Eastern Europe have further expanded these opportunities. This
combination of industry dynamics has increased competition among domestic participants.
Between 1986 and 1991, PM-USA was the only manufacturer to gain either volume or
market share. While PM-USA's volume grew at a compounded annual rate of 0.57%, the
rest of the industry declined at 4.68% annually. PM-USA's share grew 6.47 share points,
largely the result of discount brands. Still, among competitors only PM-USA's premium
brands posted share gains.
MARKET SHARE PERFORMANCE
(Share Point Change 1986-1991)
PM-USA

RIR
B&W
Lorillard
American
Liggett

Jxa

+6.47
-4.53
-0.57
-0.82
-0.15
-0.41

eremium

Discount

-0.88

-2.83

+2.90
+0.06
+2.68

-0.43

+0.02

+0.13
-8.61
-3.47

+6.34
i4.08

Source: MSA

Competitors' premium trademarks have suffered volume declines well in excess of those for
PM-USA. These severe declines are seen as irreversible for two reasons. First, these brands
attract virtually no incoming young adult smokers. Second, brand loyalty among premium
smokers makes attracting competitive smokers prohibitively expensive. As a result,
competitors have focused on developing discount brands to appeal to price conscious
smokers. With regard to the discount category, the interests of industry participants are
implicitly divided into two camps. PM-USA, RJR and Lorillard derive the majority of their
volume from premium trademarks. B&W, American and Liggett derive a higher percentage
of their total volume from discount brands, and because of their small premium shares,
pursuing discount units results in minimal cannibalization.

-

PREMIUM VOLUME DECLINES 1990-1991
1990 vs. 1991

PM-USA

RJR
B&W
Lorillard
American
Liggett
Industry Non-PM
Source: MSA

-5.8%

-14.6
-10.5
-6.2

-14.2
-8.3
-12.4

Difference
Versus PM-USA

--- 4.7

-8.8% points
-0.4
-8.4
-2.5
-6.6

PM-USA's future share gains will come from gaining its fair share of discount category
growth, while improving upon its record of superior premium brand performance versus
competitors.
1991 ACTUAL AND 1996 PROJECTED SHARES BY CATEGORY
and Discount Percent of Company Volume
1991
Premium Discount

PM-USA
RJR
B&W

Lorillard
American
Liggett

35.97%
20.73
5.83
7.20
4.35
0.92

7.38%
7.10
5.29
0.06
2.68
2.48

'

1996
Premium Discount

Discount % of
Co. Volume
1991 1996

37.74%
13.66
3.29
5.55
3.14
0.55

17.0%
25.5
47.6
0.8
38.1
72.8

11.96%
10.32
7:10
0.52
3.81
2.37

24.1%
43.0
68.4
8.6
54.8
81.2

Source: PM-USA Market Research Dept.
In the past year the low margin black and white segment experienced rapid growth. Given
the increased importance of the segment, PM-USA and RJR contested the existing segment
leaders Liggett and B&W more vigorously for a share of this volume. This increased
competitiveness fueled further black and white growth, limiting volume and income
opportunities from other discount segments.
BLACK AND WHITE DEVELOPMENT 1990.1991

PM-USA
RJR
B&W

Liggett

1991

Change

Shsre

!?SLUG

1.92
1.15
2.00
1.34

+1.26
+0.55
+0.74
+0.25

1991% of

Gau&mY
30%
18
31
21

Change
vs. YAG
+12%
+1
-4
9

-

American, B&W and Liggett are faced with high premium volume decline rates and.
increased competitiveness within black and white and other discount segments. Given these
realities, they face the choice of either investing to build discount brand volume and to slow
decline rates for existing premium trademarks, or milking their existing brands to liquidate
their interest in the market. At present, these companies appear committed to remaining
viable market participants.

R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
Parent Company Outlook
Kohlberg Kravis Roberts & Company continues to pursue a strategy of reducing and
restructuring RJR Nabisco's debt while maximizing the company's equity valuation. Since the
April 1989 leveraged buyout, RJR Nabisco has reduced its long term debt from $30 billion to
$13.1 billion. In 1991 alone, debt was $3.8 billion below year earlier levels. In contrast to the
distress experienced by many highly leveraged companies, RJR is in excellent financial
condition. As evidence, its bonds were upgraded from "junk" to investment grade by both
Moody's and Standard and Poor's. By achieving investment grade status, RJR escaped
complicated loan covenants that had restricted its ,operating flexibility.
For 1991, corporate operating income was $2.934 billion, up 4% from $2.818 billion. Total
tobacco provided 79% or $2.3 billion. Domestic tobacco operating income was $1.86 billion
(-5% vs. YAG), and business unit contribution was $2.23 billion (-4% vs. YAG). Tobacco
International operating income was $462 million (+23% vs. YAG), and business unit
contribution rose to $500 million (+21% vs. YAG). Food provided the remaining $0.7 billion in
operating income (+20% vs. YAG), and business unit contribution of $920 million (+15% vs.
YAG).

-

On April 18, 1991, RJR Nabisco Holdings completed the issuance of 115 million shares
of common stock at $11.25 per share. It was the first new offering of stock for the
company since the buyout. The public now owns approximately 25% of RJR. At
present, KKR owns 53% of the equity in RJR. At year-end 1991, total stockholder's
equity was $8.4 billion, up considerably from $1.5 billion of equity at the time of the
buyout.
RJR Nabisco Holdings' market value for 1991 was $11.217 billion in comparison to Philip
Morris' market value of $68.77 billion.
While KKR will continue to reduce its stake in RJR, it can not rapidly liquidate its position
due to the company's size. Consequently, KKR is managing RJR for long term value, as
evidenced by high levels of marketing support to slow domestic volume and share
declines and reports that RJR will expand its international presence.
To lower its cost of capital, RJR Nabisco Holdings Corporation exchanged $1.7 billion of
common stock for 11.5% convertible preferred stock, and issued $2.1 billion of 8.32%
yielding PERCS (preferred equity redeemable cumulative stock). Combined, these
offerings will reduce loan-interest and dividend payments by more than $470 million in
the first year alone.
The $3.8 billion financial restructuring reduced the company's debt to equity ratio to less
than 2-to-1, removing it from the highly leveraged transaction (HLT) category and
increasing availability of credit from financial institutions. On December 4, 1991, RJR
Nabisco Holding Company's lead banks completed the syndication of a new $9 billion
credit agreement, for possible future acquisitions in food and international tobacco.
In February 1992, R.J. Reynolds Tobacco lnternational Inc. (RJRI) announced that it will
build a $33 million cigarette production factory in Warsaw, Poland. Plant capacity will
reach 8 billion cigarettes annually.
In March 1992, RJRI announced the new construction of a 135,000 sq. ft cigarette
manufacturing plant in the lzmir region of Turkey. $100 million has been allocated
towards the plant for a 10-year period. The plant will be operational in the second half of
1992 and will have the capacity to produce 10 billion cigarettes a year.

Organizational Changes
In 1991, James W. Johnston, the Chairman and Chief Executive of R.J. Reynolds Tobacco
Co., realigned its manufacturing operations, as indicated below:

-

ndrew J. S c h i n d k , 47, was appointed EVP, Operations, a new position. All
manufacturing operations with the exception of R&D, have been consolidated under
Schindler. Mr. Schindler has been with RJR since 1974. His previous position was EVP,
Manufacturing and Engineering.

-

obert DiMarcq , SVP, Research and Development now reports to Mr. Johnston. Mr.
DiMarco will retire during the second-half of 1992.

Other personnel changes during 1991 and the first quarter 1992 included:

-

chard W. Kauffeld Jr, was appointed VP, Business Planning. Kauffeld was a principal
at consulting firm Booz, Allen & Hamilton, from which RJR recruited current, EVP of
Marketing and Sales James Schroer in 1990.
a v ~ d Anderson, 41, joined RJR Tobacco in January '91, as EVP, Finance and
Administration. VP of Leaf Operations also reports to Anderson. His previous position
was SVP, Finance and Customer Service for the U.S. Grocery Division of Quaker Oats.
a v ~ dlsbistec resigned after his new assignment as SVP, Tobacco Leaf Buying and
Tobacco Packing.
ocke Newli~,SVP of Strategic Planning resigned in May, 1991.
Gerard R, Gunzenhaum, CFO, resigned on January 14. He was succeeded by Mr.
Anderson.
Sam Hendrix. w a appointed VP, Trade Marketing. Mr. Hendrix will be responsible for
building closer alliances with the company's largest customers.

Among senior management, the following people still remain at RJR Tobacco since the
buyout:
Yancy Ford Jr.
EVP, Sales

David lauco
SVP, Marketing

Andrew Schindler
EVP, Operations

Robert DiMarco
SVP, R&D

Wayne Juchatz
SVP, Secretary &
General Counsel

Robert Gorden
SVP, Personnel

The new people added to RJR Tobacco senior management since the buyout:
James Johnston
Chairman, CEO

Thomas Griscom
EVP, External Relations

James Schroer
EVP, Marketing and Sales

Michael Oglesby
EVP, Government Relations

David Anderson
EVP, Finance and CFO
(1) Appointed May 1989. Formerly division executive
Citicorp Consumer Banking 1984-89. Previously
EVP, RJR Tobacco 1981-84 and President, CEO
Asian/Pacific RJR Tobacco (Hong Kong) 1979.
Elected to the RJR Nabisco Board of Directors on
March 3, 1992.

RJR Tobacco has cut employment from 9,650 full-time salaried workers in 1990 to 9,348
as of July 1, 1991. It is believed that an additional 200 full-time jobs were eliminated
during the second half 1991.

Market ShareNolume
RJR is the second largest U.S. tobacco company with a 1991 market share of 27.8%, down
1.8 points versus year-ago. 1991 volume was 141.7 billion units, a decrease of 12.8 billion
units or 8.3%. RJR's premium brands declined 3.0 share points to 20.7% from 1990, due to
the continued steep declines of all the company's premium trademarks.
RJR's 1991 share provided by premium brands was 20.7%, down from 23.7% in 1990.
Premium brands contributed 74.5% of total company volume, down from 80% in 1990.
RJR's 1991 premium volume decline of 14.6% is the highest in the industry.
RJR's 1991 discount brands share increased 1.2 points versus year-ago to 7.1%, with
volume increasing 17.1%, from 30.9 to 36.2 billion units. Growth resulted primarily from a 0.4
point gain for branded generic Doral, a 0.9 point gain for sub-generics Magna and Sterling,
and a 0.6 point gain for black and white.
RJR's share of the discount category was 28.4%, and it captured 20% share of 1991
segment growth.
Discount segment volume now accounts for 25.5% of RJR's total unit volume, up from
20% in 1990.
Doral's 4.7 share makes it the industry's leading discount brand.

Brand
1991 Share
TTL Premium
20.7
Winston
7.5
Salem
5.5
Camel
4.0
Vantage
2.0
NOW
0.9
0.8
More
TTL Discount
7.1
Doral
4.7
BL&WHT/PL
1.2
Sterling
0.5
Magna
0.5
Century
0.3

Share Point Change
1999 vs. 1991
(3.0)
(1-3)
(0.7)
(0.4)
(0.4)
(0.1
(0.1
1.2
0.4
0.6
0.4
0.1
(0.1)

% Volume Change
1990 vs. 1991
(14.6)
(16.5)
(13.3)
(11.3)
(18.7)
(10.7)
(16.3)
17.1
6.4
87.0
229.2
9.8
(32.8)

Source: MSA

Marketing Strategy
During the plan period, RJR is anticipated to focus on stabilizing the share of its potentially
viable premium brands (Winston, Salem and Camel), slowing share erosion of its smaller
premium trademarks (Now, More and Vantage), and enhancing Doral's position as the
discount segment's leading brand. RJR will also increase its emphasis on in-store fixtures
and promotions, to take advantage of the critical mass only it and Philip Morris have.
Continuity programs for Camel ("C-Notes") and Winston were added in 1991 to RJR's
promotion mix to increase repeat purchases and build brand loyalty at relatively
reasonable costs. Previously, RJR typically used on-pack incentives to stimulate trial and

instantly redeemable coupons to hold existing smokers. Camel is estimated to have
spent $50 million for promotional giveaways in 1990.
RJR reformulated and repackaged Winston, with a reported 100 product changes, as
part of an effort to reposition the brand as the industry's quality leader. The "Wrap" or
"Flavor Seal" packaging retains moisture and will extend Winston's shelf life by three
times. In November, Salem was given the same overwrap.
In January 1992, new Doral non-filter 85's were nationally introduced. This new packing
is the first non-filter entry into the branded generic category.
RJR introduced a new package for two packings in its Vantage line in the Northeast
markets only. The package can be opened two different ways. Consumers can use the
flip-top lid, or opt for the corner opening that is characteristic of the soft-pack package.
The national introduction of Camel Wides was launched at retail effective March 1. It is
positioned as a "wide gauge" cigarette.
RJR plans to launch a new cigarette in May '92 called Winston Select. It will deliver a
new blend of tobacco, intended to give a slightly smoother, milder flavor and will deliver
about 18 milligrams of tar and 1.4 milligrams of nicotine.
RJR President James Johnston has stated that all discretionary expenditures which do
not directly build volume will come under review for possible cuts. Possibly as a result,
RJR will reportedly cut its 1992 media budget and abandon its typical long term
commitments for print and outdoor advertising. Sports marketing expenditures are also
expected to be cut.
In May 1991, RJR repositioned branded generic Magna and price-off Sterling to the subgeneric segment, a key price-point where it had not competed. The brands had not
shown much potential in their previous segments, however, the shifts provide RJR with
additional tools to compete at the low end of the discount category. In October, RJR
added 8 new packings of Sterling to broaden the brand's appeal and to reduce the
availability of retail space for competitors.
For GMM-March 1992, RJR captured 3O0I0 of the discount category growth versus year
ago. Their discount brand share gain of 1.5 points was due primarily to the repositioning
and new packings for Sterling and growth in the black and whitelprivate labels. RJR's
Best Value captured 15.8% of the black and whitelprivate label growth.
RJR maintained a lower volume requirement under its 1991 permanent counter display
program (170 cpw vs. PM 200 cpw) for top payment and a more specific positioning
bonus (RJR at register vs. PM 3 ft. prime) which resulted in a sightline advantage in many
outlets.
RJR's new lighted overhead pack master is gaining in popularity. Some retailers are
receiving up to $650 for the installation. At present, PM does not pay retailers for
installation of PM OPM1s.
Marketing Spending

It is estimated that RJR increased total marketing expenditures in 1991 by 10.6% to $1,874
million or $13.20 per thousand cigarettes. RJR's per unit spending is the industry's highest, a
result of high couponing levels required to slow the erosion of its premium brands and to
build volume for its discount brands.
RJR1s 1991 reported media spending decreased 15% to $158 million from a year earlier.
Spending on Camel declined 18% to $57.7 million from $70.6 million, making it the
industry's third most advertised brand with a 9.1 share of voice.
Media spending for Winston increased $34.5 million, from $21.8 million to $56.3 million.
The increase was tied to a new campaign to reposition Winston as the industry's quality
leader, featuring its new "Wrap" packaging. Winston's increase was funded by a
reduction in advertising for Camel (-$12.8 million to $57.7 million), Salem (-$16.6 million
to $20.8 million) and Vantage (-$I65 million to $1.1 million).
RJR moved its Camel account from Young and Rubicam (Y&R) to MezzinalBrown, an
agency comprised of the two Y&R executives who previously managed the account. The
move is expected to provide considerable cost savings for RJR through reduced
commissions.
Media spending for discount brands was focused on Magna ($4.6 million) and Sterling
($7.4 million) which were repositioned duringthe year. Expenditures for Doral, RJR's third
largest and fastest growing brand, were minimal ($2.0 million).
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Throughout 1991, RJR aggressively couponed most of its premium brands in
supermarkets. Within the premium segment, Winston (41% of supermarket carton
volume was sold on deal with an average carton coupon value of $1.84), Salem (49% at
$1.80) and Vantage (52% at $1.85) were among the industry's most heavily promoted
brands. Starting in the fourth quarter, new $3.00 coupons for Salem, Vantage, Now and
More were made widely available.
Throughout 1991, RJR couponed competitively in the discount segment. Doral (79% at
$3.47) has consistently outspent Cambridge (80% at $3.32) and has increased the
availability of $4.00 coupons in the second half of the year to be more competitive with
B&W's expenditures for Viceroy.
RJR has provided Magna (51% at $1.56) and Sterling (81% at $1.84) with category
leading levels of coupon support since their repositioning as sub-generics in May.
RJR's sales force is organized into six regions and is comprised of approximately 2,500
full-time sales personnel and 700 part-time merchandisers. In a September marketing
blitz, RJR reportedly provided at least one part-time merchandiser to each of its field
sales representatives. In February 1992, it was reported that RJR has assigned two parttime merchandisers to each sales representative to concentrate effort on promoting
Salem "Fresh Wrap" and couponing Doral.

RJR Tobacco's R&D Department has a staff of about 700, down from 800 before the buyout.
Additional reductions are expected in 1992. Despite these cuts, RJR's current staff remains
larger than PM-USA 's R&D. .
RJR's product development focus is in two areas: a Premier-type smoking article and flavor
and scent innovations.
The Premier team is essentially intact, and the level of related patent activity remains
high.
RJR continues to patent actively. In the twelve month period from July 1, 1990, to June
30, 1991, they issued 36 U.S. patents. These included 6 related to a premier type
article, 5 for on-line inspection devices, and 5 for non-burning devices.
RJR has the industry's only in-house flavor facility which produces flavor-release
compounds. These have been used in test products for Horizon and Chelsea.
RJR may adopt a long term strategy regarding the development of paper technology
programs, aimed at reducing ignition propensity (visible smoke from the lit end of a
cigarette) with minimum subjective cost. Products tested by RJR have relied on advanced
paper technology and reductions in tobacco content to achieve less visible smoke. A
number of recent patents describe a smokeable filler comprised of both tobacco and
other fillers.

Operations
RJR Tobacco continues to manage its domestic manufacturing costs as a means of
improving cash flow and overall competitive position.
Since 1988, RJR has increased its output per labor hour by 29%, while reducing other
operating costs by more than $150 million.
RJR Tobacco has reduced the number of its hourly factory workers from 6,700 in 1988 to
5,400 in 1991.
Other cost cutting measures include replacement of flax paper with less expensive wood
pulp paper, increased use of off-shore and lower grade domestic leaf, and switch from a
Freon Expanded Tobacco (ET) process to PM-USA's DIET (Dry Ice Expanded Tobacco)
process.
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All domestic and export production is in Winston Salem, N.C. Tobaccoville (built 1986) and
Whitaker Park (re-equipped 1988) have a combined annual capacity of approximately 220
billion units, against total domestic and export requirements of 192 billion. RJR increased its
export volume 14 billion units to approximately 50 billion units, offsetting a 13.5 billion unit
domestic decline. Total excess capacity was still 28 billion units for the year.
RJR uses 8000 cpm makers and 400-500 ppm packers, giving RJR the industry's fastest
average manufacturing speeds.
Approximately 36% of the RJR Tobacco International's cigarette volume for 1991 was
manufactured in the U.S. for sale in foreign markets.
Competitive Advantage
KKR will continue to maintain a major role in decision making within RJR. Their key objective
is to increase profitability to enhance the company's equity valuation. In the future, RJR will
rely on several competitive strengths.
Manufacturing Efficiency: The combination of high speed modular equipment and nonunion labor makes RJR the most flexible and efficient manufacturer.
Cost Reductions: RJR has reduced overhead and manpower, while also reformulating its
products to achieve production cost advantages. Since the LBO, RJR is estimated to
have cut $500 million from its cost structure.
Retail Fixtures: RJR continues to be the dominant retail fixture supplier which supports
relationships with retailers and enhances its control over retail space. This advantage is
particularly strong in supermarkets, which historically have been a critical channel for
discount brands.
Discount Brand Leadership: Doral is the industry's leading discount brand. The
company's entry into sub-generics with the re-positioning of Magna and Sterling, its
increasing share of the black and whitelprivate label growth through Best Value and the
more recent introduction of Monarch (a branded black apd white), will collectively
strengthen RJR's long-term competitive position in every sub-segment of the discount
category.
Camel Filter Momentum: Camel is the first brand to be successfully repositioned as a
brand for young adult smokers. In 1991, Camel attracted 8.0% of 18-24 year old
smokers, up from 3% in 1987. Among competitive premium brands, Camel appears to
be the only significant threat to Marlboro's smoker base. February 3, 1992 marked the
national introduction of Camel Wides filter and hard pack. It is about two millimeters
thicker than a standard cigarette with packaging similar in size to the traditional 25's.
Direct Marketing: RJR's database of names is maintained by internal staff and is
reported to contain 30 million names or over one-half of the total U.S. smoker population.
As a result, RJR's direct marketing activity level (branded mailings/multiple coupons) was
2.5 times greater than PM-USA's level (5 months ending 12/91). RJR has started to
create a database of store clerk names for the future introduction of an RJR Trade Club
Program.

BROWN & WILLIAMSON TOBACCO CO.
Parent Company Outlook

,

BAT Industries completed the divestment of its retail department store and paper
manufacturing subsidiaries in 1990, narrowing its core businesses to tobacco and financial
services. The Financial Services operating unit performed poorly in 1990 and 1991 and BAT
is now more dependent on the profitability of its tobacco businesses than at any time in
recent history. In 1991, BAT'S income from continuing operations was $2,240 million, down
2.2% from 1990. Tobacco generated approximately 85% of BAT'S income i n 1991.
Tobacco income from continuing operations in 1991 was up 14.2% to $1,892 million. BAT'S
U.K. insurance company Eagle Star incurred a substantial operating loss in 1990 and was
again negative in 1991. Results for the financial services unit are expected to steadily
improve and account for 40% of corporate operating income by 1995.

BAT is the world's second largest cigarette manufacturer, with 1991 volume up 3% to
571 billion. Recent overall volume gains reflect significant growth in BAT'S U.K. and U.S.
exports and a stabilization of previously deteriorating performance in Germany and Brazil.
BAT'S total cigarette exports rose 24% in 1991.
BAT derives a majority of its global cigarette volume from marginally profitable,
economically underdeveloped markets.
Brown & Williamson, BAT's American unit, accounts for only 10% of corporate volume but
generates 39% of total tobacco operating income. B&W's profitability is being threatened by
the continued erosion of its premium volume which has been only partially offset by discount
growth. B&W's profit margins remain low due to the high level of promotional expenditures
necessary to compete effectively in the discount segment. B&W has been successful at
building export volume, particularly to the Far East.
B&W sold 33.9 billion units in exports in 1991, up 26.5 billion since 1985, and currently
holds a 17.6% share of total U.S. cigarette exports. The company's primary export
trademarks are Kent and Lucky Strike.
Over the plan period, BAT Industries is anticipated to pursue the following courses of action:
Stabilize the performance of Eagle Star Insurance to increase the financial services units'
contribution to BAT's operating income.
Continue to derive a majority of profits and cash flow from tobacco. The company is
investing in its tobacco business and will compete aggressively in all markets. Due to its
significant contribution to corporate income, BAT will invest in B&W to maintain or grow its
profitability.
Increase worldwide tobacco volume and profits through U.S. and U.K. exports. BAT is
pursuing opportunities in Japan, the Middle East, Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union.
Early this year BAT completed its acquisition of the Pecs Tobacco Factory in Hungary. It
also signed a letter of intent to negotiate a cigarette-manufacturing joint venture with
three factories in the Ukraine. The three Ukraine factories currently produce 25 billion
cigarettes annually for the 80 billion cigarette Ukrainian market.
The dividend increase of 8% for 1991 demonstrates BAT Board's continuing commitment
to dividend increases substantially in excess of the rate of inflation, even in a difficult
year.
Organizational Changes (February 1992)

-

obert A. Fitzmaurice , 51, was appointed SVP, Marketing and Sales, with responsibility
for all domestic marketing and sales. He previously sewed as SVP, marketing and field
sales support. Prior to joining B&W in 1988, Mr. Fitzmaurice served in various executive
management and marketing positions at PMI and PM-USA.
was appointed to VP, Domestic Sales. He replaces Larry Butler, who
retired after 32 years with B&W. Mr. Higgens has held various sales positions since
joining B&W in 1963, most recently that of Area Sales Director - Southwest.

-

parren G. Halset was appointed Director, Trade Development. Mr. Halset has held
various positions in sales since joining the company in 1979, most recently serving as
director of trade relations.

Market ShareNolume
Brown & Williamson is the third largest U.S. tobacco company with a 1991 market share of
11.1%, up 0.8 point versus year-ago. 1991 volume was 56.6 billion units , an increase of 2.9
billion units or 5.3%. B&W's premium brands declined 0.5 share point to 5.8% from 1990,

due largely to the continued decline of the company's largest brand Kool. It accounts for
41.5% of total unit volume and 79% of premium volume.
Kool has been hurt by a relatively older smoker base that is concentrated in highly
developed discount markets and its lack of share among young adult smokers. B&W is
implementing a marketing program including new advertising, new packaging and
increased couponing to stabilize Kool's volume and share decline.
B&W's discount brand's increased their share of industry volume by 1.3 share points to 5.3%
in 1991. Growth resulted from sub-generic Raleigh Extra's 0.7 share point gain to 1.3% and
GPC-black & white's 0.7 point gain to 2.0%. Due to intense competition in the branded
generic category from RJR's Doral, PM's Cambridge and many lower priced sub-generics,
Viceroy increased only 0.2 points to 1.4%.
B&W's premium volume decline of 10.5% was the third highest in the industry.
B&W 's share of the discount category was 21.3%, and it captured 24.3% share of 1991
segment growth.
Discount segment volume now acdounts for 48% of B&W's total unit volume, more than
double its 1986 level of 20%.

B
TTL Premium
Kool
Capri
RaleighJBelair
TTL Discount
BL&WHT/PL
Raleigh Extra
Viceroy
Belair

B
5.8
4.6
0.5
0.5
5.3
2.0
1.3
1.4
0.2

Share Point Change
1990 vs. 1991
(0.5)
(0.3)
0.1
(0.2)
1.3
0.7
0.7
0.2
(0.1)

% Volume Change

1990 vs. 1991
(10.5)
(8.7)
9 -6
(33.8)
30.8
54.9
117.8
13.2
(31.3)

Source: MSA
Marketing Strategy

-

During the plan period, B&W is anticipated to focus on stabilizing Kool, compete vigorously to
maintain its leadership position of the black & white category, and to attempt to build
discount brands Viceroy and Raleigh Extra.
In September, retail activity began in Cleveland for several reformulated and repackaged
packings of Kool. In total, nine new packings of Kool are being tested. In October, a similar
test market was initiated in Richmond with an updated advertising campaign using a
penguin-"Willie', similar to Camel's "Smooth Character." "Willie" is based on a penguin used
in advertising for the brand from 1933 to 1960.

'

in September, B&W introduced Viceroy Box in KS and 100's packings. Viceroy, RJR's
Magna and American's Bull Durham are the three discount products available in a flip-top
box and appear to be positioned against Marlboro. To date, the new packings have attained
a 0.2% share with the majority of volume net to brand.
B&W introduced a sub-generic brand Savannah (Slim Lights 100 BoxISlim Lights 100 Box
Menthol) in Florida, Georgia and Alabama on April 28, 1992. Savannah represents an
obvious threat to Virginia Slims.
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Marketing Spending
B&W's 1991 estimated marketing spending increased 15% to $516 million or $9.75 per
thousand cigarettes. The increase was due primarily to higher advertising spending and
price promotionlcoupon expenditures for both premium and discount brands. Among major
manufacturers, excluding Liggett, B&W has the lowest per unit marketing expense due to its
high percentage of black & white volume.
Media expenditures increased 53% to $61 million in 1991 with the majority of incremental
spending for Kool. In total, premium spending was up $21 million to $45 million and
discount spending declined $0.5 million to $16 million. However, B&W spent aggressively
behind Raleigh Extra in 1991; spending increased from $3.1 million to $11.4 million. Raleigh
Extra's increase was funded by the reduction in advertising for Belair (-$I2 million to 0.1
million). In 1990, B&W substantially reduced media support behind Kool and other premium
brands, cutting spending from $60 million in 1989 to $23 million. These cuts were probably
made to boost B&W's profitability and offset poor results at BAT'S financial services units.
While these units are performing better in 1991, B&W's current premium brand spending is
still $8 million less than 1989 spending of $53 million.
B&W's couponing support for premium brands decreased from 14.9% of volume sold on
coupon in 1990 to 7.6% in 1991, while discounts brands increased in 1991 from 42.4% to
53.2%. There has been increased price competition among menthol products this year,
mainly stemming from Salem's average percent of supermarket volume sold on deal
increasing from 36.4% in 1990 to 41.9% in 1991 and competition among discount menthol
products.
Kool's average percent of supermarket volume sold on deal in 1991 was 12%, with an
average carton coupon value of $2.90.
Capri's average percent of supermarket carton volume sold on deal in 1991 was 109'0,
with an average carton coupon value of $1.96.
In 1991, Viceroy was the supermarket coupon promotion leader of the branded generic
segment (63% at $3.60). At year end 1991, Viceroy offered $4.00+ carton coupon
values in 65% of supermarkets. Viceroy had traditionally offered higher average coupon
values and lower incidences than its competitors, but more recently it has matched
competitive coupon incidences as well.
In the sub-generic segment, Raleigh Extra also maintained high coupon incidence and
values at 61% and $1.26, respectively. Starting in the fourth quarter 1991, new $2.50
carton coupons for Raleigh Extra were introduced.
GPC is currently in the process of buying down and couponing all major accounts in
selected markets. Coupon values range from $1 to $2. GPC's goal is to be the lowest
priced cigarette in the store.
B&W's sales force is organized into six regions including 1,550 full-time sales people and 625
part-time merchandisers. In February 1992, B&W's sales force was redeployed and full-time
representatives are called territory managers. B&W also added more part-time
merchandisers at 16 hours per week.

BAT has demonstrated that it is committed to enhancing its competitive position through
R&D and to the upgrading of manufacturing facilities.
B&W benefits from R&D efforts in the U.S. and from European BAT units. B&W's U.S. staff
is estimated at 300 and is divided among blend, cigarette, filter and package R&D. The
company's patent activity is defensive, primarily used to block competitive exclusivity i n
emerging technologies.
In comparison to PM and RJR, B&W also devotes a
disproportionate amount of resources to process development.
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From July, 1990 to June, 1991 BAT issued 39 patents, 7 of which pertained to premier
type articles. Other B&W patent activities indicate a focus on process development and
modification of QA inspection devices.
Operations
B&W recently upgraded manufacturing equipment at its major domestic facility in Macon,
GA. Equipment at the plant is between 5 and 15 years old and is comprised primarily of
7200 cpm makers and 400 ppm packers. B&WVsmanufacturing utilization is estimated to be
at or near capacity. An increase over the last five years of U.S. exports has offset declines in
B&W's domestic business.
Current production capacity of 94.1 billion reportedly will be expanded to 110.4 billion by
1993. The company employs approximately 1,900 unionized hourly factory workers
(versus PM-USA's 10,000, Lorillard's 1,700, American's 1,350, Liggett's 640, and RJR's
non-unionized 5,400 hourly workers).
In 1993, BAT Southhampton's facility will complete an upgrade that will make it the
world's fastest and most advanced cigarette factory. The factory will include sixteen
11,000-1 2,000 cpm makers, as well as other technological advances.

Competitive Advantage
B&W's competitive advantage is derived from being part of a large multi-national parent
whose primary business is tobacco. BAT senior management team is comprised exclusively
of executives with decades of global tobacco management experience. B&W is able to draw
from BAT'S extensive knowledge base in marketing low margin products in very tough
economic environments. In addition, B&W can benefit from BAT'S: R&D activity carried out in
Europe, global business relationships that enable them to source raw materials efficiently,
and manufacturing expertise. BAT also provides B&W's growing export business with
extensive logistical, marketing and government relations support.

LORILLARD TOBACCO CO.
Parent Company Outlook
Lorillard's parent, Loews, is essentially an investment holding company operated by the Tisch
family. The Company's core businesses and investment interests include tobacco,
insurance, hotels, oil and gas drilling rigs, watches and timing devices and 22.9% ownership
of CBS. Loews Corporation announced that net income from continuing business operations
declined 0.5% to $668 million in 1991. Cigarette net income rose only 9.1% for the full year,
the smallest increase since 1988. Lorillard made a strategic decision several years ago not
to enter the generic cigarette market because margins were too low. It never became
involved in overseas cigarette sales either, and both these sectors are rising more rapidly
than U.S. premium brands. Tobacco contributed $430 million, up 9.1% from $394 million in
1990, and accounted for 64% of Loews net income in 1991. This gain reflects cigarette unit
price increases and lower advertising and sales promotion costs. Security analysts estimate
free cash flow at $3 billion over the plan period.
Lorillard should provide 60% or more of Loews' operating income in 1992.
With fairly flat profits in 1991 at its insurance unit CNA, coupled with difficulties at CBS,
Loews has increasingly relied on Lorillard to generate income growth and cash flow for
investments and acquisitions.
Loews' Chairman Laurence Tisch broke off talks for the possible purchase of R.H. Macy
& Co. He holds a 15.6% stake in Macy's and was expected to inject as much as $1
billion to buy out stockholders.

Organizational Changes

-

-

r. Alexander W. Spears has been appointed to Vice Chairman and Chief Operating
Officer reporting directly to Chairman and CEO, Andrew Tisch. Dr. Spears, who is 58
years old, was formerly EVPISVP, Operations and Research (1975-91).
Pewev R. Tedder was promoted to SVP, Operations. Tedder, who is 54 years old,
previously was SVP, Leaf and Support Systems.
ucceeds Tom Mau (who resigned) as SVP, Marketing. Mr. Orlowsky
was recruited from specialty retailer DMK Holding in October 1990, where he was CEO.
During the fourth quarter 1991, Lorillard eliminated its New York based Public Affairs
Department, including the dismissal of Sara Ridgeway, VP-Public Affairs. The function
will be handled by the Manager of Community and Media Relations, Joyce Jarett, who is
based in Greensboro, NC.

Market ShareNolume
Lorillard is the fourth largest U.S. cigarette company with 1991 market share of 7.26%, a
decline of 0.36 share point versus year-ago. 1991 volume was 37 billion units, a decline of
2.8 billion units or 7%. Premium volume declined 6.2% from 39.1 to 36.7 billion units.
Lorillard's share of the premium category was 9.6%, contributing 99.2% of total volume.
Newport's share was 4.7% and it contributed 64.6% of total company volume. Volume for
other major brands Kent and True declined 16.9% and 8.7%, respectively.
Brand
1991 Share
TTL Premium
7.2
Newport
4.7
Kent
1.6
True
0.7
TTL Discount
0.1
Heritage
~0.1

Share Point Change
1990 vs. 1991
(0.3)
0.1
(0.3)
(0.1
(0.1
c (0.1)

% Volume Change

1990 vs. 1991
(6.2)
(0.1)
(16.9)
(8.7)
(54.5)
(51.I)

Source: MSA
Marketing Strategy
In 1991, Lorillard continued to focus on its premium brands Newport, Kent and True.
Discount brands contributed only 0.8% of company volume. However, Lorillard is expected
to pursue the discount business more aggressively in 1992. Style, a low-tar.100 length subgeneric, was introduced in six packings in the first quarter. In the premium segment, Lorillard
will continue to focus its resources on Newport, but is also expected to increase marketing
support for Kent and True to slow their declines.
Virtually all of Lorillard's sales are in the U.S. because its international trademarks were sold
to BAT in 1977. However, Lorillard recently created the Carolina Cigarette Company to
develop export opportunities.
Marketing Spending
Lorillard's 1991 estimated total marketing spending increased 13.8% to $444 million or
$11.73 per thousand cigarettes. Much of the increase went to higher promotional spending
for True and Kent to slow their volume declines.
Lorillard's 1991 reported media spending dropped 20% to $86.9 million from $108.6
million a year earlier. Newport's spending declined to $58.6 million from $64.8 million,
but it became the industry's second most advertised brand with a share of voice at 9.2%.

Media spending for True dropped sharply from $18.3 million to $3.5 million, as support
was shifted to Kent's new "Portraits of Pleasure" campaign. Spending was increased
from $12.5 million to $24 million.
Throughout 1991 versus year-ago, Lorillard's overall percent of supermarket premium
volume purchased with a coupon increased from 24% to 29%. While carton couponing
for Newport remained low (13% at $2.80), Lorillard maintained relatively high levels of oncarton coupon support for Kent (33% at $2.12) and True (57% at $2.12).
Lorillard is using the new Catalina coupon system, which delivers $5.00 Newport coupons
on cash register receipts via scanning technology when consumers purchase specific
competitive brands.
Lorillard's sales force is organized into four regions and is comprised of approximately
1,305 full-time sales personnel and 105 part-time merchandisers.

Loews has not shown much commitment to enhancing its competitive position through R&D
or upgrading its manufacturing equipment. The average age of its packing equipment
technology is over 30 years. Production capacity at its Greensboro N.C. plant is 70.5 billion
units, relying primarily on (5000 cpm) MKS's and AMF 379's (175 ppm) for making and
packing. Lorillard employs approximately 1,700 hourly workers.
With 1991 sales of almost 37 billion units, Lorillard's excess capacity will top 30 billion units.
To enhance factory utilization, Lorillard is beginning to pursue discount and export volume.
Lorillard's research and development activities are limited, and focus primarily on products
with "fire safety" attributes and scent applications.
Competitive Advantage
Jhe Newport Franchise; Newport's strength with young adult smokers will enhance Lorillard's
position and provide trade leverage for its other brands. However, Lorillard will be hard
pressed to maintain Newport's volume because of new competitive marketing initiatives for
Kool and Salem, increased menthol discount offerings, and decreased smoking incidence
among its core young Black adult smokers.
Newport is the second most popular brand among smokers 18-24. Consumer research
in 1991 revealed that over 50% of all 18-24 menthol smokers chose Newport.
Newport unseated another menthol brand, Kool, in 1991 to become the industry's fourth
largest brand. While Newport is popular in many regions, its core remains in the
Northeast where the discount segment is less developed. Newport's strength in urban
areas has also helped insulate it from the growth of discount brands.

AMERICAN TOBACCO CO.
Parent Company Outlook
American Brands operates 5 core businesses: tobacco, distilled spirits, insurance, office
products and hardware. American's corporate strategy is to generate stable earnings growth
and to support dividend increases and strategic acquisitions for its core business units. For
1991, American Brands' corporate operating income was $1,631 million, up slightly from
$1,602 million in 1990. American Tobacco Co. ("ATCO) provided $541 million or 33% of
corporate income, up 6.7% from $507 million in 1990. U.K. cigarette subsidiary Gallaher
provided $540 million or 33% of income, with income from continuing operations down from
$594 million in 1990. Gallaher results were down, because of unfavorable currency
translations and weakening sales of premium brands, following an 18O/0 excise tax increase in
the U.K. Additional problems at American's office products group, down from $87 million to
$38 million, have increased profit pressure on ATCO from its parent. As a result, ATCO has
not matched competitive promotional spending in the second half of 1991, weakening sales
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for some of its brands. Just the same, ATCO achieved a milestone in 1991, with its first unit
volume increase in over 25 years.
During 1991, American Brands acted to strengthen its position in the distilled spirits industry.
It purchased 41.3% of the outstanding ordinary shares of U.K. based lnvergordon and has
completed a $372.5 million purchase of seven trademarks from Seagrams. The completion
of the lnvergordon acquisitions would make American the world's third largest distiller.
Effective January 1, 1993 all trading barriers within the European community will be
eliminated. It is possible that it will cause a shift in sales of tobacco products brands from
certain member states, such as the United Kingdom, to other member states in which prices
of those brands are lower. In 1991, Gallaher's market share in the U.K. cigarette market fell
from 45% to 43.5% and total unit sales decreased by 6.3% while unit sales by foreign and
domestic manufacturers decreased by 3%. It is believed that Gallaher will experience further
reductions of unit sales in 1992 and 1993.
Organizational Changes

In November, Donald S. Johnston was appointed President and Chief Operating Officer of
American Tobacco. His previous position had been Executive Vice President of Sales, and
his promotion underscores American's increased emphasis on sales activities. It is likely that
additional personnel changes will take place in American's marketing group, as 64 year old
SVP Bill Moore approaches retirement.
In February 1992, Jacobus M. Ockers was appointed to VP, Strategic Planning and New
Products in the Marketing Department at American Tobacco Company. Mr. Ockers joined
ATCO in 1987 as senior product manager. In 1989, he was promoted to group product
manager and in 1990 to director, strategic planning and new products.
Market ShareNolume
American is the fifth largest U.S. cigarette company with 1991 market share of 7%, up 0.22
share point versus year-ago. 1991 volume was 35.8 billion units, an increase of 0.3 billion
units or 0.8%. American's premium brands declined 0.6 share points to 4.4%, but discount
brands increased 0.8 points to 2.7%.
American has a leading 29.9% share of the Sub-Generic segment and a 10.7% share of
the discount category.
American derived 38.1% of its total 1991 volume from discount products, an increase
from 27.3% in 1990.
ATCO1s premium volume decline of 14.2% was the second highest in the industry. 86%
of American's 1991 premium volume is generated from the rapidly declining non-filter,
charcoal filter, and the "lowest" segments which it dominates. American's share of
premium volume within these segments: Non-filter (42.3%), Charcoal (12.5%), Lowest
(30.8%).
Share Point Change

B
ATCO Premium
Pall Mall
Carlton
ATCO Discount
Montclair
Misty
Bull Durham*
* launched in 1991
Source: MSA

4.4

(0.6)

1.7
1.4

(0.5)
(0.2)

2.7

1.3
0.5
0.2

.

% Volume Change
(14.2)

(25.7)
(16.0)

0.8

40.4

0.6
0.4
N/A

82.3
41 7.0
N/A

Marketing Strategy
Due to volume and share losses from its aging premium trademarks, Amerrcan's product
strategy is focused on building viable discount trademarks and holding Carlton's volume.
The introductions of Montclair (1989), Misty (1990) and Bull Durham (1991) position
American as the industry's premier sub-generic manufacturer.
Misty has gained share steadily with little promotional support. Despite its relatively
narrow female orientation, and only two packings, Misty has a 7.8% share of the subgeneric category. Misty introduced two new full flavor packings in January 1992.
Bull Durham has performed poorly at retail since its introduction, achieving only a 0.3%
share of consumer take away, despite high levels of promotion.
American is testing a free standing menthol sub-generic, Riviera, in Detroit. Riviera's test
market results from Detroit indicate a 0.5 share with two Full Flavor packings (49%
distribution). Field sources report that American will introduce Riviera (4 packings)
nationally during the second quarter of 1992. A national menthol sub-generic would
complete American's product assortment at that price point.
Montclair gained a leading share of sub-generic volume by achieving superior distribution
during the category's development.
Marketing Spending
American's 1991 estimated total marketing spending increased 14% to $451 million or
$12.32 per thousand cigarettes. American's per unit expense is the second highest in the
industry's after RJR, due to extensive support for its new brands and scale inefficiencies.
In 1991, American's advertising expenditures were $65.8 million, down from $68 million a
year ago. American's 1991 share of voice was 10.3%, an increase from 9.5% in 1990.
American was the industry's leading discount segment advertiser in 1991 with $43.5 million
or a 39.6% category share of voice since its discount brand strategies have been more
image based than those of its competitors.
American spent $22.1 million or 33.6% of its total media budget in 1991 on Carlton with
discount brands receiving most of the balance.
Since its March introduction, Bull Durham has received $15.6 million in media support.
Other major expenditures were split between Misty ($14.7 million) and Montclair ($12.1
million).
Throughout 1991, American maintained low levels of couponing support for its major
premium brands Carlton and Pall Mall. Average supermarket carton coupon values for both
brands were below $1.85 and percentages of volume sold with coupon were under 7%.
American's 1991 percentage of sub-generic supermarket carton volume sold with coupon
averaged 42% for Montclair, 29% for Bull Durham, and 6% for Misty. Couponing levels were
under 20% for the first half of the year, but escalated sharply during the second half in
response to heavy promotion by competitive sub-generics. In 1991 American resisted
increasing carton coupon values beyond $1.00, despite competitive values as high as $2.50.
American reportedly will increase the size of its permanent field sales force from 700 to
1,200 people. The additional manpower is needed to service an estimated 32,000
permanent discount brand pack fixtures and to provide couponing support of same.
Approximately one-third of American's permanent pack displays were placed in Region 2,
where Misty display placements are aimed against Viiginia Slims' strong hold. As a direct
result of the significant increase in the number of full time sales positions, ATC may
downsize the present number of part time sales positions (400). American is testing
hand-held computers in Wesi Virginia with national implementation scheduled for
December 1992.

American historically has focused on generating cash for acquisitions and dividend growth.
As a result, American maintains a limited R&D organization and has made limited plant or
process improvements. American operates 48 manufacturing modules with making capacity
of 74 billion units matched against volume requirements of 38 billion. The majority of plant
equipment is 15 years old. American employs approximately 1,350 hourly workers at its
Reidsville, N.C. location.
American is building a 200,000 sqlft annex to its manufacturing center to house its
Protos 9,000 cpm high speed makers. The move is necessary because vibrations from
these makers pose a hazard to the existing facility. Two new high speed makers will be
added to the seven currently in use.
In 1991, ATCO's unit sales of cigarettes in the U.S. accounted for 96.8% of its total unit
sales. Products (i.e. American Filters) are also sold overseas, principally in Japan and
other Asian countries.
Competitive Advantage
American's creation of a complete product line at the sub-generic price tier has given it a
unique selling proposition to retailers and facilitates a coherent discount category marketing
strategy. Due to the rapid aging of its premium smokers and its reliance on niche product
segments, American can pursue discount opportunities without significant cannibalization.

BROOKE GROUP (Liggett)
Parent Company Outlook
In November 1990, Bennett S. LeBow merged his heavily indebted investment vehicle
Brooke Partners L.P. with Liggett holding company Brooke Group Ltd, of which he is
Chairman and 84% owner. LeBow restructured his combined holdings so that pre-tax
income could be used to pay the $45 million annual interest expense on interests in MA1
Basic Four (Information Systems) and Western Union (now New Valley). The core
businesses of Brooke Group Ltd. now consist of Liggett, lmpel Marketing (sports trading
cards-a $1 billion industry), MA1 and New Valley.
Parent company, Brooke Group, will continue to use funds generated by tobacco to
service the debt of its highly leveraged subsidiaries MA1 and New Valley and to invest in
Impel. Liggett's operating income of $92 million in 1991 offset $165 million in combined
income losses from other units. For 1991, the company reported a net operating loss of
$73 million. (This includes $100 million non-recurring charges associated with its
restructuring of MAI/Systems segment and the lmpel division.) Going forward, Brooke
should benefit from $33 million in anticipated annual savings from the 1991 restructuring
of MAI.
Brooke Group is actively pursuing opportunities outside the U.S. for its cigarette business.
In 1991 Brooke arranged a joint venture, Liggett-Ducat, to manufacture and sell
cigarettes in the Soviet Union. Seventy percent owned by Brooke, Liggett-Ducat will
construct a new plant near Moscow by late 1993, with an initial annual capacity of 22
billion cigarettes.
Organizational Changes
In 1991, Liggett made several personnel changes to strengthen its sales and marketing
functions. In each case, Liggett went outside its organization to hire executives from premier
packaged goods companies. This suggests that Liggett will attempt to revamp its current
marketing strategy by applying consumer and trade practices used in other product
categories.

-

Snencer J. Volk was appointed President, CEO. Former No. 2 executive of Church and
Dwight Co,, maker of Arm & Hammer products (July '89 - Oct. '90). From 1987 to 1988,
he was President and CEO of The Volk Group, a company formed to conduct leveraged
buyouts. In 1985 and 1986, Sewed as President and CEO of the Tropicana Products
Co. Mr. Volk is 57 years old. He succeeds James C. Turner, 58, a 33-year Liggett
veteran who retired in October, 1991.
Jerrv Reid was appointed SVP, Marketing. Mr. Reid joined Liggett from General Foods
USA, where he was credited with several of the coffee division's successful product
introductions. He was previously with Brown & Williamson's product development unit.

-

Jonv bun^ was appointed SVP, Sales. He was formerly with Pillsbury in a sales related
position.
Poland J. Allen was appointed SVP, Human Resources. Formerly at General Foods
USA, Director of Human Resources. Mr. Allen began his career with GF in 1965.

-

-

ark Stewart was appointed SVP, CFO. He replaced David M. Welsh who resigned. Mr.
Stewart was former EVP, Consumer Group at Simon & Schuster.
obert W. Robinson, VP Marketing, resigned in August '91, with only seven months of
service. He is a former ad executive who worked on RJR Tobacco Company business.

Market ShareNolume
Liggett is the smallest and weakest of the six domestic cigarette manufacturers with 1991
market share of 3.4%, virtually unchanged from year-ago. 1991 volume was 17.3 billion
units, a decrease of 0.4 billion. Premium volume declined 8.3% from 5.1 to 4.7 billion units.
Discount volume remained flat at 12.6 billion units, however, still contributing 72.8% of total
volume. Liggett gained 1.1 billion units or 0.3 share points in the black & white discount
segment. This category generated 39.4% of 1991 volume. Liggett's largest brand, subgeneric Pyramid, which had grown steadily since its introduction in 1989, fell 1.6 billion units
to 5.1 billion, a decline of 23.8% or 0.3 share points.
Brand
1991 Share
TTL premium
0.9
Eve
0.4
Lark
0.1
L&M
0.2
TTL Discount
2.5
BL&WHT/PL
1.3
Pyramid
1.O

Share Point Change
1990 vs. 1991
(0.1)
(0.0)
0.0
(0.1
0.1
0.3
(0.3)

% Volume Change

1990 vs. 1991
(8.3)
(3.2)
(8.7)
(18.5)
0.6
20.0
(23.8)

Source: MSA
ldarketing Strategy
Due to the weakness of its premium trademarks, Liggett will continue to focus on the
discount segment of the market. Marketing and sales functions are being reorganized to
improve Liggett's execution at retail.
Liggett will increasingly depend on black & white units and will price competitively to
defend this source of volume. Coupon promotion for Pyramid, that has lagged
competitive levels should increase to reverse the brand's recent slide.
SVP of Marketing, Jerry Reid, has stated that Liggett will refocus marketing for premium
brands Lark and Chesterfield on regions where their core constituency of older smokers
reside. In April 1992, Liggett introduced two new Full Flavor Lark packings (85's/100's,
charcoal filter) and repackaged Lark Lights (85's/100's, charcoal filter). The charcoal

category holds a 0.9% market share. Liggett's Eve Slim Lights 100's was re-introduced
nationally with new packaging in February 1992. This line extension was discontinued in
June 1990 when it was replaced by Eve Slim Ultra Lights 100's.
Marketing Spending
Liggett's 1991 estimated total marketing spending increased 19% to $100 million or $5.73
per thousand cigarettes, the lowest figure in the industry. Given its minimal advertising and
couponing expenditures, the largest expense component was sales support.
Media spending for Liggett increased 49.2% to $9.1 million for the full year 1991. The
spending was focused on its two largest brands Pyramid ($3.4 million) and Eve ($5.6
million).
Throughout 1991, Liggett actively couponed Eve in supermarkets (40% at $2.24), and
was increasing coupon values for the brand at year end.
Throughout 1991, Pyramid's average supermarket couponing support were low (20% at
$1.35). However, Liggett increased coupon availability sharply during the second half of
1991, reaching 54% in December in response to high competitive spending and
Pyramid's weakening share.
In February 1992, Pyramid ran an FSI in Sunday newspapers nationwide (24.4 million
circulation), offering $2.00 off 2 packs or carton (expires 6130192). The new Pyramid ad
slogan reads, "You may never put another Camel to your lips."
In February 1992, Liggett announced its plan to replace part of their sales force (total
size: 400 direct sales people and 460 merchandisers) with 45 contract brokers (2,000
commissioned employees). Liggett's parent group expects to save approximately $11
million annually with a similar program it initiated last November in its Impel division. The
contract brokers will be used to call on chain accounts. The downsized sales force will
continue to call on independent accounts.

Parent company Brooke Group lacks the resources to pursue high levels of research and
development activity or to upgrade antiquated packing equipment at its Durham plant.
Liggett has relatively modern Protos 7,200 cpm making equipment, but continues to rely
on aging AMF-379 175 ppm packers which have no box capability.
Liggett has a 31 billion unit capacity and domestic shipments of below 18 billion. Liggett
lacks export volume which would enhance its factory utilization.
On November 25, 1991, Liggett agreed to a three-year contract with members of the
Bakery, Confectionery and Tobacco Workers Union Local No. 176-T. Liggett employs
approximately 640 hourly and union employees. The contract included new provisions
for health care, profit sharing, retirement benefits and steps to increase productivity. Bfl
w cornDanson IS shown below:
WAGES
1992

PM

.

$2,000 US (BCT)
$2,500 US (Craft)
AMER $2,000 U S
LOR
$2,000 U S
LIG
$3,767.90 US
+ 4% GWI
B&W 3% GWI
NIA (3)
RJR

1993
$2,000 US (BCT)
$500 US + $0.301hr GWI
$2,000 us
$2,000 us
4% GWI
NIA (2)
N/A

1994
3% GWI
3% GWI
3% GWI
3% GWI
4% GWI
NIA
NIA

(1) Liggett paid a one-time lump sum of $2,500 (after taxes) in consideration for profit
sharing and benefit changes.
(2) 8&W is scheduled for negotiations in 1993.

(3) RJR is non-union. 1992 increase is to be announced 5/21, effective 6/1. No
projections available at this time.
SIGNIFICANT BENEFIT CHANGES

EM

Managed Care Networks established as primary health care provider effective 1/1/93.
Capped Craft post-retirement life insurance at $25,000.

Amerlcan
Capped post-retirement life insurance at $10,000.
Established loan program under Profit Sharing Plan.
Lorillard
Major medical deductible doubled to $200/$600.
Employees to pay 25% of dependent premium (was 20%).
Established loan program under Profit Sharing Plan.
Llnaett
Established 80/20 premium payment, previously company paid 100%.
Established 80/20 health care payment plan.
Instituted precertificaiton on hospital admissions.
lnstituted dental plan.
Capped company contribution to Profit Sharing Plan at 6% of employee pay.
Established loan program under Profit Sharing Plan and provided an additional company
matching of up to 3% of employee contribution.

w

No known change; negotiations occur in 1993.

m

No known change.

Competitive Advantage
Liggett derives the industry's highest percentage of total company volume from the discount
segment. Consequently, it has virtually no stake in the current industry profile and can
pursue discount units with little cannibalization of its premium brands. In addition, as the
industry's smallest participant, it can pursue opportunities which provide it with substantial
marginal benefit but which do not trigger immediate competitive responses.

NEW COMPETITIONIANTI-SMOKING FORCES
There are many new competitive forces converging on the U.S. tobacco industry: major
foreign conglomerates; anti-smokinglhealth groups; and increased availability of alternative
products.

-

It is possible for a cash-rich foreign conglomerate such as Japan Tobacco Inc., andlor
Mitsubishi to acquire a major stake in RJR Tobacco or another U.S. cigarette
manufacturer. Both Japanese firms realize the profl potential stemming from the global
demand for American-blended cigarettes.
Nicotine releasing skin patches and chewing gum are being made available by
prescription to smokers who want to quit. The new set of competitors who
manufacturelmarket one or both of these items include ALZA, Marion Merrell Dow,
Lederle, Elan, Warner Lambert, Pharmarcia, and Ciba-Geigy. Ciba-Geigy has publicly
stated that it will use approximately 1,000 of its U.S. sales people to promote the sale of
its product called Habitrol (12191). Elan Corporation received approval from the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration on January 28, 1992, to start to market its nicotine skin
patch (ProStep) through American Cyanamid Co's Lederle Laboratories. The ProStep
patch, sold outside the United States under the name of Nicotrans, has been launched
for over the counter sales in Italy. It is anticipated that nicotine patches will be available
for purchase without a prescription in the U.S. by late 1994. Wall Street analysts predict
the patch market will exceed $600 million this year in the U.S. and could reach $1 billion
by 1995.
Anti-smokinglhealth groups such as the World Health Organization, American Cancer
Society, and the American Lung Association are combining forces to achieve a smokefree society by the year 2000. Efforts are in two areas. First, to continue to raise the
consciousness of the alleged harmful effects of tobacco on health. Second, to expose
the public relations strategies of the tobacco industry.

The above issues are covered in more detail in the Corporate Affairs and Operations sections
of the plan.

Business Objectives
Philip Morris USA's primary business objectives during the plan period are:
Grow Income and Cash Flow
$ Billions
Actual
Operating
income

2999.

Actual
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CAGR

4.2

4.8

5.4

5.9

2.6

2.6
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3.4
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7.4

8.3
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4.0
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Maintain Unit Volume

Units in Billions

Industry
:

Actual
199Q

Actual
1991

la92

1993

W

521.8

509.2

495.3

478.5

466.5

,

454.8

GAG%

XEE

9.ES

443.5

(2.7%)

3.4

PM-USA has been the leading cigarette manufacturer in the U.S. since 1983 and currently
markets four of the tcp fen brands. Marlboro is the leading brand, with over three times the
cnare of its closest cc-npti~ltor,atid Benson & Hedges, Merit and Virginia Slims are numbers
8, 9 and 10, respectively. In 1991, PM-USA achieved a market share of 43.3% accounted
for 44% of estimated industry revenues and 52% of estimated industry operating income.
PM-USA's operating margin of 41.2% was the highest in the industry due to a favorable
volume mix as weil as marketing and operating efficiencies.
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PM-USA has a leading share in several key industry segments, including Premium, Discount,
Full Flavor, Flavor Low Tar, and Non-Menthol. The Company, however, continues to lag in
the Menthol and Ultra Low Tar segments. During the plan period, PM-USA will improve its
performance in all industry segments through a combination of line extensions and
innovative marketing and sales efforts.
PM-USA3 SHARE OF INDUSTRYSEGMENTS

I

1991

1996

Percent of Segment

Total

Prernim

Full

Discount

Flevcf

Source: MSA and Market Research Estimates
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hic PerfPM-USA's demographic profile is the industry's strongest, with 55.7% of its smokers under
age 25,
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Over the past five years, PM-USA has successfully retained the majority of its smokers as
they aged. Since 1986, the Company has held or increased its share among all smokers
who were age 25 or over, but has lost share among adult smokers under 25.

PMYSA SMOKER RETENTION
1986-1991

1

Share (%)

801

1986 Age

1991 Age

18-19

18-19
23-24

20-24
25-29

25-29
30-34

1986

a 1991

30-34
35-39

35-39
40-44

1

40-44
45-49

45-59
50-54

50-54
55-59

55-59
60-64

Source: PM-USA ConsumerTracking

I
Since 1986, Marlboro has grown its share among adult smokers under 25 at the expense of
competitive and other PM-USA premium brands. During the plan period, Marlboro will hold
its share among this key demographic group through image reinforcing advertising and
promotion as well as continued support of Medium and the launch of Medium 100s. Benson
& Hedges and Virginia Slims will increase their penetration of this group through 85mm line
extensions and more relevant positionings.
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To predict the potential impact of past sociodemographic and market performance factors on
our brands' volumes during the plan period, we constructed a demographic model - built up
with data from the U.S. Census, Roper and Consumer Tracking sources. We applied four
basic factors to the model: sociodemographic effects (e.g., aging and quitting); entering adult
smokers; contribution to discount growth; new products (net of cannibalization) in order to
forecast 1996 volume. The demographic model predicts that Marlboro's volume in 1996 will
be 117.6 billion units. This predicted volume is 10.6 billion units below the 1996 volume in
our plan. Across all of our brands, the model predicts our total volume for 1996 will be 206.7
billion cigarettes, 13.7 billion below plan, all in the premium segment.
Plan Volume vs.
Model Volume
1996

Discount

I Source:

PM-USA Business Planning Demographic Model

I

The strategies to achieve our 1992-1996 business objectives take all major industry
dynamics into account and involve across-the-board changes in the way PM-USA competes
in the U.S. cigarette business.

Long Term Goals and Strategy
Beginning with the 1991-1995 Five Year Plan, PM-USA established three long term goals:
Reverse the practice of offsetting volumeishare declines with accelerated premium
pricing.
Maximize PM-USA's competitive advantage.
Improve the profitability of the low end of the market.
In 1991, to achieve these goals,PM-USA began the implementation of a four-point strategy
to extend the equity of its premium trademarks, capture its fair share of the discount
category's growth, develop economies of scale and restructure profitability.
Extend the Equitv of Premium Trademarks
PM-USA's primary advantage versus its competitors is the equity of its premium trademarks.
Our strategy is to add consumer value to our premium brands to reinforce and extend their
equity. This will insulate our smokers from the allure of price discounts as well as revitalize
our brands' appeal to competitive smokers. As we execute against this strategy, we will
ensure that each brand's positioning is unique and relevant in today's environment; we will
run advertising that reinforces positioning and is truly superior; we will competitively promote
our brands with incentives, events and price-offs that extend the imagery conveyed by the
advertising; and finally we will launch newsworthy new products with attributes that deliver
consumer benefits and broaden the appeal of our franchises.
Marlboro will enhance its perceived value through continued heavy advertising, loyalty and
image building promotions, leadership merchandising, preemptive line extensions and
alternative packaging configurations. Marlboro will also deliver targeted price promotions to
competitive smokers. PM-USA's other premium brands will develop positionings with greater
relevance to today's premium smokers and launch line extensions into untapped segments
to broaden their appeal and attack competitive pockets of profitability. Product and
packaging attributes which add value to the consumer will be developed and tested on our
premium brands. Under this value umbrella, the development of extensions of premium
trademarks into the discount category will be explored.
PM-USA's premium performance is forecasted to outpace the industry's, with our volume
declining an average of 1.8% annually compared to 10.2% for the rest of the industry.
Marlboro's volume is forecasted to decline only 0.5% annually due to its demographic
strength, appeal among entering young adult smokers and three line extensions. On
average, PM-USA's other premium brands are forecasted to decline at rates lower than
competitive premium brands on the strength of their line extensions which will offer product
attributes that deliver meaningful benefits and broaden their appeal.
As price competition in the cigarette industry continues to escalate, it is critically important to
reinforce the equity of premium brands so their ability to sustain a price differential is assured.
Over the plan period, several indicators of brand equity will be monitored for PM-USA
premium brands:
--.

Smoker Share
Inlout-Switching Rate
Own BrandIAlternate Brand Ratio

Unaided Awareness
ImageryiPopularity
Purchase by Competitive Smokers
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If a brand appears to be losing equity, diagnostics will be evaluated and corrective actions
taken.

a

a

0

ure Fair Share of Discount Cateaory Growth
PM-USA will capture its fair share (approximately 40%) of the category's new volume. To
meet its volume objectives in the discount category, PM-USA will differentiate Cambridge and
Bristol more clearly from competitive brands and add brand equity that extends beyond price.
In addition, PM-USA will employ targeted offensive price promotions on Cambridge and
Bristol where incremental volume can be gained without damaging its premium brands.
Finally, private labels will be given preference over black and whites (Basic) to foster
partnerships with key customers to strengthen PM-USA's family of trademarks.
Our strategy calls for integrating private labels with the Retail Masters program, a
comprehensive incentive package that marries the trade's goals to ours. Retail Masters
provides retailers with incentives for selling all Philip Morris products -- premium, discount and
black & white/private labels. By joining Retail Masters and partnering with the industry leader,
the trade gains great flexibility to develop its own tactics to maximize sales and profits across
their entire cigarette line. However, due to the way the private label incentives are paid, the
decisions on pricing will be made at headquarters, rather than at the store level where the
manager may be overly concerned with building volume. This fits with our plan to push our
private labels aggressively at retail, to replace the everyday low price positioning of our
competitors' branded discount products, but in a way that allows the trade the option to
maximize unit profitability by pricing just beneath sub-generics and branded generics.
During the plan period, PM-USA will outpace the industry in the discount category, with our
volume growing 7.2% annually compared to 3.6% for the rest of the industry. Cambridge
and Bristol are forecasted to increase 3.5% and 13.3% per year, respectively. FVB is
forecasted to increase 13.0% annually, with private labels comprising 38.6% of FVB volume
in 1996.
Develo~Economies of Scale
Unlike other consumer products, cigarette companies' shares of industry profits have
traditionally been proportional to their market shares; PM-USA, as the industry leader, has
not fully benefited from its size. In the beer and snack foods industries, market leaders enjoy
profit shares 1.7 times greater than their market shares. During the plan period, PM-USA will
restructure the retail environment with Retail Masters, a merchandising program that links
payments to building PM-USA volume, captures prime selling locations for premium brands,
ensures a fair share of well positioned visible inventory, incents retailers to focus on selling
premium brands, and uses private labels to build partnerships with key customers.

J

PM-USA Operations is committed to lowering its total manufacturing cost per price segment
by utilizing global purchasing power, developing partnerships with suppliers, applying new
technology, and converting factories to highly flexible production areas which are responsive
to changing market conditions. In addition, new proprietary technologies will be used to
enhance premium brands' value to smokers by providing them with benefits unmatched by
competitors' products (e.g. lower sidestream smoke, less ashtray odor, higher taste/lower tar).
Restructure Profitability
In 1990, each company in the industry derived over 75% of its profits from premium brands
even though this volume declined by as much as 20% for some manufacturers. These
profits were realized by price increases on products which frequently did not require
marketing support, since they competed in uncontested niches. The margins on these
premium products provided our competitors funds to support new discount brands targeted
at premium segments in which PM-USA enjoys a leadership position and derives much of its
income. PM strategies are designed to pressure competitors to seek profitability across the
entire product line.

During 1991, PM-USA acted to impact its profitability in two ways. First, it improved the profit
potential of its discount products through differential price increases for discount and
premium brands. Second, it competed more vigorously for volume in niche premium
segments dominated by competitors via new line extensions. At the same time PM-USA
captured 40% of the growth of the discount segment. These efforts were designed to result
in competitors deriving a greater share of their profits by improving unit profitability of discount
products rather than from milking premium brands or growing discount volume.
Consequently, our competitors would have limited funds available to support new discount
initiatives.
During the plan period, PM-USA will deliver income results superior to its competitors due to
the volume performance differential between its premium brands and its competitors'
(volume for PM-USA's premium brands will outperform the competitors' by 9% annually). The
company will also, through its pricing and marketing actions, realize improved net margins
from its discount brands.
Net Contribution (Per Thousand)

Marlboro
O.P.B.
Branded Generics1
Players 25's
Bnstol
BasiclAAV/Private Label

$32.59
31.60

$37.65
32.07

$41.64
33.67

$45.58
36.18

8.88
9.17

12.67
13.09

17.38
16.53

21.98
22.02
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$50.55 $55.09
40.76 45.08
17.22
24.99

21.28
30.64
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During the plan period, PM-USA will make efforts to reduce real variable costs to irn~rove
cL-Aper thousand c::fppren'lium vs distount i?rcciur?ts.
Err;p??sis :viil k 3 ?Iac.r;il on mailaying itxr:d costs through better fieadcolina conihoi. The
effi?!enr-gr 2nd cffsctiv9ness of our rc.slcs efiorls will also k.3 imfsrovfd k,y rl~)r:-!?!3fina3
g6.2grc;p:1iclorganiz~tionrestructuring to support local market management, focus on
strategic customer development as well as improve in-store merchandising. Ail departments
will become more effective by streamlining their business processes, eliminating non-value
added efforts, adjusting organizational structure and improving information systems.

rnar;ir,r; and differentiate 'the ;..riable

Euring the 1980's, as industry volume started to decline, manufacturers maintained
profitability by increasing premium cigarette prices in excess of iniraliorl. Due to the relawe
price inelasticity of the cigarette category, this strategy of increasing premium prices to
compensate for volume losses proved to be highly profitable. In fact, between 1985-1990
every company except American Tobacco grew its operating income at over twice the rate of
the CPI.
MANUFACTURER LIST PRICE vs CPI
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Increasing premium prices also fueled the growth of the discourlt segrnsnf i%t?ichput
ac'z:!ional prezsure on premium brands' volume, and led to char,gis in rnznuihcturers'
~ronuctmix. Essentially, a vicious cycle was created as greater profit rrr:esure was being
t 9 ; , 3 d OI:
pxmium ~roductswhich reauired aggressive pricing gd generated the
p:o;irers"lon of discount tirmds which put even more pressure on prerni irn profits. By 1990,
every company except L~ni:;rd was competing vigorously in the discount segment, but as
demonstrated in the chart below e!l were still dependent upon p:cmium brands for their
profits.
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rate. During the plan period PM-USA will take semi-annual price increases and will continue
to increase profitability of our discount brands while moderating our premium price increases.
We have structured PM-USA's premium price increases to average 8.6% annually. We
forecast that if our key competitors choose to match these increases, the additional revenues
obtained on their premium brands will offset the lost profits from their premium volume
declines, which we forecast will range from 6.5 to 9.6 percent. We assume that these
competitors will achieve their income growth through increased margins on discount brands.
In 1995, we expect a consolidation of discount price tiers such that the list price of all of our
branded discount products will be at the sub-generic level.

I

PM-USA PRICE INCREASES

Branded

I?remium
$5.50
6.00
6.00
6.25
6.50

s2alULk
$5.75
7.00
8.00

$7.00
7.25
8.50
8.00
8.00

7 h e Plan assumes the branded generic and sub-generic categories will be consolidated in 1995.

1

Pricing actions for FVB will be structured to ensure that the retail price of our black and
whitelprivate labei 9roducts is c~mparableto the lowest priced brancied products in the
industry after coupon discounts.

Income Growth
PM-USA's ability to deliver overall share growth through superior premium performance and
competitive discount performance has resulted in income growth rates higher than our peers
and the majority of consumer packaged goods companies. (Between 1986-1991, PM-USA
delivered about 60% of the industry's income growth.) Past plans have projected over 13%
income growth, but we now recognize that the pricing this performance requires undermines
the strength of our premium brands and could ultimately shorten their life cycles.
This plan forecasts compounded annual income growth of 11.7%. Our projected pricing and
brand volume could deliver 12.2% growth annually. However, in 1993 we expect our income
to grow only 10.1% since additional marketing funds will be required to defend our premium
brands against the heightened price competition which will result from the FET increase.
Even with these efforts, our total 1993 volume will decline 1.6 billion units. In 1995, we
expect income growth of 11.3O/0 due to reduced discount income, resulting from higher
promotion levels as a result of the consolidation of discount price tiers.

Risks to the Plan
Because this is an aggressive plan there are, of necessity, risks to its success. One such risk
is that marketing spending for Marlboro may not be sufficient to deliver the forecasted
volume and share. Our response would be to lower our income targets to allow us to
adequately fund our marketing efforts. In addition, if we cannot successfully defend
Marlboro against heightened price competition, it could be necessary to lower Marlboro's
price in order to stabilize its volume, resulting in lower income over the short-term.
The plan assumes a relatively conservative industry decline of 2.7% per year. In the event of
a greater decline, rather than suffer volume losses PM-USA's response would be to
accelerate our marketing and sales efforts in order to capture more market share.
The plan is also based on our achieving a 9% performance differential vs. the premium
brands of our key competitors. In 1991 we achieved an 8% differential, but in recent months
the differential has been in the range of the 7.4% differential we achieved over the past 5
years. Forecasts based on sociodemographic trends and the assumption that we hold our
share of entering smokers, indicate a 4.2% advantage for Philip Morris. Therefore, Philip
Morris must strengthen its premium trademarks relative to competitive premium brands, in
addition to lessening the incentive for competitors to shift marketing investments to discount
products, thereby encouraging consumers to switch from our brands.
Current industry trends indicate the discount category would reach 42% in the last year of the
plan. Our plan assumes that growth in the discount category will slow from its current rate of
growth to reach 36% of industry volume. Premium price increases will be moderated in order
to effectively decrease the price distinction between premium and discount brands.
Concurrently, discount prices will pass the $2.00 per pack threshold. Premium brand product
enhancements will provide added value for the customer, thereby justifying the price
distinction. Finally, our plan allocates up to 10% of the premium retail carton price as
promotional funding for our other premium brands to combat growth of the discount
segment. If these actions do not slow the rate of discount category growth, then the plan will
have to be reevaluated and compared to a plan which emphasizes maximizing share.
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MARKETING
During the plan period, PM-USA is projected to increase its market share 6.4 share points
to49.7%. Inspite of acontinuing industrydecline of 2.7% compoundedannual rate, PM-USA
will maintain its unit volume at 220.4 billion units. Marlboro will increase its share 3.1 share
points to 28.9%. Our other premium trademarks will decline 1.3 share points. To achieve
these results, promotion funds will be allocated to Marlboro and our other premium brands
to total 3.5% and 10% of retail sales, respectively.
The industry discount category is forecasted to grow 11.1 share points to 36.1%, with Philip
Morris capturing 40% of that growth. As a result PM-USA's share of the discount category
is projected to be 33.1% in 1996 up from 29.5% in 1991.

Marlboro's primary challenge over the next five years will be to grow share in the face of
heightened consumer price consciousness and accelerated price competition. Marlboro's
strategy will be to leverage its unique distinction as
premium brand by adding value in
every aspect of the marketing mix.
To sustain growth during the plan, Marlboro must maintain its strength among young adult
smokers, retainmore smokers as they age within the franchise, convert competitivesmokers
and capitalize on alternate brand purchasing.
Against these objectives, Marlborowill enhance its perceivedvalue and justify its higherprice
through continued heavy advertising, loyalty and image building promotions, leadership
merchandising, preemptive line extensions and alternativepackagingconfigurations. Marlboro
will also target competitive smokers' price consciousness with high impact price promotions
to generate incremental volume. Usingdirect mail and freestanding insert coupons (FSl's),
Marlboro will be able to deliver price savings through low visibility, yet image reinforcing
vehicles.
Key strategies for maximizing growth are:
Maintainbrandof choicestatus amongyoung adult maleswithcontemporary, breakthrough
advertising and value-added promotion.
Target aggressive offensive price promotion against competitive prospects to leverage
consumer price sensitivity for incremental volume.
Improve leaders hi^ visibility and presence in all trade classes, commensurate with
Marlboro's #1 brand position.
* Launch preemptive new products and packaging configurations, such as: Madium

JOO'~,to extend the excitement of Medium KS; Ultra I iqhtslother line extension, to
prepare for an aging franchise's increased desire for lower tar; half-cartons to deliver a
more affordable packaging alternative to cartons; and 15 or 20 pack cartons for megavolume shoppers.

premium Brands
The performance of PM-USA's other premium brands remains important to the company's
competitive advantage and overall profitability. These brands have lost their relevance to

today's smokers, and as their consumer base ages, they will become increasinglyvulnerable
to the discount category. During the plan period, PM-USA's premium brands must not only
remain attractive to their current consumers but also attract young adult smokers and
competitive smokers. In order to accomplish these objectives in a heightenedprice environment, the following actions are planned:
Benson & Hedges Kings, plannedfor 1992, will increase PM-USA's penetration of the
mentholcategory and introduce a lengththat is appealingto young adult smokers. Merit
Uitima, planned for 1992, will provide PM-USAwith aviable entry into the Super low tar
category, enablingparent Meritpackingsto be restagedat lowertar levels later inthe plan
period. Virginia Slims line extensions will be developed to increase the brand's
attractiveness to young adult smokers.
Instead of broad national programs, all marketing programs will be targeted to take
advantage of the unique characteristicsof geographic markets and retail trade classes
to maximize the brands' profitability and volume.
Added value will be created through producUpackaging innovationsto keep the present
franchise and to attract inswitchers.
Discount Brands
The discount category is projectedto continue to grow its share of the industry over the plan
periodbut at a slowerrate.. Discountcategory volume isforecastedto increase4.7%annually
through 1996 and its share of the industry will increase 11.1 share points to 36.1%.
PM-USA's discount brands will significantly outperform the overall category, achieving a
compounded annual growth rate of 7.1%. In addition, our discount brands must source this
volume disproportionatelyfrom competitors. Strategies to accomplish these volume objectives are as follows:
Continue to invest in Cambridge and Bristolas these trademarks provide an underlying
unit base within our discount portfolio.
Change the current strategy of merely matching competitive price offers by employing
targetedoffensive price promotions on Cambridge and Bristolin specific geographic and
trade classes where incremental volume can be realized from competitive discount
brands.
Consider introducing-new discount brands in certain geographic markets where
considerations warrant (e.g. California) or in categories where the risk to our premium
brands is relatively low (e.g. Mentholtargeted to the urban young adult smokers).
Promote smaller discount brands such as Alpine on a more targeted basis to take
advantage of additional volume opportunities. '
Utilize the Retail Masters programto aggressively pursue private labels. This will foster
partnershipwith key customers which will benefit the total PM-USAfamily of trademarks.
Create a price structure that ensures long term profitability growth of the discount
categories (including black and white).

During the plan period, PM-USA will introduce the following new products, Ine,extensions and
packaging configurations:

Merit Ultima
Marlboro Medium100's
Marlboro 5-pack carton
B&H King Size line extension

Mariboro Express
Parliament Menthol
Free standing discount menthol
1994
Marlboro Ultra Lights
1995
King Size B&H Deluxe Ultra tight line extension

1996
Marlboro Red line extension

MARLBORO
Positioning
Where men smoke for flavor.

Geography
Nationalmarketing to support consistent overall brandimagery supplemented by localized marketing
to defend against competitive initiatives and capitalize on market opportunities.
Continue, and where possible accelerate, share momentumwhere growth has been restored.
Capitalize on significant growth potentialopportunity marketswhere Marlboro share is growing and
the Brand is underdeveloped.
Reverse share erosion in geographies where Marlboro sales are softening.

Demographics
Core Audience - young adult male smokers; attract young adult smokers, primarily men, and retain
them as they age.
Key Audience - adult smokers 25-44 years of age; defend older smokers, prevent them from
switching, buying alternate brands and trading down to the discount category.

Trade Class
Marlboro's primary objective in all trade classes is to enhance our position as the leading brand in all
cigarette outlets nationwide. To accomplish this, Marlboro must achieve "Big Brandn status in
important outlets through improved merchandising and promotional programs.
Convenience Outlets - Pack purchases
Accelerate Marlboro's momentum among young adult pack buyers by capitalizing on Medium's
strength, improving merchandising presence and focusing loyaltyhmagebuildingpromotionson
pack sales.
Supermarket Outlets - Carton purchases
Capitalize on trade class growth opportunities given Marlboro's under-representation in the
supermarket environment and anticipateddemographic shifts. Also defend against discount and
competitive price off initiatives by implementing innovative, relevant end-aisle carton display
promotions as well as offensive merchandising and promotion programs to increase visibility1
presence and generate incremental volume.
In addition, Marlboro must explore special merchandising, promotion and packagingvehicles to
increase penetration in mega volume outlets, an area of under-representationfor the brand.

Trademark Strengths
Number one in the U.S. and number one in the world.
Number one among men and women smokers.
Marlboro Country Advertising.
Full, rich flavor in a filtered cigarette.
Bridged the flavor gap by introducing Marlboro Medium.
Brand of choice among 60%+ of adult smokers under 25.

Strategic Approach
A key to Marlboro's success over the next five years is the brand's ability to deal with continued

consumer price consciousness and accelerated competitive price competition. Marlboro will
capitalize on consumer price consciousness with price promotion aimed at competitive smokers,
thereby generating incrementalvolume for Marlboro. We will combine value-added promotion with
more impactful image building measures including media and in store presence to provide current
Marlboro smokers a greater sense of value. In addition, new product and packaging options, many
of which will be unique to Marlboro (e.g. Medium), will further insulate the brand against competitive
price offers.
Marlboro will accelerate its present share momentum by using a value-added approach which
permeates advertising, promotion, merchandising and new products.
Price promotion will be employed as a volume generation tool aimed at competitive smokers.
image orientation will continue to be focused on young adult men.
Volume orientation will continue to focus on retention of smokers within the 25 to 44 year old
segment.
Keys to maximizing growth:
a) New Products: Medium IOO's, Ultra Lights and other line extension options.
b) Improved visibility and presence in all trade classes.
c) Maintaining brand of choice status among young adult males with contemporized impactful
advertising and value added promotion.
d) Aggressive offensive promotion to leverage smoker price sensitivity and provide incremental
volume opportunities.
e) Maintaining "premium status" in the eyes of consumers.

Marlboro
A crucial element in achieving share and volume objectives is the brand's ability to respond to
heightened price competition without jeopardizing Marlboro's positioning as the industry's premier
brand. The industry has currently absorbed the impact of crossingthe $2.00 per pack threshold, with
over half of Marlboro's volume sold in that environment. The next important price threshold could be
$20.00 per carton which will become an issue beginning with the 1/1/93Federal ExciseTax Increase.
In addition, pricing assumptions for this plan place the retail price gap between Marlboro and
subgenerics at over $1.34 per carton in 1996 versus about $5.00 in 1991.

Widespread price competition on a brand the size of Marlboro would deter rather than add value to
the brand. In addition, such discountingwould be prohibitively expensive, preventing Marlboro from
contributing double digit income growth to PM-USA. Competitors such as Winston have shown that
high levels of price promotion erodes brand loyalty and undermines image building investments.
Rather, Marlboro must develop new means of dealing with price sensitivity in all significant trade
classes.
Issue:
Marlboro's future share growth is dependent on its ability t o defend against competitive price
lnitlatlves without resorting to widespread price discounting which i s both cost prohibitive
and detrimental t o long term image efforts. Marlboro's challenge is to develop a meansof price
Insulation outside of direct price-off vehicles to protect the brand.
Strategy:
Marlboro must combine better merchandising and retail visibility with retail promotion to create a
value-added image for the brand, thereby giving it some insulation from cigarette 'sticker shock."
However, Marlboro will continue to lose some smokers to discount brands and alternate buying as
retail cigarette prices continue to rise faster than consumers' ability to pay. To counter this trend,
Marlboro will use price promotion as an offensive tool aimed at competitive smokers. In addition,
Marlboro will continue to offer products(Medium; other line extensions) and packagingconfigurations
(5 packcartons)which would be either difficult or infeasiblefor competitors to copy, thereby providing
,Marlboro with a unique competitive advantage.
Action Plan:

Retail PresencelAvailability
Launch5-pack carton as "savings"alternate for
price sensitive smokers. (1992)
Promotion
Respondto discount category growth primarily
by reinforcing Marlboro's image equity with
high perceived value added incentives in both
pack and carton outlets. (1992)
Fieldone $2.00 off carton nationalprice promotion in lQ'92 behind a sleeve offer to insure
continued share growth momentum. (1992)

-

Executetwo strong bonus product promotions
in cartonoutlets andtwo inpackoutletsbehind
quarterly themes to reward Marlboro smokers
with product value. (1992)
Develop additional price promotions as a contingency plan to be used if the business warrants. (1992)
Deliver high value Marlboro coupons to price
sensitive competitive smokers four times
throughout the year via direct mail. (1992)
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Deliver Marlboro Mentholprice off coupons via
Catalina Marketing to generate incremental
volume at participating supermarkets. (1992)
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New Products

Test Marlboro Express, a shorter cigarette
for value sensitive smokers. (1993)

Marlboro
Historically, a key component of Marlboro's volume and share growth has been the brand's ability to
attract increasing shares of young adult smokers. Marlboro's share of young adult smokers has
Increasedfrom 33.2% to 58.6% over the last decade. This momentum has more than compensated
for a declining number of young adults over the same time period and has resulted i n Marlboro
achieving "brand of choice" status.
However, in recent years Marlboro has experienced market share erosion among its core smoker
group. Marlboro's 58.6% share of young adults (age 18-24) at year-end 1990 represented an 0.6%
share point decline from 1989 when the brand peaked at 59.2% Competitive inroads have come
primarily from Camel, which has a 7.6% share among 18-24 year olds and a 12.3% share among
males in that age category. In addition, discount products have attained a 4.1% share.
Camel's growth has resulted from its repositioning as a contemporary fun loving flavor choice for
young adult male smokers. Camel's significant levels of price, product, and incentive promotionhave
increased trial and alternate purchase for the brand, sourcing largely from Marlboro smokers.
Discount category growth is expected to continue among young adults as retail cigarette prices
increase given the group's lower income levels relative to older smokers and the heightenedvisibility
given discount brands in convenience (pack) outlets..
Marlboro Mediumrepresenteda significant measurein reversingthe brand's share erosion. Marlboro
Medium provides Marlboro smokers a cork tipped, lower tar option, thereby blunting the growing
appealof Camel Lights. Marlboro's smoker share among 18-24yearoldsgrewto 61.3%, with Medium
supplying 2.2 share points. Camel did not exhibit any growth during this same time period.
Issue:
Marlboro's challenge i s t o continue its recent share momentum among young adult smokers
by building on the recent success of Marlboro Medium. To achieve this, Marlboro must
continue t o fend off competitive initiatives b y Camel, Winston, and discount products.
Strategy:
Marlboro will invest to maintain and grow its core young adult male smoker franchise nationwide. To
achieve this, the brand's image must be reinforced and contemporized through advertising and
promotion to remain relevant. National marketing will be complemented with heavy-up efforts in
opportunity markets, where Marlboro is growing and its share is underdeveloped, and with special
programs for problem markets. Line extensions, including new packaging options, will be investigated to address the issue of affordability and value consciousness among this age group.
Action Plan:
1992-1993
Advertising
Continue to use "Marlboro country"
as core image. (1992)
Field creative for maximum impact:
Fewer, more intrusive subjects, run
deeper in both print and outdoor.
(1992)

Deliver highest reachtfrequencyand
total advertising impressions
utilizing outdoor as primary reach1
frequency vehicle against core
young adult smokers. (1992)
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Promotion
Run five special spacefimpact units
behind Marlboro Mainline, three
special spacelimpact units behind
Marlboro Racing and one other
special unit behind retail promotion
in print. (1992)

Field loyaltylimage building
promotions geared to young adult
men. Emphasis will be on added
value incentives and bonus product
versus price-off. (1992)

Create and maintain sustaining
advertising behind Medium packing
group. (1992)

Use higher perceived value
incentives to reinforce Marlboro's
leadership position while rewarding
Marlboro smokers and generating
competitive trial. (1992)

Expand outdoor leadership program
to four additional key markets.
Focus on painted walls and other
new technology. (1992)
Reduce scope of event marketing
programs to focus on Auto Racing.
Introduce image enhancing racing
advertising support utilizing
'Marlboro World Championship
Team" headline. (1992)
Retail Presence/Availability
Strengthen Marlboro's visibility in
pack outlets by graduating to an
optimal look consisting of
permanent P.O.S. signage featuring
bold Red Roof graphics. In addition,
pack merchandising programs will
prime
be modified to insure
position near the cash register.

a

Build promotion elements to create
large, themed events. Major 1992
themes will be Racing and
Adventure Team. (1992)
Leverage Marlboro Menthol's
growth among young adult male
smokers using targeted menthol
promotions as well as direct mail.
(1992)

Raise top-of-mind awareness
among young adult males by
executing multi-dimensionalblitz
marketing programs in "problemn
markets where Matlboro's share is
in decline and Camel remains a
threat. Four markets will be blitzed
with Mini-Grand Prix auto racing,
retail extensions and local
sponsorships. (1992)

(1992-1993)

Provide continuous set-sells to
urban outlets and other stores
without permanent Marlboro
merchandising to improve presence/
visibility. Extend '91 urban
permanent display test to major
metro markets. (1992-1993)
Insure strong presence is
maintained in critical non-cycled
accounts by offering permanent
pack display alternatives to vending
machines as they are eliminated in
select geographies. (1993-1996)

Expand the proprietary Adventure
Team program to dimensionalize
the Marlboro "experience" against
young adult males following the
successful '91 test.
Co-promote on a monthly basis
events tied to national professional
sporting activities in 8 large sports
clubs in metro markets. (1992)

New Products
Launch Marlboro Medium 1001s,a
low tar 100's entry for adult male
smokers, with cork tippinglred
package. (1992)
Introduce five pack carton. Deliver
a value package for young adult
male smokers. (1992)
Test Marlboro Express, a shorter
cigarette for value sensitive
smokers. (1993)

Marlboro
Marlboro's ability to retain and grow share among current smokers while limiting alternative purchase
is a crucial element in achievingthe brand's unit volume and share forecast. Marlboro has historically
grown'by increasing its share of new smokers entering the marketplace, while maintaining and
growing share among current smokers as they age. Marlboro's performance interms of smoker share
retention has been impressive; the Brand has grown smoker share among all age groups over the
last decade despite the emergence of price as a dynamic in some consumers' minds. However,
alternate brand purchasing by Marlboro smokers (based on the percent of smokers buying outside
the franchise within the last two weeks) has increased from 17% in 1987 to 20% in 1991 and may
represent as much as 6 billion lost units.
Based on current population and incidencetrends, Marlboro will needto accelerate retention/growth
of smoker shares among its current smokers above historical levels while minimizing alternate
purchase behavior to attain forecasted volume levels in the five year plan.
The aging of Marlboro's prime smoker base has several strategic implications for the brand. For
example, older smokers tend to be more price sensitive, purchase more in supermarketslmass
merchandisers, buy cartons and are more susceptible to switch to lower tar. Currently, 25-44 year
olds represent 58.3% of Marlboro's total estimated smokers with a large concentration in the 25-34
age bracket. Marlborohas an 38.7%share of smokers inthe 25-34 age category and an 23.7% share
inthe 35-44 age group. A key challenge for Marlboro is develop a merchandising, promotionand new
product strategy which keeps these smokers in the franchise.
In addition, Marlboro's lower share in this age group allows the brand the opportunity to attract
competitive smokers, either through outright conversion or alternate buying.
Issue:
Malntalnlng share among Marlboro's large base of smokers currently between 25 and 44 years
old is critical to achieving Marlboro's volume forecast over the next five years. To achieve this,
Marlboro must successfully respond to changing demographics and buying patterns for
these smokers.
Strategy:
Marlboro must increase its retention of smokers as they age into and within the well developed and
vulnerable 25-44yearold segment. Marlborowill support smokers with Marlboro Country advertising
and reward brand loyalty with value-added promotions. Marlboro will use offensive promotions to
attain incremental volume by attracting competitive smokers. The brand will use defensive price
promotion only where necessary to reverse declining share trends. In addition, Marlboro will
investigate new packaging and product options to further broaden the brand's appeal among older
smokers.
Action Plan:

1992-1993

Promotion
Extend all mainstream carton promotions to
mega-volume outlets (800+CPW) where
opportunities for incremental volume are
greatest. (1992)

Insert two blind value-added continuity
programs in select carton packings to
reward price sensitive Marlboro smokers as
a defense against alternate buying. (1992)

Extend all retail carton promotions to military
outlets and maintain couponing at
competitive levels. (1992)
Dlrect Marketing
Use offensive direct mail programs (quarterly, Medium 100's, Menthol) to target
competitive smokers with high value, image
building offers to generate volume and gain
conversion. (1992)
Test defensive price promotion that protects
the brand without eroding equity. (19921993)

New Products
Launch Marlboro Medium loo's, a low tar
100's entry for adult male smokers, with cork
tippingtred package. (1992)
Launch 5-pack carton as value alternative
for price sensitive smokers. (1992)
Launch Marlboro Ultra Lights as a Lights line
extension. (1994)
Test Marlboro Express as a shorter cigarette
for value sensitive smokers. (1993)
Launch a Red line extension. (1996)

Include a Hispanic version of all 7 national
pack promotions to provide ongoing support.
(1992)

Execute 2 Asian promotions around key
holidays and 2 Menthol programs in 8 select
geographies to leverage growth. (1992)
Create special programs to reverse
Marlboro share declines among pack outlets
in Texas/Oklahoma. (1992-1993)
Utilize self-shippersldistributor assembly for
all retail pack promotions to minimize
salesforce labor in execution. (1992)
Provide field with catalog of customized
promotions and P.O.S. materials to better
respond to local opportunitieslthreats.
(1992-1993)
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Marlboro
Supermarkets and mega-volumeoutlets represent a significant opportunity for Marlboro. The brand
has been historically under-represented in the supermarket environment, posting a 19.4% share
compared to Marlboro's 25.8% share overall. Supermarkets will be increasingly important to
Marlborodue to anticipateddemographic trends. Marlboro's largest demographic group, 25-44 year
olds will continue to grow, pushing more of the brand's franchise into the pricedrivencartonuniverse.
Older competitive premium franchises are more susceptible to price discounting, decreased brand
loyalty, alternate purchase behavior, and switching to discount brands. Thus, while Marlboro must
defend its core business, the brand has an opportunity for incremental volume through offensive
promotions aimed primarily at competitors.
Issue:
Carton outlets, an area of historic under-representation for Marlboro should provide growth
opportunities. A key challenge for the brand is to provide new, unique means of packaging,
product and promotion t o differentiate the brand i n an environment which will continue to be
price sensitive.
Strategy:
Leverage Marlboro's strong heritage with offensive promotion to attract new smokers in the carton
environment. Marlboro will investigate new means of packagingto address the price issue while still
allowing for multiple purchase options. Where possible, these new configurations will serve as an
entree into new merchandisingand visibility vehicles for the brand. Defensive carton promotionswill
be used only where necessary to revitalize share trends. In addition, we must continue to capture a
significant share of smokers trading down from carton purchases by maintaining strong front-end
merchandising presence.
-

Action Plan:

Retail Presence/Availability
Capitalize on the supermarket trend toward
non-self-service cigarette merchandising by
encouraging the placement of Marlboro
service centers to provide leadership
visibility. (1992-1996)
Merchandise a 5-pack carton in
supermarkets to capitalize on the trend
toward increased front-end pack sales.
(1992)
introduce a 15/20 pack carton in high
volume carton outlets where multiple carton
purchase behavior is the norm. (1993)

Promotion
Execute 5 national carton promotions with
large displays in 300+ CPW supermarket
universe with 2 value-added incentives, 2
product offers and 1 price promotion. (1992)
Utilize arresting, high impact displays with
stopping power in place of traditional 'pole
and shelf" displays for nationally scheduled
carton promotions in self-service megavolume accounts (800+ CPW). In non-selfservice mega-outlets, two value-added
promotions will be executed. (1992)
Provide heavy base level display quantities
to achieve 50% penetration of 300+ CPW
setf-service accounts, with heavy-up display
quantities in key opportunity markets. (1992)
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Provide field management with a menu of
promotions/materialsin addition to national
programs to leverage local market
opportunities. (1992-1993)
Continue to strengthen impact and build
penetration of themed "super" carton
promotions. (1993-1996)

IUM BRANDS OVERVIEW
The premium brand segment of the industry continues to experience significant volume declines at
an annualized rate of 9.4%. Premium brand performance is a function of declining incidence and
consumption levels combined with a current discount category unit growth rate of 26.7%. Duringthe
plan period the industry premium category volume is projected to decline at 5.8% annually.
It must be pointedoutthat the challenges facing ourpremiumbrands differ significantlyfrom Marlboro.
The variances, beyond franchise rates of decline, can best be explained by three major factors:
1) UnlikeMarlboro, our other premiumbrands have been unable to capture entry levelsmokers and

are therefore faced with rapidly aging franchises.
2) These brands are each positionedagainst a limitedindustrysegment(e.g.1 OOmm, lowtar, female

smokers), whereas Marlboro can satisfy almost the entire range of consumer requirements from
a flavor, tar level and length perspective.
3) Marlboro's industry leadership position and corporate importance ensures significant retail

presence, while our other premium brands have limited opportunity/resources to establish a
substantial marketplace presence.
PM's premium brands' decline will be minimized by:
1) INTRODUCING LINE EXTENSIONS TO BROADEN THE APPEALIPARTICIPATION OF

THESE BRANDS. Through an annualized investment strategy (spending for promotions and
new products) commencing in 1992, major line extensions will be introduced for our premium
brands. Neither Merit nor B&H has launched a significant new product for a decade, and
Parliament, a strong regional brand, has been limited to three packings for 22 years.
2) TARGETING PROMOTIONAL/ADVERTISlNG DOLLARS AGAINST KEY MARKETS.

Beginningin 1992, a geographic spending strategy will be the core of the individual brand plans.
Specifically, we will allocate disproportionateresources against key marketsto slow our volume
declines and increase brand presence. In these designated markets, we will leverage our
consumer popularity to gain Sales and Trade support.
3) CAPITALIZING ON SHIFTING DEMOGRAPHIC TRENDS. By thsyear2000, Blacks, Hispanics

and Asians will represent nearly 25% of the adult population. Increasingour share among ethnic
smokers will be paramount in reversing our current rate of decline. Targeted promotions,
improved marketplace presence and relevant advertising are all necessary to achieve these
goals.
4) PROVIDING ADDED VALUE TO OUR CURRENT FRANCHISES. We must add value to the
premium end of our franchises. We will utilize productlpackaging innovations to encourage
'loyalty among our existing smoker base as well as to attract inswitchers. By adding value to our
brands, we will give smokers a reasonto choose paying a premium price versus selecting a low
price alternative.

In addition to the above, it will be necessary to utilize aggressive direct maiVcontinuity offers
against our current smokers to encourage loyalty within the premium end of these franchises.
During 1992, we will implement a Brand name generation program against our own smokers to
significantly increase our current level of penetration (48%).

BENSON & HEDGES
Positioning
America's premium quality cigarette.

Geography
Focus spending in key markets: B&H is the most geographically concentrated major brand,
(West, Southwest, Southeast).

Demographics
White female skew, 40+
Black and Hispanic, female skew, 30+
B&H King Size: male skew, 25-34, mainline and ethnic

Trade Class
Convenience Outlets - Pack Purchases
Increase in promotional support.
Supermarket Outlets - Carton Purchases
Occasional couponing (FSl's,Direct Mail) in conjunction with "Signature Collection" premium
offers.
Urban Pack
Continue market penetration pack program.

-

Trademark Strengths
The premium cigarette in lOOmm length.

Upscale packaging.
Viable non-menthol and menthol offerings.
Strong ethnic appeal.

Strategic Approach
Market to diverse target groups.
Build on premium image.
Build ethnic franchise.
Line extend to Kings smokers.

BENSON & HEDGES

The Benson & Hedges franchise is experiencing disproportionate volume declines versus the
category as the result of younger adult smoker inswitchingbeingsiphonedoff by Marlboro, Cameland
Newportcoupled with increasedoutswitchingdue to sustained competitiveactivity by other premium
100's and discount brands. In addition, Benson& Hedges 1OOmm only length provesa bamerto entry
for younger smokers; 100's are skewed toward older, female smokers and are perceived as such.
Issue:
The accelerated volume decline and the aging demographic profile risks Benson & Hedges'
long term viability. Benson & Hedges' future rests on gaining and building share among adult
smokers under 35, while at the same time providing incentive for current users t o remain
within the franchise.
Strategies:
Throughthe introductionof a King size line extension, Benson& Hedges isto be positionedto be more
relevant to smokers under 35. The Kings' packaging, advertising and retail activity will be
contemporary and relevantto younger smokers but consistent with Benson & Hedges' positioning in
order to reinforce the trademark's strengths.
Direct marketing and media will deliver continuity programs designed to retain smokers within the
100's franchise.
ProducVpackaging based benefits will be sought to provide a sustainable point-of-difference for
premium brand smokers.
-- -

Action Plan:

lntroduce B&H King Size line extension
(non-menthol, menthol, Full Flavor and
Lights) directed at young adult male smokers. (1992)
Pack trial, which focuses on the purchasing
patterns of young adult smokers, will be
initiated via an extended reduced price offer.

Focus 100's retail promotional activity in top
13 markets, 53% of total volume. (1992)
Develop utban PPP in 9 key markets for
greater market presence to capitalize on
brand's demographic strength. (1992)
Develop and test a producVpackaging pointof-difference on 100's. (1992-1993)

B&H Kings introduction will be
communicated through the "Black and Gold
creative.

lntroduce "Long Smooth Premium Move"
100's advertising (print only) as a separate
campaign to Kings.
Use multiple "Signature Collection" and
Direct Mail offerings to reinforce Benson &
Hedges 100's premium quality positioning
within current franchise. (1992)

Expand trademark acceptance among
growing ethnic groups via targeted
promotions, improved advertising, and
relevant line extensions.
Launch King size Deluxe Ultra Light line
extension. (1995)
Relaunch 100's business with product/
packaging point-of-difference. (TBD)

VIRGINIA SLIMS
Positioning
Ihe cigarette for women.

Geography
Defend share position from competitive premium/discount brands' attack and capitalize on
geographic opportunities for growth in key volume/share contribution markets.

Demographics
Primary Audience
Secondary Audience

- Adult female smokers 35-44
- Adult female smokers 22-34

Trade Class
Drug and supermarkets
Maintain momentum among current carton buyers.
Increase momentum among pack buyers.
Conveniencelpack outlets
Maintain share position among current adult women smokers.
Stem decline in share among young adult women.

Trademark Strengths
First slim cigarette made especially for women.
Fashion-oriented and stylish image.
Viable non-menthol and menthol offerings.

Strategic Approach
Maintain position as the most leaitimate brand for women.
Position brand as contemporary and unique.
Add value with packaging innovations.
Volume goals will be reached by maintaining smoker share among adult female smokers 25+.
Defend core franchise with aggressive product, price and continuity offers that counter
competitive price pressures yet add value and reinforce imagery.
Improve positioning against young adult female smokers.

Virginia Slims
Virginia Slims is showing a volume decline for the second consecutive year and is expected to
continue in the immediate future. Significant volume is being lost to discount brands which are
growing rapidly, especially since the introductionof image based sub-generics. Historically, volume
growth was driven by line extensions which helped retain women smokers as they aged.
Unfortunately,these new entries, all of which were 1OOmmproducts, did not offer acornpellingreason
for young adult women smokers to join the franchise. In addition, the popularity of Marlboro and
recently Camel among young adult women, as well as, Newport among the ethnic audience has
"locked out" Virginia Slims from this key smoker group. In 1991, the average Virginia Slims smoker
was 36 years old. Finally, Virginia Slims is no longer the only slim brand designed exclusively for
women, and as a result, has lost its unique positioning and competitive product advantage.
Issue:
The Vlrglnia Slims franchise is aging rapidly since it has not been able to attract young adult
female smokers. This is a serious threat to futurevolume goals. Simultaneously, rapid growth
among female oriented, image based, discount brands presents threats to short term volume
goals.
Strategy:
Contemporize and add value to the brand through advertising, promotion, packaging and product
innovation. All promotions including retail, direct and media will be uniquely themed and linked to
maximize big brand presence. Direct marketing will serve both defensive and offensive objectives.
Broaden brand appeal to young adult women through a new product and positioning.
Action Plan:
1992-1993

Run Yreshened Old TimeINew Time
creative. Develop unique image based
special units to generate visibility and
maximize impact. (1992)
Develop new alternative advertising for
current franchiselproduct proposition. (1992)
Contemporize Virginia Slims packaging.
(1992)
Utilize retail and media delivered promotions
with "temed" imagery to create relevant big
brand presence. (1992)
Use direct marketing to develop dialogue
with significant numbers of current Virginia
Slims smokers, which will add value and
maintain loyalty. Deliver image based
product, price and continuity offers to
approximately 500m current Virginia Slims
smokers. Include vulnerable competitive
smokers in mailings. (1992)

Develop a unique non-100mm line extension
directed toward young adult female
smokers. (1992-1993)

Evaluate potential price options including
couponing, additional product lines, price
reductions.
Continue evolution of campaign directed
against women smokers.

MERIT

Positioning
The low tar cigarette that delivers taste out of proportion to tar.

Geography
National
Regional

- 1992 Ultima introduction.
- Aggressively defend Merit against discount brands on a geographic basis.
- Target consumer promotions to key strength and opportunity markets.

Demographics
Primary Audience
Secondary Audience

-

35-54 year old smokers
25-34 year old smokers

Trade Class
Supermarket Outlets-Carton purchases
Defend Merit carton business against discount brands.
Capitalize on opportunities for growth via Ultima.
Drug Outlets-Pack and Carton purchases
Capitalize on opportunities for growth via Ultima.
Convenience Outlets
Restore Merit momentum among young adult pack buyers.

Trademark Strengths
First low tar cigarette to deliver on taste promise.
Low tar expert.

Strategic Approach
Introduce Merit Ultima (4 non-mentholpackings), a super ultra low tar line extension to attract
competitive smokers and keep Merit downswitchers in the franchise.
increase the percentage of Merit's promoted volume to 15-20% annually.
Develop targeted retail promotions that address specific areas of brand and competitive
strengths/weaknesses.
Address the key critical issue of relevance in the marketplace, particularly among adult smokers
under 35, by exploring restage opportunities for the core franchise. Explore restage on an
integrated basis - involving product, packaging, advertising and promotion.

Merit
Merit is currently the ninth largest brand in the cigarette industry. Although it is still an important and
profitable brand, Merit is at a britical point in its product life cycle. Severe volume and share losses
are being driven by the combined effects of explosive discount category growth and the lack of a
relevant positioning in today's marketplace.
Introduced in the mid-70s as a technological breakthrough in low tar smoking (the first low tar with
flavor), Merit now stands as one of a multitude of flavorful low tar brands available. Its'rational choicen
platform has been usurped by the proliferation of even more rational low tarlgood flavor discouM
alternatives. With virtually no following among entry level smokers, and a demographic profile
(educated, white collar, aging) that is vulnerable to discount brands/quitting/super ultra low tar
downswitching, Merit's volume is suffering. In 1991, Merit's volume declined 14% versus 1990.
Issue:
Merit's brand identity as a technological breakthrough product has diminished i n recent years
due to the proliferation of more "rational" low tarlgood flavor discount alternatives.
Strategies:
In order to defend the Merit trademark and create a stable platform for the future, Merit's position as
the expert in low tar technology must be re-established. Over the next five years, the following
strategieswill be implementedto address the criticalissuesfortheBrandand revitalizethe trademark:
Provide a competitive alternative in the super ultra low tar segment via the Merit Ultima line
extension.
Protect the core franchise in the short-term by encouraging current and occasional Merit smokers
to continue purchasing the Brand.
Restage the Brand to regain a unique selling proposition/product superiority in the current
marketplace. Explore changes to the product, packaging, advertising and promotions.
Action Plan:

introduce Merit Ultima, the first,cork tipped
"lowest", as the new standard in super ultra
low tar smoking. Support via extended trial
price-off's during the introduction, coupled
with intrusive, "newsy" advertising support
and targeted direct mail.
Use integrated retail, media and direct mail
programs on a targeted basis to encourage
brand loyalty and purchase continuity.
Utilize Ultima as the flagship packing
throughout the year in advertising and POS
communication.

Post-introduction, target promotional support
to key geographies (35 marketsl68%
volume) where Merit is well-developed or
showing opportunity for stabilization.
Segment consumer offer to the needs of
"price-orientednversus "image-orientedn
markets.
Use multiple direct mail offerings ("The
Lighter Side") to reinforce the loyalty of the
core Merit franchise and encourage
purchase continuity.

Increase promoted volume from 12% to
20%.
Develop and test a "new and improved"
Merit (product and packaging) to replace the
existing light and ultra light packings.
Restage lightslultra lights business
nationally.

Explore product improvements to Merit
Ultima.

PARLIAMENT
Positioning
The only cigarette with a recessed filter that provides a rewarding 'getaway".

Geography
Focus marketing efforts in Region 1.

Demographics

- Adult malelfemale LA (Legal Age) - 34
Primary Audience
Secondary Audience - Adult female 35 - 44
Trade Class
Convenience Outlets - Pack Purchases
Maintain momentum among young adult male and female smokers.
Carton Outlets
Encourage purchase continuity among 100's smokers.

Trademark Strengths
Famous recessed filter.
The perfect recess ad campaign.

Strategic Approach
Refocus marketing efforts in Region 1.
Maintain relevancy to critical young adult smoker target.
Diversify marketing between advertising and promotion.
Support both King's and 100's packings.
Increase brand's promotional activity.
Line extend the franchise.

Parliament
Parliament is a strong regional brand, with the majority of its volume in the Northeast. The brand's
strength lies in its vitality among young adult smokers. This age group will continue to be the focus
of marketing efforts. However, the older female 100's consumer will also be supported. Both
advertising and promotionwill be usedto speak to the consumer. tine extensions will be evaluated
as a venue for growing the brand's market share.

Issue:
Although the brand has remained a strong franchlse in Region 1, its growth has been
constrained by the lack of product "news" and the need for improved retail visibility. In
addition, the franchise's high percentageof older smokers makes it vulnerableto inroadsfrom
discount brands.
Strategles:
Parliament will continue to be positioned as the aspirational, sophisticated brand choice with
particular emphasis on the young adult smoker. Our efforts will focus on three areas:
Promotional activity will be increased to complement the brand's strong advertising and to
encourage brandtrial and purchase continuity. Direct marketing and other promotional programs
will be developed to address the older female 100's consumer.
Retail visibility will be heightenedto give Parliament big brand presence in Region 1.
Line extensions will be usedto increase the brand's consumer reach, and consequently grow share.

Action Plan:

Increase brand's presence in Region 1.

Evaluate potential of 100's Box and Ultra
Lights line extensions.

Increase brand's promoted rate to 7% in
1992.

Balance marketing activity between
advertising and promotion.
Support both King's and 100's packings.
Utilize bounceback itams on all promotions
to encourage purchase continuity and to
generate database names.
Use Direct Marketing to reward the
Parliament 100's consumer.
Continue to reiine the "Perfect Recess"
campaign.
introduce Parliament Menthol in Region 1.

Explore contiguous geographic expansion
(e.g. BaltimoreNVashington).

The discount category's profitability improved in 1991 as a result of industry pricing actions. At the
same time, the category's volume growth rate slowed from 28.7% in 1990 to 26.7% in 1991. The
continued compression of branded discount prices in 1992 and 1993 will cause the category to
experience sharp reductions in growth in the first two years of the plan period. Compounded annual
volume growth in the discount category during the planning period is projected at 4.7%.
For Philip Morris to achieve its volume and share objectives, PM-USA discount brands will need to
significantly outperform the category overall, achieving a compounded annual growth rate of 7.2%.
Most importantly, PM-USA discount brands must accomplish this levelof growth by sourcingvolume
from competitors. Specifically, PM-USA must capture 40% of the category's volume growth.
Our strategies to accomplish these objectives are as follows:
A two brand focus (Cambridge and Bristol) designed to provide an underlying unit base within
our discount portfolio augmented by private labels and carefully targeted niche products
(Alpine) capable of delivering incremental volume.
Creation of a pricing structure that continues to increase the profitability of PM discount
products.
Tactical use of price reduction designed to escalate price subsidy levels in PM premium-low
risk environments, which will force competitors to defend discount products.
Maintenance of a meet competition defensive posture in mainstream (premium-high risk)
environments.
Aggressive pursuit of private label partnerships among key customers and a reduction in the
overall mass of discount branddisplay. We will, at the same time, defend against broad market
black &white (non private label) initiatives with price subsidy on branded products.
The introduction of niche products and utilization of programs against competitive premium
products, e.g. menthol, non-filter and lowest tar, where PM risk of premium cannibalization is
low.
When andwhere necessary, assume the risk of cannibalizationby launchingdiscount products
into segments, traditionally PM premium strongholds, to defend against competitive initiatives
e.g. slim circumference and 100mm.

Positioning
Sensibly priced high quality cigarette - smart choice.

Geography
National Scope
With greatest emphasis and resource support in highly developed discount geographies.

Trade Class
Carton Outlets
Increase promotion penetration in chains.
Maximize volume in mega volume outlets.
Pack Outlets
Generate trial and purchase continuity.
Maintain visibility.

Strategic Approach
Maintain price competitiveness.
Improve retail presence.
Heavy-up marketing efforts in key geographies and trade classes.
Gain retail presence and drive volume with value added retail programs with modest media
support communicating a smart shopper positioning.

Positioning
A quality product at the lowest IZLinded price point in the industry.

Geography
Achieve broad geographic distribution while focusing retail support and marketing resources in
a limited retail environment in which off-rack display and signage can be secured on a regular
basis.

Demographics
Key Audience

- 35+ years of age
- Lower income and education
- f redominantly white
- Nielsen C&D counties
,

Trade Class
Carton Outlets
Utilize off-rack display and traditional packaged goods deals to maintain momentum.
Pack Outlets
Secondary in importanceto carton outlets, our objective is to ensure Bristol availability with
limited promotional support to provide trial.

Strategic Approach
Generally utilize a defensive price subsidy approach in mainstream outlets.
On a targeted basis in premium low risk environments, Bristol will offensively price subsidize
exceeding competing values by $1.00.
Gradually expand distribution where the opportunity for sub-generic performance exists.
Utilize standard package goods "deals" to obtain off-rack display as well as find a permanent
merchandising position for Bristol.
Keys to maintain growth:
1) Provide Field Sales Force tools such as co-op advertising, P.O.S. and displays to
continuously work the Brand outside PM-USA's promotion schedule.
2) Aggressive promotion that adds value for the consumer and retailer.
3) Utilize "boxing glove" mnemonic in consumer communication, primarily at point of sale,
referencing price, value and quality.

ALPINE
Positioning
Legitimate refreshing menthol alternative for Salemlmenthol smokers at a lower price.

Geography
Alpine will continue to develop regionally with regions 2, 3, 4 contributing over 72% of Alpine's
volume. Heavy-up support in highly developed menthol and Salem markets.

Demographics
Core'Audience - Nielsen B&C counties, slight female skew, 35-cyears.
Key Audience - Premium, Salemlmenthol smokers.

Trade Class
Carton Outlets
Achieve trial and prominent merchandising and promotion to access menthol's traditionally
strong pack performance.
Pack Outlets
Correct merchandising and distribution shortfallsto provide Alpine sufficient availability in carton
outlets to support loyal buyers.

Strategic Approach
Targeted utilizationof promotion in key (menthol & Salem) geographies.
Utilize Direct Marketing offensively against Salem smoker base.
Target price reduction expenditures against competitive premium brand audience.
Use of media delivered offers pulsed coincident to retail promotion in key geographies.
Utilization of pack offers in Nielsen A county pack outlets.

Discount Brands
Industrypricing actions have created a low price vacuum at retail. The low manufacturerlist price and
rebate structure creating substantially high levels of wholesale and retail trade profitabilityin private
label and black &whites has resultedin explosive growthinthis segment in 1991. The growth of FVB
at the expense of branded discount products within PM-USA's portfolio hinders our ability to meet
profitability objectives. Nonetheless, participation in these trade driven segments is required to
protect and to grow our share in the discount category.
Issue:
The absence of profitability i n the low end of the discount segment requires that we gain
competitive advantage in merchandising not just gain volume.
Strategy:
A comprehensive sales and marheting strategy that integrates pricing, merchandising, and trade
rebates is planned. PM-USA needs to achieve a low end performance that optimizes our overall
position at retail. Our strategy necessitates:

Construction of a PM-USA pricing structure to qualifying trade customers that incents private
labels as opposed to a black & white approach.
Reduction of the minimum required annual performance for production of private labels.
Creation of a PM-USA pricing structure and customer credit terms that allows for shipment
frequency options reducing pressure on manufacturing capacity requirements for private label
production.
Retention of sufficient Basic volume in outlets that do not qualify for private label partnership to
ensure that PM-USA meets its overall discount brand volume objective.
The introduction of profitability in FVB.
Action Plan:
1992-1993

Differentiatethe pricing and rebate structures of Basic and private labels to incent
private label.
Integrate private label partnership with
premium merchandising and discount
category presence at retail.
Solicit private label partnerships among
retail chains with projected private label
volumes in excess of 100mm units per year.
Convert wholesale and retail customers
selling in excess of 100mm units of Basic
per year to PM private label partnerships.
* Construct a matrix of shipment and

production criteria linked to payment terms
to allow for greater private label
participation.

Standardize private label graphics to allow
uniqueness within widely separated
geographies while simultaneously limiting
packaging alternatives at the point of
manufacture.
Freeze Basic DME and rebate levels
thereby introducing profitability into the
franchise.

Increase PM-USA's private label/black &
white profitability.
Reduce PM-USA's reliance on non private
IabeVblack & whites i.e., Basic, to under
three billion units enabling PM-USA to carry
discount volume in branded products and
private labels delivering merchandising
values to PM brands overall.

Discount Brands
Segmentationand media support have beenusedwith recent launches, e.g., Misty, Bull Durham and
Style to provide brand equities beyond price.
Issue:
PM-USA must create equities and values on behalf of its branded discount products beyond
price alone to achieve differentiation as the category becomes more cluttered with new Image
base entries.
Strategy:
A three point strategy is planned:
While not changing the fundamental focus on price in Cambridge and Bristol's consumer
communications, both brands' campaigns will evolve to achieve two objectives; First, to
differentiate Cambridge and Bnstoland second, to subtly introduce Brand equities beyond price.
New entries by PM-USA into the discount segment will, in packaging, positioning and
communication, place higher emphasis on non-price related equities.
Consumer communication on behalf of Alpine, Bristol Lowest, and Cambridge Lowest will be
single-mindedly focused on competitive targets. Taste claims and comparative advertising will
be increasingly used on behalf of these brands.
Action Plan:

A new Cambridge campaign with a "smart
shopper" emphasis will be created and
launched.
Bristol's "Price Fighter" campaign and .
boxing glove mnemonic will evolve in both
advertising and POS to,include other
equities, e.g. flavor knockout, value champion, etc.
Cambridge Lowest and Bristol Lowest will
continue to be featured in pulsed media
executions with explicit Now/Carlton
comparisons.
Alpine's campaign in 1992 will be modified
to achieve a more intrusive presence in
retail executions and be more explicit in its
communication to Salem smokers.

PM-USA will introduce a new, sub-generic
free standing menthol targeting younger
adult (under 30),urban smokers utilizing an
image based campaign with price communicated as a secondary benefit.
PM-USA will significantly shift resources
away from price subsidy to sustainable
campaigns communicated in both media
and point of sale executions sufficient to
allow a modest carton price disadvantage
against the lowest priced branded product
without suffering share erosion.

Discount Brands
The growth of the black &white segment eroding PM-USA's discount brands' aggregate profitability
coupled with escalating levels of price subsidy will restrict our ability to simultaneously meet profit
contribution objectives, maintain support on four national brands, and introduce new discount
products where warranted.
issue:
The unit contribution of Bristol, Cambridge and N B requlre spending levels adequate to
ensure net retail price competitiveness and will inevitably drain discount brand resources
from other initiatives. However, these three franchises alone will not providesufficient volume
for PM-USA to meet objectives during the planning period.
Strategies:
The discount brand portfolio of PM-USA will be restructured as follows:
Resources supporting Buckswill be reducedto allow spending on otherdiscount brand initiatives
to be increased.
Funding of Alpine initiatives during the plan period will be limited to 30 key Salem geographies
in offensive programs solely designed to source incremental volume.
In key markets, PM-USA will launch a second free standing menthol into the discount category
against young adult urbansmokers- roundingout our mentholalternatives to source incremental
volume.
In key markets, PM-USA will launch a free standing lOOmm full circumference and slim
circumferencediscount product to capture disenfranchisedBenson & Hedges and Virginia Slims
smokers.
Action Plan
Bucks spending and marketing programs
will be front loaded in 1992 to achieve high
levels of trial and maintenance of retail
distribution.
PM-USA will launch a full circumference and
slims 100's at the sub-generic price point in
California in 1992 and gradually expand
where necessary in 1993.
Alpine will continue to investment spend in
1992 becoming more explicit in its
communication against a Salem audience
with resource support in 1993 and beyond
being limited to offensive programs in 30
select geographies.
Bristol and Cambridge promotional and
media support, will as required, be
converted into price subsidy to ensure
competitiveness at retail.

Bristol and Cambridge price subsidy levels
will be stabilized and volume will erode
slowly.
Support against Monterey, Alpine and a new
free standing menthol will be increased as
we source incremental units.

Discount Brands
Industry pricing actions in 1991, coupled with greater than anticipated unit shortfalls among our
competitors, have resulted in extremely aggressive price reductionactivity. Further, the predictability
of PM-USA's meet competitivestrategy has enabledcompetitors to undercutour discount brands' net
retail prices during periodic unit drives.

Issue:
Philip Morris' strategy of universally responding to competition has become predictable.and
resulted in our discount products being price disadvantaged on a regular basis.
Strategy:
While generally employing a defensivelmeet competition strategy, PM-USA will:
Leadinthe escalationof pricesubsidy levelsinoutlets identifiedas premium/lowriskenvironments.
Periodicallyleadin price reductionin mainstreamoutlets to eliminate predictability-timing such
periods against excessive competitive retail inventories.

Action Plan:

With the exception of the circumstances listed
below, PM-USA will generally meet competitive
price subsidy levels:
In mega-volume retail outlets (accounting
for 20% of the discount category's volume)
Cambridge and Bristol couponing incidence will be increased to 90% with
values of $1.OO above prevailing competitive levels.
In carefully identified mainstream carton
outlets (Nielsen D county), Cambridge and
Bristol will increase couponing incidence
to 90% with values of $1.OO greater than
prevailing competitive levels.
PM-USA will respond to excessive
competitive discount brand retail
inventories by exceeding the competitive
coupon value on such inventory by $1.OO
on PM discount brands.
PM-USA will pursue Bristol Lowest and
non filter aggressive price reduction in
developed competitive markets.

Price subsidy levels will be stabilized at
values sufficient to ensure a net price
differential between premium brands and
lowest price branded discount products of
no greater than 25% of brand net retail
prices.

Direct Marketing
Direct Marketing has become a key component of brand strategies for PM-USA. It has grown in its
importance as an integrated marketing element in promoting conversion and a proven tool in
delivering incremental volume. The Direct Marketing database contains a large, diverse smoker
population which is critical to the support of PM-USA brands' initiatives.

The marketing environment Is likely to become more restrictive during the plan period,
Including additional restrictions on outdoor and event sponsorship. This necessitates
creating alternative avenues of reaching the consumer. Deveioplng a smoker name database will enable us to effectively reach a large number of smokers.
The growth of the discount brand segment has put increasing pressure on our premium
brand smokers. Direct will be an essential tool for engendering loyalty among our current
franchises.
Volume objectives have put increasing emphasis on short term initiatives that will generate
incremental volume. Direct's ability to reach specific competitive targets makes it an
efficient and effective tool for building business.
A s the database becomes more critical to our marketing plans It becomes essential that we

protect it from legislated restrictions. Operating procedures and policies will ensure the
integrity of the database.

Strategy:
Continue to develop a database of 50% of the smoking population(25mm - 27mm adult smokers) by
gathering namesthrough internaland external processes. Developnew unbrandednamegeneration
and requalification techniques that will generate names that will broaden the profile of the database
and will fall within our targeted cost per smoker range. Use on-going Brand, Events, and Corporate
Affairs efforts which have requalification and/or name generation application.
-

Action Plan:
1992-1993

a

Expand name generation efforts in proven
traditional and non-traditional media vehicles.
Increase presence at major events and use
as a source for namt! generation.

Requalify for signature and Date-of-Birth.
1994-1996

Develop internal sources of smoker
name identification and
requalification such that external
efforts are minimal.

'

improve response rate for direct mail
requalification and names generation
packages by continually testing new creative
offers.

Maintain presence at all Events for
smoker name identification.

Continue relationship with co-op survey
supplier which identifies smokers through
surveys delivered through FSl's and direct
mail.

Develop, test and roll-out Philip
Morris Companies corporate co-op
survey to maintain and enhance
each operating companiessdatabase.

Expand packagelcarton insert efforts to
increase penetration of PM smokers on
database.

-

Use Database to impact volume
targets.

.

Promotional Services
Promotional Services' Mission is to develop and deliver Brand consumer programs that can protect
existingfranchises, build business and enhance brand imagery. Promotionprograms are delivered
via retail, direct and/or media vehicles.
issues:
Increasing advertising clutter and the restrictive marketing environment has required
increasing promotional support (both added value and price-off strategies) to secure
brand volume objectives.
Competitive pressures have required a streamline approach to developing and executing
promotions with a minimum response time. A "menu" of promotion concepts will give us
needed flexibility.

Our ability to support our premium brands has been limited due to our focus on Marlboro
and discount brands. Thematic multi-brandpromotion concepts will be a specific need in
the coming years.
Volume objectives cannot be achieved through traditional retail promotionsalone placing
more emphasis on a combination of media and direct efforts.
Strategy:
Build expertise in all areas of promotional services and, in conjunction with Trade Marketing, exploit
opportunities for local and account specific programs. Continue to support Brand promotion
objectives with thematic promotions and enhance event sponsorship visibility through retail, media
or via direct to leverage event-relatedtie-in activities.
Action Plan:
1992-1996

Build promotional expertise internally.
Identify key external creative resources.
Build "menu" of creative ideas for field sales.

Plan promotion programs 12 months ahead
of time.

MedlaJPOS Development
PM-USA maintains solid overall leadership in terms of tobacco media spending, with significant
dominance inthe magazineand outdoorcategories.Spendingin 1991forcurrent establishedbrands
was $251 million and estimatedto be $249 million for 1992 including current planned introductions.
Duringthe rest of the plan period, industry and PM-USA media spending are expectedto remainflat
to slightly down, with print declining more significantly than outdoor (in the absence of legislative
restrictions). However,it is possiblethat certain key competitors, most notably RJR, may significantly
reduce advertising expenditures for all or part of the plan period to free marketing dollars for other
activities. This will allow PM-USA to substantially improve its leadership advertising position, even
with some shift of resources from media to promotional programs. The attemative strategy of
increasingadvertising spendingfor maximumimpact against the core audience will also be analyzed
on an individual brand basis.
For the retail environment, PM-USAwillpursue an aggressive unified visibility strategy for Marlboro
to insure leadership positioning. In addition, premium and discount brand visibility programswill be
implemented consistent with brand retail strategies throughout the plan period.
Issue:
Despite the increasingly promotion-driven and regulated market environment, media and
POS advertlslng will provide a key way for PM-USA to not only differentiate Itself from the
competltlon but also provide a leadershippositionfor its brands within the tobacco category.
In order to accomplish this, PM-USA must proactively provide maximum creativity, impact
and effiency In all media, and POS programs consistent with our leadership position.
Strategies:
Aggressively create new and refine existing media and POS opportunitiesfor maximumimpact and
efficiency. This will be facilitated by establishing an environment that fosters teamwork and the
development of creative alternativesto marketing problems. Within this environment, specific focus
will be placed on identifyingkey media and POS partners and proactively establishingthe on-going
relationshipswhich will challenge themto maximize creativeinput in all submissions. Inaddition, take
leadership advantage of all opportunities by analyzing and accurately anticipating the actions of
competitors and the market.
Finally, refine print, out-of-home and POS planning, negotiation and evaluation systems to insure
effectively and efficiently reaching defined audiences in appropriate geographies consistent with
brand creative.
Action Plan:
Develop specific strategies for core media
and POS suppliers to insure that PM-USA
receives maximum efficiency and creative
impact consistent with our leadership
position. (1992)
Implement internal program to
generate impactful brand specific
media advertising1promotional/
merchandising opportunities for all
vehicles. (1992)

Refine PM-USA,KGF/Miller media
negotiating framework to insure
maximum on-going rate efficiencies
through a focused negotiating
strategy and selective use of media
vehicles. (1992)
Complete comprehensive evaluation
of all PM-USA out-of-home inventory for maximum impact, efficiency
and scheduling flexibility. (1992)

Integrate in-store advertising
evaluation, planning and implementation into the POS Development
process. (1992)
Complete final refinement of
computerized media scheduling
system (COMPASS) to maximize
effective use of Media group
personnel. (1992)
Complete development of and fully
integrate a comprehensive tracking
and analysis system of competitive
media and POS to allow for
proactive program response. (19921993)

Develop and implement specific outof-home and in-store space
utilization program to allow
Operating Companies access to
PM-USA inventories to protect
continued availabilities of key
vehicles. (1992-1993)

Develop dialogue with Operating
Companies to maximize potential
for cost efficient multi-media
agreements. (1993-1996)
Fully utilize all media
merchandising/promotional
opportunities on a PM Companies
basis. (1993-1996)

SALES
Since 1987, the PM-USA Sales Plan has focused on three major trends within the cigarette
marketplace: pack sales strength, discount category growth, and promotional activity.
Priorto 1991, Sales time was utilized primarilyto increase carton and pack rack presence consistent
with different trade channel opportunities (discount racks in pack outlets, carton and pack racks in
carton outlets) and to implement increasing levels of promotion activity. Demandfor racwpromotion
labor increased 44% from 1987to 1990 and available mandays increased41% through the addition
of part time resources.
Itbecame apparent in 1990that our salesfocus on merchandisingand promotionimplementationwas
not meaningfully impacting the business. Despite a 41% increase in manpower devoted to these
efforts, we had not gained a sustainable competitive advantage.

In 1991we began to take the Sales Force role beyond in-store execution. We redefined Sales' role
to include geographic market management and strategic customer development, as well as
traditional in-store merchandising.
To fulfill this role, we establishedfour major strategies designed to change the PM-USA Sales Force
from a merchandisingforce to a premier consumer package goods sales organization.
Operate with a simple direction setting process and structure that localizes decision making.
Create a people advantage.
Combine people quality, relationship building, and category expertise to become the first tier
(preferred) supplier to customers.
Streamline retail execution to create new brand, existing brand, and promotion advantages at the
point of consumer purchase.
During 1991, PM-USA Sales made substantial progress against its strategies. Specifically, we:

Restructuredthe U.S. into 5 regions, 24 sections, and 76 marketsto increasefocuson regionalAocal
opportunities (Exhibit I).
Established the position of District Manager, reporting to the Section Director, as the key market
management role.
Restructured the Southwest region to increase focus on selling and people development. The
balance of the U.S. will be restructured in 1992 (Exhibits 11, 111).
Restructured our NY based resources to establish a Trade Marketing group and an Operations
group to support Field Sales and customers (Exhibit IV).

.

Establishedregion based strategic planning and promotionplanningsystems to improveindividual
market results.
Positioned a national sales results tracking system called STEP UP & GROW (Exhibit V).
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Defined a job specific review process and reviewed all field and NY management personnel. As
a result of these reviews, a 49% change in management personnel occurred (Exhibit VI).
Increased femalelminority enrollment in key management grade groupings (Exhibit VII).
Provided key management training in leadershiplchange management, supermarket and wnvenience store operations, strategic planning, and organizational development.

Established executive account assignments as well as account assignments at all management
levels (Exhibit VIII).
Started a PM-USA Customer Advisory Council to improve communication on key customer issues
(Exhibit IX).
Developeda category management story that outlines for retailers the right principles to maximize
category profitabilityand growth. These principles are: maximize return on inventory investment,
meet the demands for packs, promote the category, and maximizediscount brand profitability. This
can be achieved by focusing on prominentlydisplaying the leading brands; managing the overall
number of displays; offering a private IabeVblack &white product price sensitive shoppers (where
appropriate); managing overall inventory levels in proportion to sales; and using cigarette
promotions to build store traffic.

Designedand tested a direct to retailpromotionpremiumdelivery and tracking systemthat reduces
Sales Force labor.
Expanded a distributor promotion assembly system.
Successfully executedtrade performance allowance promotions that increasedcarton display and
brand share.
Developed an innovative merchandising program (Retail Masters) in 1992 that encompasses the
principlesof category management and pays for PM-USAperformance,captures prime real estate,
and focuses retailers on PM-USA brands.
Through these actions in 1991 and the first quarter 1992, Sales laid the foundation to achieve a
leadership positionwith customers. For the remainder of this year, we will implementwhat we have
developed and capitalize on what we have implemented.
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The issues we face in 1992-1993 have evolved, but remain essentially unchanged from last year.
Consequently, our strategies have also evolved, but are directionallythe same. We have recognized
the increased competitive environment with a strategic focus that seeks to fully utilize our resource
base in the coming years to increase efficiency. Action plans have been refined or added to reflect
our accomplishments and changes in the market place.
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Issue:
Increased promotion and pricing activity continue to strain our resource base and divert
resources to labor intensive in-store and administrative actlvltles. We need to become more
efficient and to refocus In selling.
Strategy:
Increase Sales RepIUnit ManagerISenior~ccountManager productivity.
Action Plan:

-

1992 1993

Expand "PM Express" direct store promotion
delivery system.
* Test "Price Offsnas an alternative to coupons.

Install a two calllcycle coverage system that
increases calls per day by 25%.
Develop and implement an "ElectronicnSales
DatdAdministration system with all managers.
Implement a new item ("Two Week Blitz")
system to increase speed to market.
Test manufacturedcoupon packs and B1G I F
promotions.

Continue to develop streamlined promotions.
Automate the Sales Reps' administrative requirements.

Issue:
An increasingly complex sales environment requires better quallty people wfth new skllls,
broader business experience, and more focus on selling.
Strategy:
Build a people advantage.

Action Plan:

Continuelexpand the performance management system positioned in 1991.
Train key Sales management in negotiation,
market analysis, and recruiting.
implement an entry level college recruiting
program in 24 targeted schools.
Implement a KGF Cross-Training program at
the unit manager level.
Design a customerlPM-USA management
exchange program to expand our learning
process with customers.

issue:
As brands continue to segment the marketplace, we need to capitalize on regionaiJmarket
account specific opportunitites through better locallzed sales management.

Strategy:
Localize decision making and accountability.
Action Plan:

Complete Field Sales Force reorganization
by July 1992.
Make the region the focal point for planning.

- Establish operating, merchandising,
-

promotion and trade relations budgets.
Develop volume planning process at the
region level.

Continue STEP UP & GROW.

- Set and measure objectives at all levels.
-

Publish by section and district on a
monthly level.
Expand and refine measures.

Enhance existing section sales information
system and develop a similar one for the
district level:
- Customer TrackingIRetail Direct Management System
- Wholesale Shipment Activity reports used
for Modelling/Production Forecasting
Improve NYJField Communications.
- Issue monthly BrandjSales Management
Report (covering the most important
issues and/or new strategic directives) to
the field sales force.

Push budget responsibilities and volume
objectives down to district level.

Issue:
Trade customers are becoming increasingly reliant on a few key suppliers t o help them grow
their business. These customers are influential in developing consumer needs.
Strategy:
Establish first-tier supplier status with key customers.
Action Plan:

Execute customer specific trade relations
events at the local and national level.
Complete the first Trade Council cycle of meetings and review for improvement.
Evaluate and improve the National Accounts
group and strategy.
Expand private label presence and profitability.
Analyze the results of the "Preferred Supplier
Survey" and assess how PM measures up to
other first-tier suppliers, Implement appropriate steps.

Differentiate us from the competition.

-

Design a computer-aided, profit based shelf
plan-o-gram selling program.
Explore the use of DPP to build store profitability.

Issue:
Competitors are escalating wuponlng rates and expanding merchandising payments to
include overhead merchandisers In pack outlets, challenging our strong position in these
channels. PM-USA must develop programsthat competeeffectivelywithoutescalating costs.
Strategy:
Meet competitive spending with volume based programs and PM-USAIKGF convenience store
synergistic promotions.

Action Plan:

-

Implement a volume based merchandising
plan that rewards building PM-USA volume
through total store participation.
lmplenient a volume based Retail Masters
plan that rewards building PM-USA volume
through reducing out-of-stocks, supporting
new items, and developing private label
partnerships.
lmplement a cost based quantity discount
program to encourage more efficient orderingldistributionfrom direct customers.
Develop and test PM Inc. convenience store
promotion plan that includes cigarettes, hot
dogs and coffee.
Develop and implement a private label
strategy that contributes to our overall profit
goals.
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EXHIBIT II
FIELD SALES FORCE
"SOUTHWEST TEST"

Retail Merch.

EXHIBIT Ill
RESTRUCTURESCHEDULE

REGlON

EEEEumE

REGION3

JANUARY 6

REGION 4 & 5

MARCH 30

REGION 1 & 2

JUNE 29

EXHIBIT IV

1991NEW YORK SALES SUPPORT

EXHIBIT V
TOTAL PM-USA STEP UP & GROW
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MARLBORO INV TO SALES
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WORKLOAD COVERAGE

95Y0

88%

90%

92%

91%

88%

85%

8590

86%

83%

88%

90%

8800
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EFFECTIVE DISTRIBUTION

WO 44%

4Q90

40%

4300

44%

41%

42%

38%

41%

37%

42%

41%

CARTON PROMOVOLCOVERAGE (8)

35%

36%

35%

36%

390

44%

44%

45%

39%

39%

36%

38%

37%

PACK MERCH PRESENCE

75%

76%

77%

77%

78%

78%

78%

78%

7800

7810

78%

78%

78%

CARTON MERCH PRESENCE
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50%

51%
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58%

58%
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BUDGETS
($3 INMILLIONS)

$257.4
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PM VOLUME
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PACK PROMO PENETRATION(A)

(A) Percentage of Pack Outlet lndustry Volume Coverage (Source: S.P.A.C.E.)
(B) Percentage of Carton Outlet lndustry Volume Coverage (Source: S.P.A.C.E.)
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EXHIBIT VI

MANAGEMENT CHANGE

TOTAL MANAGEMENT
L

EMPLOYEES IN
PLACE

.

EMPLOYEES
REMAINING

2ilGWGE

REGION V.P.

5

3

40%

SECTION DIR.

29

22

24010

SUPERVISOWDM

79

32

59%

NY DIRECTORS

12

7

42%

TOTAL

125

64

49%

EXHIBIT VII

MINORITYIFEMALE REPRESENTAION
IN PLACE

DEmQ

>

IN PLACE

lEal.

2uwGE

REGION V.P.

1

0

-1Wh

SECTION DIR.

4

4

Vh

SUPERVlSORlDM

20

25

25%

NY DIRECTORS

2

5

150%

EXHIBIT Vlll

EXECUTIVE ACCOUNTS

W.I. CAMPBELL
D. DANGOOR
C. JOHNSON
F. LAUX
E. MERLO
J. NELSON
H. STEELE
M. SZYMANCZYK
L WEXLER

MC LANE
SOUTHLAND
SAM'S - WALMART
KROGER
CIRCLE K
MOBlL
A&P
CORE MARK
K-MART

EXHIBIT IX

TRADE COUNCIL MEMBERS
MASS MERCHl

WHOLESALE

l2iddMu

SUPERMARKETS

CONV/GASCONV

GROCERSlDlST

PACE MEMBERSHIP
CLUBS

FAREWAY STORES

QUICK TRIP

MCLANE

PIGGLY WIGGLY

CLARK OIL

WETTERAU

ABCO MARKETS

EMRO MARKETING

OLD DOMINION

SAVE MART

SPECTRUM STORES

M. SOSNICK

DOMINICKS FINER
FOODS

SOUTHLAND CORP.

SAMELSON LEON

ARC0 PETROLEUM

AMCON DIST.

SHEETZ INC.

ELI WlTT

MAVERICK MARKETS

FLEMING COMPANIES

BIG D DRUG
MAYS DRUG STORES
MEDIC DISCOUNT
DRUG STORES
FAYS DRUGS

GRAND UNION CO.

TRlPlFOODS
EBY BROWN

OPERATIONS
The proliferationof discount brands and overall growth of the discount segment have heightenedthe
vulnerabilityof our premiumbrandsto these less expensive products. Operations will focus its efforts
on developing technologies which provide consumer benefits in order to enhance the equity of our
premium trademarks.
The decelerating volume growth in both the domestic and international cigarette markets, combined
with increased market fragmentation, will require Operations to improve manufacturingflexibility and
provide cost efficient products. Similarly, the shift coming from a high volume growth business
towards a market with flat volumes and pressured margins will require a change in management
focus.
Product Development
R&D will continue to pursue innovative product breakthroughs that provide value-added benefits
to consumers. Targeted programs are underway to improve product attributes, namely, reduced
sidestream smoke and reduced odor. New product development efforts will focus on productswhich
have reduced ignition propensity, in response to expected regulation in this area. In addition, work
will continue on the Beta program - our proprietary alternative product.

Production Flexibility
Operationswill limit manufacturingcost increases by keepingthem below inflationover the five year
planning period: One of the primaryforces behindcost increases will be the continued segmentation
of boththe domestic and international markets. In response to this proliferation,Operationswill focus
on improving manufacturingflexibility. In addition, particular emphasis will be placed on managing
fixed costs through, headcount control. The principle objective will be to become the lowest cost
producer per category.
Product cost Differentiation
The rapid increase experienced in the discount segment during the past two years is projected to
continue. Correspondingly,to more appropriately reflect this segment's profit contribution, manufacturing will lower the cost of direct materials and tobacco components on a cost per thousand basis
for these brands. Similarly, we will strive to consolidate where appropriate, both direct materials and
tobacco blends to improve our manufacturing and procurement efficiencies.

Tobacco leaf contributes 40% of the manufactured cost of cigarettes. Curbing the rising cost of
tobacco, either by reducing stock prices or by using alternative tobacco substrates, will be a key
objective during the planning cycle. Also of importance will be maintaining our competitive price
position in producing our discount blend through the use of scrap material. A defensive strategy to
retain this competitive price position will be implemented.
Expanding volumes of oriental tobacco growing in Thailand and the development of new growing
practices in Malawi, and Albania will ensure an adequate feedstock over the plan period. Both burley
and domestic flue-cured tobacco feedstocks are sufficient for the planned forecast. Lower import
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prices will drive the business to incorporate larger percentages of imported tobacco. Domestic
political issues on rising import volumes will continue to be a concern during the plan period.
Environmental Protection
PM-USA will take a proactive approach to resolve environmental issues. Duringthe next five years,
PM-USA will conduct an extensive discovery program to review and develop a comprehensive data
base on all releases at each facility. Work will also continue on developing alternative processesthat
eliminate or drastically reduce current emission levels and evaluate new control technologies.
Management
As PM-USA progresses from a high volume growth, high margin business to one which shows low
or limited volume growth and pressured profit margins, new demands will be placed on Operations
management. As evidenced by the demand shift inthe global marketplace, cigarettegrowthwill come
from our international markets. Correspondingly, we envisage a major shift away from a domestic
management point of view towards a global management perspective. Likewise, performance
standards that were developed for a high capacity, high margin business will gradually become
obsolete and require new measures to adequately judge business performance.
Lower profit margins will demand that cross-functional alliances be formed to better utilize our
strengths and competitive advantages. Already, Manufacturing and Sales are jointly developing a
domestic distribution network which will revolutionize the way we service our customers. Further
cross-functional alliances will be needed and developed to maintain our competitive edge in this
changing environment.

-

R&D Product Development
R&D product development efforts during the five year plan period will focus on 4 major areas: (1)
enhancing the attributes of our brands, particularly in the area of social acceptability, to retain the
loyalty of consumers of our brands; (2) developing new and enhanced methods of addressing
consumer health concerns; (3) defending our products against both domestic and international
regulations; and (4) developing innovative products for long-term growth.
Social Acceptability
Smoking restrictionscontinueto increase inthe U.S. Currently, 26states and more than 300 localities
have enacted laws to restrict smoking in restaurants. Twenty-eight states and approximately 300
localities have laws governing smoking in the work place. Sixty percent of all U.S. companies now
restrict smoking, up from 16% in 1980. One-quarter of 283 companies surveyed in 1989 by the
Administrative Management Society were smoke free, up from 14%in 1988. Therefore, any change
that would make smoking more socially acceptable to non-smokers will promote added value to our
consumers.
These restrictions are clearly having a negative effect on cigarette sales. R&D will address the
following three cues identified by non-smokers: visible sidestream smoke, sidestream odor, and
irritation caused by sidestream smoke.
issue:
Smoking restrictions are expected to Increaseduring the Plan period. These restrictions will
negatively impact cigarette sales.
Strategy:
Enhance the product attributes of existing premium products to address smoking restriction issues
and defend against market share erosion.
Action Plan:

Project Lotus
Develop a full circumference product with at
least 70% reduced visible sidestream and
acceptable subjectives with respect to an
appropriate control. The project is scheduled to have an optimum low sidestream
paper selected by mid-1993.
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Project Ambrosia
Develop a product with a more neutral
sidestream aroma. Preparation of a viable
release agent is scheduled to be completed
in the second quarter of 1992.
Reduced Sidestream Irritation
Identify potential irritants that are present in
sidestream smoke and determine approximate quantities. Initiate studies to reduce or
eliminate these irritants.

Ash Tray Odor
Investigate the possible use of a commercial
deodorizer to decrease ash tray odor.
Llngering Odor
Carry out an initial study to determine if low
sidestream products are lower in lingering
odor than conventional products.
Consumer Research
Determine what additional aspects of social
acceptability have the greatest appeal to
consumers, and whether there is likely to be
a viable market for such products.

I

Consumer Health Concerns
An analysisof the cigarette marketover the last 50 years suggeststhat there have beenonly two major
influences on smokers' buying patterns; namely, smokers seeking to address their health concern
and smokers seeking price relief. Previous product changes driven by health concerns were the
growth of filtered products from 3% to 70% of the market between 1945 and 1953, and the growth of
the low tar segment to nearly 50% of the market by 1985. Both of these approaches are essentially
complete. Filteredcigarettes now make upover 96%of the market, and the growth of lowtar products
has slowed considerably. It is likely that a successful product in this health segment will be basedon
a completely different approach than simply lower tar levels.
Issue:
Consumer health concerns are a primary influence on buying patterns of exlstlng smokers.
Strategy:
Develop products which address consumers' health concerns.
Action Plan:
1992-1993

Continue development of the Web Filter
Program "Merit Ultima technology".
Develop a cigarette filtration system which
addresses consumers' concerns particularly
in the area of ultra low delivery products.
The specific goal is to develop a web filter
material which combines the filter efficiency
properties of paper with the subjective
response of cellulose acetate. This project
is scheduled to be completed by the fourth
quarter of 1992.

-

Refine development of the Half-nic
product.
Develop a 1OOmm, 9mg cigarette with
0.3mg nicotine delivery with subjectives
equal to a 0.6mg nicotine product. Techniques which will be used include optimization of papers, new casing systems, and
investigation of alternate filtration systems.
This project is scheduled to evaluate the
most promising product during the third
quarter of 1992.

Reduce Mainstream Carbon Monoxide

(cob

Develop catalysts to incorporate into cigarette filters which reduce the amount of CO
delivered to smokers. A number of catalysts
are currently being investigated, and project
feasibility will be determined by the end of
1993.
Create low tarthigh flavor products.
New activities will be defined that will
examine the benefits of combining New
Expanded Tobacco (NET) with technologies
developed from the paper and filter technology programs to develop an ultra low tar
product with improved taste attributes.
Develop product attribute that can be
used to re-establish Merit's position as
the expert in low tar technology. Exploration in limiting the tar to more volatile and
flavorful components will be designed to
support Merit as "the low tar expert".

Federal and Export Regulations
Federal, state, or local governmental regulations that affect PM-USA's business are a constant
concern. The most pressing current issue is the Fire Safe CigaretteAct of 1990which may ultimately
result in a mandate that U.S. cigarettes be "fire safe" (as determined by an as yet undevelopedtest)
by 1994. Should this mandate be issued, it could impact every product we manufacture today.
There are a numberof countriesinwhich tar and nicotine levels are regulated, and R&D has supported
PMI in ensuring that products for these countries have optimal subjectives while meeting delivery
ceilings. On January 1,1992, the first round of tar ceiling goes into effect for the EEC. At that time,
cigarettes in most member nations cannot exceed a delivery of 15 mg tar. On January 1,1995, the
secondtar ceiling goes into effect forthe EEC; namely, 12mg. The vast majorityof productsmarketed
by PM-Europe in the EEC can be reformulatedto meet the 15 mg ceiling with relatively few problems.
Meeting the 12 mg tar ceiling, however, will require considerable effort in order to maintain current
subjectives. Additionally, duty free products- specifically Marlboro-exportedfrom the U.S. to Europe,
must also be reformulated.

Future governmental regulations will likely impact products we manufacture today.
Strategy:
Closely monitor and be prepared to comply with proposed government regulations.
Action Plan:

-

Complete Project Tomorrow Ignition
Propensity
Develop a product that will meet federally
established criteria for ignition propensity.
The technical feasibility will be assessed in
the second quarter of 1994. Two different
product development approaches are being
considered:
- Low mass burn rate
- Self-Extinguishing.
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Meet international Tar and Nicotine
Levels.
PM-USA R&D will continue to support PMI
in the development of products to meet
government tar and nicotine ceilings.

Operations Objective
Operations will limit manufacturing cost increases to less than expected inflation for the
five year plan cycle.
Manufacturing cost pressures during the plan period will arise from three distinct areas: (1) the
projected proliferation of new products and packages; (2) the historical price increases and
percentageof manufacturingcosts associated with leaf tobacco; and (3)the projectedincrease of the
discount segment.

Production Flexibility
Product Proliferation
The decade of the 1990's is projectedto continue the brand and product proliferation experienced in
the 1980's. Ever increasing numbers of filters, tobacco blends, packaging and unique products will
createnew levelsof manufacturingcomplexities. The growthinbrandpackingshasbeenphenomenal,
increasingover 68% in the last five years. In 1990, PM-USA sold 58 billion units, which represented
26% of our sales, under brand names or packings that did not exist in 1980.
The proliferation of products and product components is primarily attributable to the growth in the
export market, which is forecasted to continue, although at a slower rate. Because of the number of
individual countries now supplied by PM-USA, the associated product variation has increased
significantly. The openingof additionalexport markets has promptedthe development of new blends,
new cigarette designs, and new packaging designs. Many brands produced for export also have
unique specifications and require special or dedicated equipment such as charcoal plugfilter makers
and carton overnrrappers.
The complexity of our brand mix is also influenced by trends in the domestic market. Increasing
numbers of promotional programs and "niche" products, such as Merit Ultima, Marlboro Express,
Marlboro 5/15/20 pack cartons and packs with rounded corners, are being targeted at specific, and
often, small market segments. "Niche" products frequently require special manufacturingattention
becauseof theirdiff erentialcharacteristics. We expectthe trendtoward"nichenproducts,promotional
programs and line extensions to continue during the plan period.
As the number of brands and packings increase, both domestic and export, the number of changeovers increase. Our most "flexible" facility, Stockton Street, presently experiences 11 to 15 brand
change-oversper day within athree shift operation. As a direct result of thesefrequent change-overs,
Stockton Street is our ieast efficient plant with a rated production of less than 10,000 cigarettes per
labor hour. This rate is one-third of the typical productivities achieved at both the Manufacturing
Center and Cabarrus. Over the plan period, the number of changes is expected to increase. A
consequence of these change-overs is a corresponding increase in down time, since cigarette
making equipment requires significant adjustment when blend, paper, or adhesive changes are
made. All of these production issues highlight the need for improved flexibility, optimized sourcing
and clearly focused factories. Further, improved coordination among plants is vital.
,
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issue:
Product proliferation is projected to increase 35% during the Plan period. This growth i n the
number of manufactured units will put tremendous pressure on operations t o maintain cost
structure.
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Strategy:
Develop (retrofit) a cost effective, multi-product manufacturing capability to produce low volume
products, support brand line extensions and provide new product launch capabilities.
Action Plan:

Cigarette Manufacturing
Cabarrus Expansion
Maximize available flexibility and allocate
brands accordingly.
Stockton Street/Louisville
Investigate retrofitting andlor consolidating
one or both of these facilities to accommodate long range forecasts.
Manufacturing Center
Consider projects to upgrade efficiencies
and provide greater flexibility.
Primary Processing
Create a cost-effective, flexible primary
that blends and delivers components on
demand.
Develop a new, highly flexible primary
process with reduced conversion costs. The
benefits of this program will be greater
flexibility for new products. Additional
benefits will include a potential cigarette
weight reduction of approximately 50 mg
and a reduced primary conversion cost.
Implementationis anticipated to be completed by 1993. This is expected to be used
as the primary processing approach for the
Cabarrus expansion.

Consolidate Blend Variants:
Flavor Formulas
Reduce the number of ingredients by 2% to
3% per year during the plan period.
Tropical Fillers
Determine whether there is a need for
separate tropical filler specifications or
whether they can be eliminated. A recommendation for consolidation will be made in
the third quarter of 1992.
Menthol Application Processes
Determine the single most effective process
to apply menthol to our mentholatedcigarettes.
Other
Reevaluate Vertical Integration.
Evaluate our current policies regarding
vertical integration and review the strategic
benefits of maintaining an internal source
against any financial benefits from divesting
facilities. Areas under consideration include:
stemming, export blended strips, cigarette
paper perforation, and printing.
Manufacturing Systems integration
Develop a mechanism to realize just-in-time
delivery and lower inventory costs for all
direct materials. The long range objective is
to develop a "Business Systems Integration"
perspective - supplier to distributor approach.
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Product Cost Differentiation
The growth of the discount category has, by necessity, heightenedour financial consciousness and
sharpened our focus on the importance of cost control and productivity. Discount brands as a
percentage of PM-USA's total volume is expectedto grow from 17.0% in 1991to 24.1 % by 1996with
growth primarily from RIB, Bristol and Cambridge.
Market share in this category is largely driven by price. Consequently, the discount category is
subjected to intensely competitive pricing correspondingly, the low cost producer will have a
competitive advantage relative to profitability. As shown on the graphs below, the marginal
contribution of Basic and All American Value brands is less than the marginal contribution of the
premium brands. However, there is little or no difference in the manufacturing costs among these
brands.

-
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issue:
The lowest cost manufacturer will have a pricing advantage in the discount segment. As the
percentage of PM-USA's volume shifts more towards discount brands (24.1% in 1996),
Operations must become more cost effective.
Strategy:
Continue to drive down the manufacturing cost of our discount brands and increase the differential
between this category and our premium brands.
Action Plan:

Reduce Cigarette Rod Weight.
The new primary under development has as
one of its goals the reduction of rod cigarette
weights by 50 mg.
Optimize PriceNalue Blend.
- lnvestigate the use of Reconstituted Leaf
(RL) to significantly increase filling power.
- lnvestigate the possible use of burley
stems in the blend.
Consolidate Blends:
- Carbon consolidation to one type from
three.
- Wood pulp to replace flax base paper.
- Humectant reduction.
- Menthol flexibility to use natural or synthetic menthol.

Leaf Supply
Global Leaf Utilization
Americanblendcigarettes usethree typesof leaf: burley, flue-curedand oriental. PM-USApurchases
both burley and fluecured tobaccos in the U.S. and offshore. There is currently a good supply of
quality leaf both here and abroad, but domestic leaf is generally more expensive. Current estimates
project that the average price differential of offshore burley and flue-cured tobacco versus dornestically grown tobacco will be $1.1 5 per pound in 1996. Domestic tobacco is expected to increase in
price at a rate of 4% to 4.5% per pound per year during the plan period.
For 1991, our strip imports increased by 61% over 1990, reflecting our growing market share in the
domesticdiscount segment, growth of the export market, as well as additional leaf purchasesrequired
to reestablish optimal target inventory levels. Leaf imports for the aggregate domestic cigarette
industry are projected to increase by 19%, during this plan period largely driven by PM-USA
purchases.
The difference in price between offshore and domestically grown tobacco will intensify the desire to
increase inclusion rates of offshore tobacco, in order to reduce the cost of leaf during the plan period.
However, the significant growth in offshore tobacco usage last year and the expectedincreaseduring
the plan period, is a concern which may result in adverse political activities. The domestic farming
community could influence congressional support of tobacco industry issues and potentially impact
excise and local taxes.
Considering our large tobacco requirements, desired product characteristics, and political issues,
PM-USA will continue to depend heavily on domestically grown leaf. Sufficient burley and flue-cured
tobacco will be available to meet forecasted demand.
Sixty-five percent of our oriental tobacco requirements are sourced from Turkey, where production
is stable. However, leaf production continues to decline in Greece, Yugoslavia, and Lebanon.
All of these aspects are currently being reviewedfrom a domestic point-of-view. But, as the volume
overthe planperiodshifts fromthedomestic marketto the internationalmarket, either byway of export
or local international manufacture, the purchase of leaf and its usage becomes a global issue, not
simply a PM-USA issue.
Issue:
Tobacco remalns the largest variable cost Item for our cigarettes, which when combined wlth
casing accounts for 40% of the cost of cigarettes.
Strategy:

I

Utilize the combined purchasing power of PM-USA and PMI in developing a global leaf buying and
utilizationplanthat securesqualityleaf forthe lowest price to supply Company needsforboth leaf and
"processed leaf."

Action Plan:

Consider offshore alternative of lower
grades and less expensive tobaccos for
generic products.
Pursue the possibility of adjusting growing
and harvesting processes of domestic
farmers toward greater mechanization and
lower operating costs.
Develop oriental tobacco pricing strategies
to minimize foreign exchange rate exposure.
Approach grower organizations about
contracting directly with farmers to grow a
specific typelgrade of tobacco to meet our
specifications.
Encourage U.S. burley farmers to consolidate their quotas for acreage and designate
acreage for standard harvesting and for
mechanical harvesting. Consider the
contracting for this with a cooperative rather
than working through a warehouseman.

Scrap Supply
The discount product category (thirdtier) is experiencing rapid growth which is projected to continue
throughout the plan. PM-USA's third tier blend has a competitive price advantage of approximately
$1 per thousand cigarettes versus competitive blends. Our concept relies on using scrap materials
in a single blend, to produce 1 5 , l l and 6 mg tar cigarettes in both 85mm and 100mm lengths. The
variations in delivery are produced by adjusting dilution with filter and paper changes. The
competition fulfills this segment with at least two blend types using Expanded Tobacco (ET) at
different inclusionrates to controlthe burn rate. At present, the competition is not in a position to take
advantage of our blend concept due to an insufficient scrap supply.
The rapid growth of the discount segment, and the possible emergence of a fourth tier during the
planning cycle, may strain available world-wide scrap volumes. Additionally, Japan Tobacco
incorporated (JTI) has reformulatedtheir sheet manufacturingprocess from a paper technology to
a slurry technology which will increase their scrap demand.
Issue:
Obtalning a sufficient scrap supply i s critical to maintain our competitive price advantage in
the discount category.
Strategy:
Maintain a sufficient global scrap supply.
-

-

-

--

Action Plan:

Purchase Oriental Scrap.
Negotiations are under way to purchase
scrap from Tekel, in addition to the 5 million
pounds we currently receive.
Optlmlze PM-USA's Global Scrap
Volumes.
PM-USA, as the largest generator of scrap
tobacco, must optimize its use of scrap to
maximize utilization. Other development
efforts, namely the modification of the full
margin blends to accommodate a shrinking
supply of tips, will reallocate scrap to this
category.

Tip Supply (Premium Category)
Increasedvolumes combined with changes in leaf production practices will strain the availability of
tips that are required in our premium blends, particularly Marlboro. Both our burley and flue-cured
blends incorporate a higher percentage of tips than are produced in a given tobacco crop. PM-USA's
increased demand combined with the growing PMI demand for tips will make it difficult to secure the
requiredamounts. Compoundingthis volume effect, changes in productionpractices, especially with
burley, are resulting in a decreased volume of tips being grown on an annual basis.
Issue:
Securing tips i n the appropriate blend ratio is critical to maintain Our subjective product
quality.
Strategy:
Reduce our dependence on the higher ratio of tips in our premium blends, while maintaining
equivalent subjectives.
Action Plan:

~ o c i i f yFUII Margin Blends.
Reduce the % of tips and increase the
inclusion of Expanded Tobacco (ET) by 1%
to 2% in 1992.
Optimize the use of New Expanded
Tobacco (NET) in premium brands. New
Expanded Tobacco provides an opportunity
to offer better subjectives.

Environmental Protection
Duringthe previousdecade, industry emphasizedcontrolling and treating emissions and discharges,
whether it was to the air, water, or land. In many cases, control and treatment will continue as viable
options. However, the focus is shifting towards preventingthe generationof pollutants at the source.
As environmental regulations become more stringent, there is an advantage in reducing emissions
altogether. Permits, particularly for air emissions, may seriously impair manufacturingflexibility as
the approval time for permits increase.
The list of environmentallaws, both federaland state, is extensive. Inadditionto 94federallaws, there
are 20 laws in the state of Virginia, 13 in the state of North Carolina, and 12 applicable to the state
of Kentucky and Jefferson County. Currently, PM-USA is in compliance with all of these. However,
the federal and state agencies that are responsible for the enforcement of these laws also issue
regulations which set out what is required for compliance. These regulations may change, even
though the laws themselves do not change. Consequently, the fact that an organization is in
compliancewith a law today, does not guarantee that it will be in compliance in the future. Moreover,
the regulations are subject to interpretation which may also change over time.
Over the next five years, these trends will intensify with a renewed emphasis on enforcing existing
regulations and an increased emphasis on reducing emissions not previously regulated. In 1990,
Congress passed the amended Clean Air Act, which will cost industry and the taxpayer about $21
billion. Hazardous and solid waste disposal will continue as a high priority as landfills are reaching
capacity and the cost for disposal escalates. Most states are legislating recyclingto meet the national
goal for reducing landfill disposal by 25% in 1992.
By far, the most important law is the amended Clean Air Act of 1990. Two aspects of this law are of
critical importance. First, permits will have to be renewed periodically. The renewal process will
require emission data to identify compounds that are emitted, emission rates, and most importantly,
where the compounds go. Secondly, as part of the Clean Air Act, the EPA will phase in a federal air
toxics program. This programwill mandatecontrol limits on 189 listed hazardous air pollutants. The
effect of this activity will impact PM-USA's current emissions.
Another future area of importance involves the National Pollution Discharge Elimination System
permits which affect both Park 500 and the Manufacturing Center. These permits deal with waste
discharges from manufacturingoperations and are good for five years. In the coming years, tighter
state water quality standards, resultingfrom the expansion of the list of chemicals monitored and the
lowering of the concentration of those already monitored, will be of concern to PM-USA.
Critical areas in which PM-USA must concentrate i'n 1992 to ensure that PM-USA remains in
compliance are the reduction of total volatile organic compounds in our factories and processing
facilities.
Issue:
Increased governmental compliance regulations In the areas of air, water, solid and hazardous waste will require extensive PM-USA resources.
.*

Strategy:
PM-USA will take a proactive approach and become an industry leader in the areas of discovery and
remediation of environmental issues.

Action Plan:

-

1992 1996

Carry-out Environmental Audits and
Process Verification.
Environmental audits are scheduled for all
factories. They will start the fourth quarter of
1991 and will be completed in 1994. Audits
will typically include reviews on waste, air
pollution, water pollution, spill plans, chemical disposal practices, and all available
documentation.
Establish a Corporate Database.
A database will be established of all releases at each facility that contain materials
regulated by environmental laws or subject
to permits held by each facility. The program will be completed by 1993.
Implement Project Grain.
The major contributors to volatile organics in
the factories are ethanol, used both in burley
top casing and aftercut flavorings, and
propylene glycol, a humectant. Project
Grain will reduce emissions through lowering alcohol usage and humectant reformulation for flavor application. This project is
scheduled to be completed in the fourth
quarter of 1992.
Reduce Stack Gases at the BL Plant and
the Richmond Leaf Processing Facility.
Although incineration of stack gases is a
viable technology for reducing emissions, it
is expensive from both a capital and operation standpoint. Consequently, the objective
of this project is to evaluate technologies
that are equally viable but more cost effective to reduce ammonia, volatile organic
compounds and nicotine stack discharges.
Both scrubbing and absorption techniques
are under consideration as is the reduction
in the usage of these materials. Final
recommendations are expected in the third
quarter of 1992.

-

Waste water discharge projects execute
these projects to eliminate the burley stem
wash water at the BL plant.

-

* Phosphorous testing of the biological

treatment pilot.plant at Park 500 will be
completed in the third quarter of 1992. A full
scale chemical treatment plant at Park 500
is scheduled to be completed by the end of
1992.
Nitrates - evaluate various options to
address stemwashing at Park 500.
Control Solid and Hazardous Waste.
Solid waste recycling programs will be
established in Cabarrus and Louisville in
1992 and 1993, respectively. Drying
technology to reduce sludge at Park 500 is
being evaluated and, if successful, will be
implemented. In view of potential liabilities,
regular audits of hazardous disposal sites
will continue.

Management
Cultural Change
PM-USA Operations has experienced considerable success in manufacturinga quality product at a
reasonablecost to meet marketing and sales needs, and helping PM-USA reach a leading industry
share. During the plan period, PM-USA is committed to maintaining this leadership in spite of a
declining market, severe price competition and margin erosion. One of the ways to ensure success
is to work smarter and harder than our competitors. PM-USA Operations is developing a new
management approach to meet the challenges of the changing market place.
The Operationsorganizationhas committed to becoming a results oriented, people sensitive culture.
It has begundevelopinga mechanismto successfully executethe operatingprinciples of participative
management to achieve superior results.
The processto developthis mechanismbeganin.Leesburg, Virginia last springwhenthe management
group identifiedthe "As Wasnand the "As Is" of the Operations culture. Six topics were used during
the meeting to identify the past and present, and to develop recommendations for the future. The
subjectswere: the PlanningProcess, OperationsIntegration, Communications, EmployeePartnering,
Authority/Decision-makingand the Vision for the Future. Eachtopic was analyzed and a "To Benwas
identified. After sharing the "To Be" at a meeting in Amelia Island, Florida, senior Operations
management met to develop a plan to implement the recommendations it has accepted.

issue:
The PM-USA operations culture has been characterized by autocratic behavior. This
approach thrives on'the mandated execution of work, but does not maximize the thinking,
initiative, or creativity of the people doing the work. The culture must be changed to support
the participative management style needed for a results oriented, people sensitive culture in
changing market.
Strategy:
Use the Grade 14 and above management team as the role model for the desired participative
behavior. Influence their.performance by rewarding communication, team work, and results.

Action Plan:

Issue white paper describing Operations
philosophy, vision and business system for
new culture. (1991)
Implement 360 degree behavioral analysis
of management. (1992)
Model commitment to new culture with .
behavioral examples among senior management. (1992)

Review and analyze each key department.
Re-evaluate what we do and how we do it.
Qualitative assessment
- Quantitative assessment.

-

Reorganize functional areas to eliminate
duplication and reduce managerial layers.
This will reduce fixed costs by reducing
managerial positions. (1992)

Assess who should hold position(s) in the
new organization.
Remove people who do not fit or cannot
thrive in the new environment. (1992)
Recognize and reinforce examples of
participative behavior. (1992)
Continuously reassess the best approach
and the best people to meet our changing
needs.
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CORPORATE AFFAIRS
PM-USA's CorporateAffairs objective is to minimize excise taxes and government interferencein the
production and marketing of cigarettes, and to protect the right of our consumers to smoke.
Duringthe plan period, PM-USA will have to accomplish its volume, share and profit objectives in an
increasingly hostile socio-politicalenvironment. One of the greatestthreats to the industry istaxation.
Federal taxes will increase at least 20% (4 cents per pack) in 1993 and will certainly be a threat
throughout the plan period. In addition to the legislatedfederal excise tax increase to take effect in
1993, state excise taxes are forecasted to increase over the plan period between 7% and lo%,
annually. PM-USA's objective isto defeat any additionalfederal taxes, to keep state annual cigarette
excise tax increases under 7% and promote the development of stable fiscalltax policies which
distribute the tax burden equitably.
Other major challenges over the plan period include providing a balanced, accurate picture of
environmentaltobacco smoke (ETS) and preventingfurther marketingrestrictionson sampling, POS
displays, vending, sponsorships, and advertising. PM-USA will continue to work with industry
associations, business coalitions, non-profit organizations and government officials to promote
legislation protecting smokers from discrimination by employers. Also, we will work to defeat any
legislation mandating unreasonable product specifications in the areas of "fire safen cigarettes,
ingredient labeling or packaging composition.
PM-USA's Corporate Affairs goals for the next five years are:

Taxation
Minimize overall rate of excise tax increases.
Reform legislative ballot process to limit tax increase initiatives.
Promote a progressive and equitable tax structure.
Refute myth of "social costs" placed on society by smokers.
Eliminate ad valorem tax systems.
Product
Preserve freedom to advertiselpromote products.
Demonstrate our commitment to market only to adults.
Prevent onerous or burdensome mandated product specifications.
Consumers
Defeat or modify state public or workplace smoking bans.
Prohibit employment discrimination against smokers.
Promote accommodation of smokers and non-smokers in public and private sectors.

Marketlng and Sales Restrictions
The organized anti-smoking movement is attempting to restrict or ban our ability to reach existing
smokers with marketingand sales vehicles consideredlegitimate tools for virtually all other products.
Restrictionson advertising, sponsorship, sampling, couponing and sales practices limit our efforts to
increase market-share. By restricting the industry's ability to use widely accepted marketing and
sales techniques, the anti-smoking forces are attempting to reduce public acceptabilityof cigarettes.
PM-USA's goalis to defeat proposedmarketing and sales restrictionsor bans. PM-USA is proactively
supporting state legislation to preempt local restrictions, as well as to establish tobacco industry
marketing and sales guidelines as state law. The company is also respondingto the "youthnissue
by developing programs to demonstrate its commitment to ensuring that smoking remains an adult
practice.
Issue:
The anti-smoking movement is using false charges about the targetting of youth, women and
minorities t o advance legislation restricting or banning the marketing and sale of cigarettes.
Strategy:
PM-USA will use two strategies to combat marketingrestrictions. First, we will advance our position
that smoking is an adult custom, that PM-USA does not want minors to smoke and is working in
cooperationwithretailersto prevent minorsfrompurchasingcigarettes. Second, we will demonstrate
to elected officials, public policy decision makers, the media and consumers that advertising,
sampling and sponsorship are forms of free speech protected by the First Amendment. To increase
awareness of companyAndustry initiatives we will use advertisements on the Youth Initiative in
selected publications and PM-USA communication vehicles (PM Editorial Services, PM Magazine
and the Smokers' Advocate).
Action Plan:

Youth & Smoking

Promote and enforce industry positions on
responsible marketing and sales practices:
- Responsible Living Program
(Helping Youth Say No)
- AdvertisingJMarketing Guidelines
- Responsible Vending Program
- It's the Law Awareness Program
- Pass industry age limit (18) in 6 states
presently without limits.
Run PM-USA Youth Ads and expand press
coverage of PM-USA's 'Actions and Initiatives" Program.

Sponsor Family C.O.U.R.S.E. Consortium
Public Service Advertisements in place of
anti-smoking ads.
Work with state law enforcement groups to
develop 'Helping Youth Say No" school
curricula.

Marketing Freedoms

Sales Freedoms

Develop state legal fellowship programs with
the American Civil Liberties Union and
Washington Legal Foundation to oppose
bans or restrictions (Freedom of Speech).

Develop retailer mobilizationprogramto aid in
identifying and fighting localsales restrictions,
particularly vending and free standing display
bans or restrictions.

Develop Sports Sponsorship Coalition to
promoteldefend corporate right of sponsorship.

Coordinate with minority business organizations to demonstrate the economic benefits of
the industry on minority communities.

Coordinate with minority interest groups to
counter anti-smoker's claims on "targeting".

Use PM-USA communication vehicles (PM
Editorial Services, Magazine, Advocate and
Smoker's Caucus, Globe) to increase awareness of responsible sales practices.

Work with our advertisers and advertising
associations in developing grass roots
lobbying activities to assist Government
Affairs.
Work with the National Conference of State
Legislators and other government associations to oppose resolutions on bans and
restrictions.
Continue to broaden coalition of free speech
advocates and work with other industries
Yargeted for marketing bans or restrictions.
Long Term Goals
Counter ASSIST Program in 17 states:
Work with grass roots organizationsto
divert state health department funds,
equivalent to the amount of ASSIST
funding, to support other health programs
(pre-natal care, half-way houses, etc.).

-

Rollback Program:
Particularly in localities, introduce legislation to reinstate marketing activities, such
as sampling and couponing, that have
been banned or restricted.
- Pass state preemption.

-

Work with the National Conference of State
Legislatorsand other government associations
to oppose resolutionsonbansandrestrictions.
Long Term Goals
Rollback Program:
Particularlyin localities, introduce legislation
to reinstate sales practices, such as free
standing displays, that have beenbannedor
restricted.
- Pass state preemption.

-

"Social Costs"
Cigarette smoking has been inappropriately associated with a number of adverse social and
economic consequences. Productivity losses, absenteeism, rising health care costs and increases
in various types of insurance coverages are just a few.
The associationof smokingwith these socialproblems has spawned numerous anti-smokingpolicies.
Smoking bans and restrictions, divestiture of tobacco stocks, attacks on the tobacco price support
program, segregationsof smokers and privacy infringement are activitieswhich have beenpromoted
in the name of "social cost" offsets.
Issue:
The association of smoking and alleged health/soclo-economic costs is being leveraged by
anti-tobacco forces to advance anti-tobacco legislation and justify higher cigarette taxes.
Strategy:
Educate the media, policy makers and relevant business and civic groups to create a truthful,
balanced view of the "social cost" issue.
Action Plan:

Develop and publish studies:

- Systematic, external micro-economic

-

models to provide a clear picture of
smoking's impact on society.
Applicability and measurement of social
costs and social benefits to fiscalhax
policy development.
The value of free choice in a democratic
society.

Develop studies comparing social fund
performance vs. PM and industry as a
whole.
Write op-ed pieces in financial publications
on dangers of fund mismanagement,
emphasizing managers' fiduciary responsibility.
Long Term Goals

Identify and address political groups, fiscal/
tax analysts groups and appropriate governmental bodies on social costs and the value
of individual freedon~s.
Develop, disseminate and publish editorials
on social cost theory.
Write op-ed pieces on various policy decisions which have incorrectly used social
cost theory as a basis for justification.

Sponsor sessions at annual conferences on
social cost theory and its application in
public policy development.
Co-sponsor symposiums with Centers in
Public Policy and Society of Government
Economists on social cost theory for
legislators and other government officials.

Accommodation
PM-USA is taking a proactive approach to smoking bans and restrictions by promoting accommodation programs as the primary legislative and private sector alternative.
Issue:
Onerous restrictions and bans reduce the number of environments in which lndivlduals can
elect to smoke.
Strategy:
Demonstrateto electedofficials, public policydecision makers, industry, unions, andtrade associations
that the public supports accommodation programs. In addition, bans and restrictions impose costs
on the private sector, reduce tax revenue and promote government interference in business.
Action Plan:

Introduce and market restaurant accommodation program with state restaurant associations, restaurateurs and chains.

Sponsor study of:

- Costs of workplace bans (e.g. morale,
productivity).
- The fallacy of costs savings (e.g. health,
absenteeism claims).
- Present results in trade journals.

Promote building systems approach over
source control.

Publicize Pittsburgh Benedum Project and
other innovative indoor air quality technology
through journal articles and trade publications.

Promote innovative HVAC (Heating, Ventilation Air Con ) Systems.
Develop and market workplace and service
venue accommodation programs with:
- National Federation of Independent
Businesses
- American Manufacturers Association
International Council of Shopping Centers
- HospitalityIServiceAssociations.

Implement €PA 'Class A" mitigation strategy:
- Host Indoor Air Quality Workshop with
NFlB Foundation and National Chamber
Foundation.
- Develop a business coalitionto advocate
uniform federal risk assessment guidelines.
- Persuade OSHA to establish acceptable
ETS threshold levels for the workplace.
- Encourage further investigationof procedural biases in EPA review process.

-

Use indoor air quality experts as witnesses,
testimony, op-ed and editorial visits to
promote sound indoor air quality programs
and demonstrate the problem of sick building syndrome.

Long Term Goals

-

Enact acceptable ventilation rates in state
building codes.

Taxation
In addition to the federal deficits, forecasts of state fiscal and economic conditions conducted by the
National Conference of State Legislaturesand the National Association of State Budget Officers, as
well as others indicate that more than half the states are under substantial fiscal stress. Congress,
governors and legislatorsface great pressure to provide services and fund escalating infrastructure,
education and medical costs. This significantly raises the probability of increased cigarette excise
taxes which continue to be a revenue source for legislators Seeking to close budget deficits. in
addition, the Hawaii ad valorem tax system places more of a burden on premium priced products.
Issue:
Federal, state and local excise tax increases raise the retail price of cigarettes and contribute

to industry volume decline.

I

Strategy:
Defeat cigarette excise tax proposalsby participatingin the development stages of tax policy through
the disseminationof informationto public policy analysts, as well as executive officers and legislators.
These efforts are designed to cultivate them into reliable and informed allies.

I

Action Plan:

Develop and publish studies on:
Bootlegging/cross-border activities.
- Regressive nature of proposedtaxes.
- Inflexibility/instability of 'earmarked" taxes.
- Progressive solutions to deficit reductions.
- Efficiency of local taxing authority.
- Wasteful government programs and excessive spending.
- Tobacco economic impact analysis.
- Stability of taxes derived via the ballot vs.
those derived via the legislature.

-

Promulgate analysis of alternative revenue
sources.
Co-sponsor forums and special events to
strengthen constituency development:
- Role of private sector in the delivery of
government services and efficient government.
- History of the tax initiative and its impact
on development of fiscal and tax policies.

Initiate, coordinate and develop grass roots
lobbying activities through Smokers' Caucus, "Mobilizations", Smokers' Advocate.
Identify and address community, civic and
business groups on excise taxes and tax
ballot initiatives.
Publish editorials on tax developments
inefficiency of tax ballot initiatives, government waste and regressivity.

Anti-discrimination and Privacy
Increasingly, legal off-the-job activities and lifestyle choices are used as criteria for employment
decisions including hiring, promotion and dismissal. Employee privacy rights are violated by
employer mandates regulatingoff-work activities and testing mechanisms establishedby employers
to ensure compliance with these mandates. Employers argue that these measures are necessary
to control costs, including health care benefits and productivity allegedly linked to certain lifestyle
choices and behavior.
Issue:
Legal avocational activities such as smoking, unrelated to job performance, are being used

by employers in matters of hiring, promotion and dismissal.
Strategy:
Demonstrate to elected officials and privatesector decision makersthat the public supports individual
privacy rightsthat protect legal avocational activities. In addition, show that the public favors only the
use of job performance criteria for employment decisions.
Action Plan:

1992-1994

Long Term Goals
Further develop coalitions with labor unions,
ACLU, human resource officials to promote
anti-discrimination efforts.
Demonstrate public support for privacy rights
and nondiscrimination.
Use privacy experts for speeches, expert witness testimony in court cases, tegislative/rule
making bodies, media: op-ed, editorial visits
and feature articles.
Place privacylanti-discrimination news items
in print and broadcast media.
Utilize PM-USA communicationvehicles such
as PM magazine, Smoker's Advocate and
Smokers' Caucus to:
- Identify aggrieved parties.
- Raise public awareness of privacy and discrimination issues.
- Specifically alert smokers to privatetpublic
sector infringements.
Pass legislation prohibiting discrimination in
employment based on smoking status in a
total of 40 states.

Pass anti-discrimination legislation in all 50
states.

-

Mandated Product Specifications "Fire Safe" Cigarettes
Through mandated product specifications, anti-smoking groups are attempting to eliminate brand
competitiveness, increase manufacturing costs, or ban the sale of tobacco products in their present
form or packaging. Presently, an effort in this area that poses a significant threat to the tobacco
industry is Yire safe" cigarettes. Anti-smoking groups allege that cigarettes are the most identifiable
causes of fire-related deaths in the United States. In 1990, the Moakley Bill was signed into law
reauthorizing the Technical Study Group (TSG) for three years to create a standard for measuring
cigarette ignition propensity. In 1993the TSG will report to Congress on its efforts to create a test to
measure cigarette ignitionpropensity as well as to examinethe feasibility of producingand marketing
a "fire-safencigarette.
Issue:
Efforts by anti-smoking groups to mandate a "fire safe" cigarette could destroy the competitiveness of leading brands and increase the cost of manufacturing cigarettes.
Strategy:
During the plan period, PM-USA will expand coalitions among the fire prevention community and
public policy makers to diffuse support for "fire-safe" legislation at the state and federal level, as well
as build public awareness of fire safety and prevention. A number of fire professionals believe that
cigarette-related fires are just one symptom of a more serious problem in the United States: the lack
of public fire safety education and awareness. This is demonstrated by the fact that in all categories
of fire, the U.S. has one of the worst fire records of any industrialized nation, including Japan and
Germanywherethe incidenceof smokingis as much as twice as high as the U.S. and yet the incidence
of fire in all categories is very low. Careless smoking in the U.S. ranks only sixth among ~ausesof
fire after electricaldistribution, incendiary and suspicious fires, appliances, heating equipment, other
equipment and open flame.
Action Plan:

1992-1994

Work with National Conference of State
Legislators and other government associations to oppose resolutions.

Coordinate lobbying activities on state bills
with state fire, police and paramedic organizations and unions.
Feature articles in PM publications highlighting significant achievements of fire, police
and paramedic professionals.

Sponsor fire-safety awareness programs
with leading associations representing the
fire community (smoke detector use, Exit
Drills in the Home, Stop Drop and Roll).
Use experts to develop information on costs
other causes of fire and study combustibility
of foreign products.
Long Term Goals
Develop database of PM employees who
serve as volunteer fire fighters in their
communities.
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Mandated Product Specifications-Packaging/MaterialBans

.

With the growth of environmentalawareness inthis country, the anti-smokingforces could also seek
to ban cigarette packagingthat does not meet minimum recycledcontent requirements, or bancertain
packagingelements, such as polypropyleneor aluminum-paper laminate which are difficult to recycle
or parts of cigarettes, such as filter TOW, which do not naturally biodegrade when disposed.
Issue:
Public concern over environmental issues could place unreasonable requirements on our
products and packaging.
Strategy:
The establishment of a PM Companies Inc. Solid Waste Task Force has led to cooperative efforts
among operating companies' Corporate Affairs departments. Moreover, establishing unified PM
goals and objectives has enabled PM-USA to demonstrate a growing leadership position with
state legislatures as well as within many trade associations. In order to protect and enhance this
position, PM-USA and each operating company will continue to develop strategies in order to
promote our own progress. In addition to reducing the threat of harmful legislative proposals, the
following activities can also realize financial savings for the company:
Post-Consumer Wastes
Establish targets to reduce packagingwaste materials through source reduction,
recycling and degradability;
Define long-term political objectives related support for either state or federal
government actions;
Coordinate Corporate Affairs/OperationslLegal activities to protect Company interests;
Conduct and sponsor research on new methods for waste reduction, particularly in the area
of packaging development.
Staff Activities
Expansion of office waste recycling programs (sorting copier toner, computer ribbons as well
as waste cleaning solutions and solvents for collection and disposal);
Promoting the use of recycled copierlcomputer paper and stationery;
Where practical, establishing double-siding programs to eliminate paper waste;

N

Initiating water and electricity conservation programs (turning off computers, copiers and
lights at night, using water restriction devices at all facilities);

E

Ensuring that commissaries are participating in office recycling programs where possible;
Developingjoint education programs with administrators of curb-side collection programs
where our facilities and employees are located.

Manufacturing Activities
Development of Richmond facility-type MRFs in other plan communities;
Compliance with federal, regional and state air and water standards for plan emissions.

Action Plan:
1992-1994

Promote research on solid-waste managernent through third parties and provide to
government associations.

Long Term Goals
Draft and sponsor our own ballot initiatives
concerning solid waste and recycling.
Draft model state legislation.

To assist Government Affairs, crossreference our data-base to locate areas
where PM employees are concentrated, or
where major suppliers are located.
Develop programs (curb-side, education)
with favorable environmental groups.
Participate in business coalitions:
Tobacco institute
National Association of Manufacturers
Grocery Manufacturers
Coalition for Solid Waste Solutions
National Waste Management
Association.

-

-

Use PM-USA communication vehicles
(PM Editorial Services, Magazine, Advocate and Smoker's Caucus, Globe) to
increase awareness of environmental
practices.
Develop advertorials, op-eds, editorials
and opponent responses on PM-USA's
environmental position and the company's
progress.
Conduct polling and publicize results
supporting our positions.
$

Develop consumer courtesy program
regarding the disposal of cigarette fitters
(consumer polling, fixed ashtray program).

EMPLOYEE RELATIONS
Achieving income targets will become increasingly difficult due to the hostile business climate and
competitive forces affecting our industry. Our needto manage the work force through an integrated
Human Resource plan, married to the overall business plan, is key to overcoming these obstacles.
Our Human Resource efforts must support productivity and cost effectiveness. Optimization of
employee performanceat all levels is keyto meetingthe future productivitydemands. This will require
improved communication and a clear linkage between our performance management, leadership
development andtraining systems. Cost effectiveness canbe achievedthrough awholistic approach
that addresses compensation, benefits, environmental safety and health, and the labor component.
It is imperative that both management and employees recognize, understandand support the thrust
of the Human Resource plan and its focus on development and proper resource utilization.
Performance Management: Productivity improvements are a key to our ability to meet income
objectives. Our ability to improve productivity can be affected most by improved performance
management.
Leadership Development It is criticalto develop the best and brightest people to ensure future
challenges are met.
Manufacturing Training Development: The success of the organization depends heavily on
having a well-trained work force, both salaried and hourly.
Total Compensation: Development of a philosophy on total compensation is vital to effective
management of human resource cost.
Benefits: Weighing the pressure of work force satisfactionwith rising benefit costs continues to
pose a significant challenge to management.
Compensation: The linkage of financial rewards to desired business results must be clearly
understood by the total work force to maximize its effect on performance.
Environmental Health & Safety: A corporate EH&S program needs to be developed for all
functional areas, with emphasis on ergonomics, audits and training. Ergonomically designed
equipment and facilities add value by encouraging maximum productivity and quality, while
ensuring a safe operation.
Labor Relations: Our focus must be on reducing operating costs directly attributable to hourly
labor and ensure continuing operations provided by hourly labor.
Affirmative Action: From now untilthe endof the century, 85%of workforce growthwill come from
women, blacks and people of Hispanic or Asian origin. The diversity of the new work force,
coupled with recently enacted legislation, will present continued challenges for PM-USA.
Employment As negative perceptions about the industry continue to evolve and internal
promotional opportunities become more limited, our challenge is to attract, identify and retain
qualified employees who meet the specific and varied needs of our organization.
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Performance Management
Achieving extraordinary business results requiresclear and well communicatedcorporate goals that
are effectively cascaded throughout the organization, coupled with clearly defined and understood
professional competencies required to achieve those goals.
A system of Performance Managementthat facilitatesthe cleartranslationof PM-USAbusinessgoals
to all levels, clarifies the competencies requiredat each level of the organization and integrates tools
for identification, assessment, development and motivation should be at the core of our human
resource efforts. This system must be clearly understood at all levels of the organization.
Issue:
Manage PM-USA employee performance through an understandable and coheslve process
that Is compatible with processes i n other PM Companies.
Strategy:
Manage performance through a system that integrates a clear goal setting process with clearly
defined criticalcompetencies and positionspecifications. Use evaluationsfromthe system as a basis
for further assessment, training, development, career and succession planning, promotion,
displacement and outplacement.
Action Plan:

Work closely with the corporate staff to
investigate how best to implement
Managing and Appraising Performance
(MAP) PM-USA-wide, using existing initiatives as a priority. (1992-1993)
Develop a model for translating PM-USAwide plans in terms meaningful to a specific
business unit. The ensuing Business Unit
Plan would then be shared with all
employees in the unit. Each employee's
contribution to the plan's achievement would
be defined in terms of targets, strategies and
action plans. (1992-1993)

."

Define the critical competencies necessary
at each level of the organization, i.e.,
director, manager, supervisor/professional,
technical, administrative. (1992-1993)

,C
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Ensure that position descriptions accurately
reflect the technical specifications of all
positions. (1992-1993)

Complete all realignment processes initiated
in 1991 prior to commencement of the
performance management (MAP) education
process. (1992-1993)
Support the organization-wide
implementationof the Business Unit
Planning Process by developing the model,
format and timing guidelines. (1992-1993)
Develop a comprehensive organizational
review process incorporating critical
competencies, technical job requirements
and performance against business unit
goals (MAP). (1992-1993)
Develop guidelines for training the work
force on new competencies, technical job
requirements and specific work unit goals.
(1992-1993)
Implement organizational review process in
preparation for introducing MAP in 1993.
(1992-1993)

Administer MAP on an ongoing basis;
maintain the integrity of the process, i.e.,
reviewlupdate competencies, technical
requirements, new business goals, etc.
Continue to investigate MAP enhancements,
e.g., quarterly performance discussions,
dollaborative appraisal sessions, other
operating company innovations, etc. (1 993-.
1996)
Utilize MAP evaluations to identify high
potential performers (hipo's), highly
professional performers (hipro's), solid
performers and candidates for displacement/
outplacement. These identifications become
a springboard for assessment (EADP, CLE),
development (LDP, MMTP), career and
succession planning, promotion,
displacement/outplacement. (1993-1996)
Review other HR systems, i.e., Employment, Compensation, Affirmative Action,
OMD to measure their alignment with the
Performance Management System. (1 9931996)

Leadership Development
Our long term business goals mandate that our human resources possess the motivation, business
acumen and commitment necessary to lead our growth and future prosperity.
Our future leaders need not only be able to think strategically, they must also lead strategically. The
critical first step in the process is the identification and selection of the best and the brightest to be
developed to meet future challenges. Our Company's long term commitment to the identification
and advancement of qualified minorities and females must continue to be at the forefront of
management's human resource decisions. The effective performance management of our people
will ensure that our human resources can meet the challenges of our long term business goals.
issue:
Ensure that highly skilled and motivated people are identified, selected, trained and deveioped to lead In both today's and tomorrow's business environments.
Strategy:
Throughthe useof valid selectionand evaluationdevices, humanresourcesplanningand sophisticated
development programs, identifyand prepare the company's future leadershipto be able to deal with
tomorrow's opportunities and challenges.
Action Plan:
1992-1993
Continue to implement the Center for
Leadership Effectiveness (CLE) as both a
selection tool for attending the Middle
Management Training Program as well as a
development tool for other middle managers. (1992-1993)
t

Continue Middle Management Training
Program (MMTP) 111; start-up MMTP IV and
V for employees identified as successors to
key positions or below. (1992-1993)
Continue to offer the Leadership
Development Program (LDP) for employees
at lower levels who have been identified as
successors or hipos (high-potential
performers). (1992-1993)
Develop and implement the Employee
Assessment and Development Process
(EADP) for use in the LDP or for a standalone development tool. (1992-1993)

Research, develop and implement a program of targeted development for high
potential minorities and females. (19921993)
Link succession planning to Upward Mobility
and Affirmative Action planning process and
expand the process to identify future job
requirements. (1992-1993)
Develop a format for the integration of PMUSA's succession plan with those of the
other companies in the Philip Morris family.
(1994-1996)
Develop new approaches to in-house
executive development programs to include
cross-functionaljob assignments and/or
lateral moves. (1994-1996)

Emphasize continuous improvement by
mandating continuous learning as an
expectation for employees' initial assignments through the executive level. (19941996)

Expand succession planning process to
identify future job requirements and better
prepare candidates for these future jobs.
(1994-1996)

Expand and improve the sales training of the
Tobacco Sales F6rce. (1992-1996)
Get a valid rigorous District Manager
(Tobacco Sales Force) selection process up
and running. (1992)
Emphasize strategic planning, customerorientation and leadership training in all
Sales training programs. (1992-1996)
Continue to work on the cultural change and
structural improvements throughout the
organization, in particular, Operations and
Sales. (1992-1993)

Manufacturing Training Development
The increasing complexity of our work environment brought on chiefly by electronically-controlled,
high-speedtechnology has, in many cases, created a skills gap between the knowledge and skills
possessedby supervisors, operators, mechanics and craft personneland the knowledge and skill
needs of the jobs they perform. This problem is expected to become more acute in the future. An
understandingof these deficienciesis essentialto well-focused, cost-effectivetraining programstied
specifically to the needs. Our ability to address the skills gap also depends directly on the quality of
the training we develop and the manner in which it is delivered.
Issue:
Selection and training of current and future work force (hourly employees and supervision)
is critical to productivity improvement.
Strategy:
Utilize job and skillsanalyses to identify skills gap and develop selection instruments and training
programs to meet job needs and address deficiencies.
Action Plan:

Develop and evaluate a career progression
ladder to aid recruitment and retention and
foster self-development and professionalism
(1992-1993)
of supervisors.
Establish current and future job
requirements and assess skill levels of
existing operators/mechanics. (1992-1993)
Develop and implement a program leading
to improved communicati~nand teamwork
on the factory floor. (1992-1993)
Promote development of professional and
subject-matter expertise of training
instructors through cross-functional rotation,
career progression, and more on-the-job
follow-up and customer interface. (19921993)
Establish a system to provide for proper
allocation of training resources. (1992,1993)

Implement a Systems Approach to Training
(SAT). This is an integrated and comprehensive approach developed by an internal
technical training task force and outside Hay
consultants for identifyingtraining needs and
evaluating/improving training programs.
(1992-1993)
Develop and evaluate prototype training
program for hourly and first-line supervisory
personnel designed to enhance skills and
knowledge related to troubleshooting.
(1992-1993)
As part of the Louisville Skills Enhancement
Training Program, develop and evaluate
prototype training program designed to
supplement skills and knowledge of existing
hourly and supervisory personnel and
assess cost-effectivenessof program with
the goal of extending results to other manufacturing locations. (1992-1993)

Determine current and future job requirements and skill levels of existing first-line
supervisors. (Ongoing)
Critically evaluate/modify existing supervisory training programs in all locations to
ensure that core skills as identified by job
analysis are included. (Ongoing)
Modifyldevelop operator/mechanic selection,
training programs to ensure that they
address skill needs. (Ongoing)
Continue efforts aimed at addressing current
and future skill needs of crafts. (Ongoing)
Pursue competency-based evaluations of
craft personnel for major machine maintenance programs. (Ongoing)
Develop and evaluate new and better
training methods for craft personnel.
(Ongoing)
Extend results of TroubleshootingTraining
Program with the goal of improving the
troubleshooting performance of all supervisory and hourly personnel involved in
manufacturing. (Ongoing)

Total Compensation
During the 1992-1996 plan period, the key focus will be determining "Total Compensationnphilosophy, policy and programs which facilitate aggressive organizationalchange designed to attain longterm business goals. These actions must be taken with consideration of internal forces that are
impacting our "total compensationnresources, as well as market issues affecting our competitive
position.
Issue:
Need for a "total compensation" philosophy.
Strategy:
Determine "Total Compensation Philosophy"that is an appropriate mix of fixed and variable elements
of both cash compensation and benefitsto facilitate accomplishmentof our longterm businessgoals.
Action Plan:

Develop appropriate group to research total
compensation. (1992)
Research and analyze the elements of total
compensation and where they stand competitively (Benefits & Compensation)(fixed
vs. variable). (1992)
Assess the mix of other relevant companies
and how the mix enhances achievement of
business goals. (1992)
Develop specific total compensation models.
(1992)
Finalizelobtain approval of "Total
Compensation" philosophy. (1992-1993)
Develop communications on "Total
Compensationnphilosophy for the
workforce. (1993)
'Assure "Total Compensation" philosophy is
considered in the development and
execution of all Compensation and Benefit
programs. (1993+)

Benefits
The cost of offering a comprehensive and competitive benefitsprogramwill continueto rise unabated.
Healthcare costs increased 14%between 1989-1990 and are estimatedto rise another 22% in 1991
to approximately $105 million. In this escalating cost environment, we must meet the benefit needs
of a diverse workforce and be positioned to attract new talent, while working to control costs within
plannedparameters. Our benefit programs must continuallybe reviewedto assess their competitive
position with respect to internal and external constraints.
Government regulations, other operating company equity issues, and employee and company tax
effectiveness concerns are major issues which need to be affected in future benefit development
efforts.

Issue:
The benefit package represents a significant cost and must be managed to ensure competitiveness at a reasonable cost.
Strategy:
Evaluate and implement programs that provide cost effective benefits which are competitive and
address the needs of employees.

Action Plan:

Conduct post implementation review of
health care utilization resulting from
Managed Care Plan changes effective 4th
quarter 1992. (1992)

lmplement Managed Care Plan; medical,
and psych/substance abuse provisions
effective 1/1/93 at:
-York Engineering - Williamsburg
-Louisville - Kentucky
-Tobacco Sales Force - National
-New York Office, PM-USA - New York
Colonial Heights Packaging - Colonial
Heights, Virginia(l992)

-

Conductldirect audit of Richmond Blue
Cross/Blue Shield heatth plan (medical,
dental, TPA vision) effective 2nd and 3rd
quarters 1992. (1992)

Implement Managed Care Plan for BCTWIU
employees (subject :o negotiations1
ratification; will also cover IAM employees)
effective 1/1/93. (1992)

Voice Response System - Determine
feasibility of voice enrollments effective 3rd
quarter 1992. (1992)

lmplement benefit related changes resulting
from contract negotiationslratification for
BCTWIU and IAM effectivethroughout 1992.
(1992)

~esseracttask force project: Integrate
HRM/Payroll and Benefits effective 1992
and 1993. (1992)

Analyze and recornmend changes to
salaried benefits based on impact of
negotiated benefits (effective dates to be
determined). (1992)

Survey salaried employees on issues
related to benefit offerings in the context of
flexible benefits. (1993)

Develop a PM-USA benefit philosophy
which will provide a framework for consideration of total compensation issues. (1993)
Address corporate issues pertaining to
Deferred Profit Sharing plan design. (1993)

Implement a flexible benefit program. (19941996).
Develop autonomous PM-USA benefit
programs that reflect our operating company
needs. (1994-1996)
Implement and communicate benefits
towards a market position at 75th percentile
of a select group of companies. (1992-1996)

Compensation
During the plan period, the key focus for compensation will be the continued development and
refinement of programs that clearly link compensation to results against business goals. This must
be accomplishedwhile assuring that competitive, aggressive pay policies are maintainedto attract,
retain and reward the diversity of knowledge and skills required in our business.
7
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Issue:
Compensation programs must be competitive and aggressive to attract and retain the
knowledge and skills needed i n our business. incentive plans must have a clear link to
business goals t o develop an environment conducive to motivating employees and rewarding
desired results.
Strategy:
A multi-step strategy will be employed to:

Develop overall pay policies and programsthat provide a cohesivefoundationfor recruiting, crosstraining, transferring and rewarding employees.
Design and implement incentive compensation programs that motivate employees to achieve
business goals and reinforce those efforts.
Action Plan:
1992-1993

ment lncent~veP h

Continue to streamline salary ranges and
merit guidelines. (1992)
Complete the Richmond Lump Sum
program. (1992)

Implement a balance among financial,
strategic and personal goals for company,
department and individual incentive cornpensation (1C)goals. (1992)

Continue to focus merit program on
performance against standards. (1992)

Obtain feedback on the perceived
effectiveness and fairness of the IC goals
and program design. (1992)

Assess impact of pav policies on key
technical groups, production and
technicians. (1992)

Enhance communications on IC program.
(1992-1993)

Continue educating employees on
compensation goals and policies. (19921993)
Continue to improve the Sales Force pay
position. (1992-1993)
Continue to obtain input on the effectiveness
of the program. (1992-1993)

Propose and implement any necessary
design modifications. (1992-1993)
Assess impact of plan on improving companyldepartment performance. (1993-1996)

,

Sales Incentive Plag

Administer the first plan awards. (1992)
Determine whether modifications are
required (targets, goals). (1992-1993)
Obtain feedback on impact of program.
(1992-1993)

Assess impact on company results. (19931996)

Incentives for Professionals and newartmenis

Conduct research on possible expansion of
incentives (e.g. Manufacturing). (1992)
Determine appropriateness of incentives in
context of total compensation. (1992-1993)

Implement the new severance policies
across all PM-USA units. (1992)
Assure job descriptions are current. (1992)
Continue to evaluate the effectiveness of job
evaluation approaches. (1992-1993)
Audit department job grades as appropriate.
(1992-1993)

Study grade banding for management
positions. (1992-1993)

Environmental Health & Safety
Comprehensive senior management supported Environmental Health & Safety (EH&S) programs
maintaln shareholder value b y preventinglavoiding losses, controllinglreducing costs and
eliminating unnecessary risks. For example, well-planned procedures ensure that work is done
correctly the first time. Further, a well-managed program adds value by ergonomically designing
equipment and facilities to encourage maximum productivity and quality, while ensuring a safe
operation.
Nationally,environmentalhealth and safety emphasisis expanding beyondtraditional manufacturing
settings to include non-traditionalwork places where significant losses are occurring due to lack of
attention.
Comparedto Operations, the Sales Force loss experience is nearly two times higher for total injuries
per 100 employees and four times higher for days lost from work per 100 employees. Total workers'
compensation cost per employee is approximately 36% higher. Nationally, just the opposite
experience occurs: in the nondurable goods industry, the wholesale trade sector experiences fewer
lossesthanthe manufacturingsector. The Operations EH&Sprogramworks. Overthe last five years,
total injuries and days away from work per I 0 0 employees have decreased by 62% and 33%,
respectively.
Issue:
PM-USA needs to modify and expand its existing EH&S program into a corporate program
encompassing all functional areas.
Strategy:
Establish environmental health and safety as a senior management responsibility. Develop a
corporate EH&S program for all functional areas, through the modification and extension of the
Operations program.
Action Plan:
1992-1993
Issue senior management EH&S policy
statement. (1992-1993)
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Continue the Operations EH&S program.
. (1992-1993)
Implement EH&S program for Sales Force.
(1992-1993)
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Develop a well-defined and documented
workers' compensation and OSHA
recordkeeping program for the Sales Force.
(1992-1993)
Audit all PM-USA functions and report to
senior management. (1992-1993)

1992-1993
Develop and conduct formalized EH&S
training for all PM-USA functions. (19921993)
Develop a formalized ergonomics program
for all PM-USA functions that conforms with
guidelines proposed by OSHA. (1992-1993)
Develop equipment ergonomic design
criteria. (1994-1996)

Labor Relations
In addition to negotiating new selection procedures for critical jobs in Richmond and Louisville, the
company has negotiated a three-year extension to the Long Term Agreement (LTA) with all its
BCTWIU bargaining units in conjunction with an economic settlement which will abate escalating
hourly compensation costs during the next three years. The LTA extension, which assures noninterruption of production by BCTWIU employees through at least June of 1997, has not yet been
discussed with the Craft bargaining units. If the Craft bargaining units are unwilling to enter into an
economic settlement which abates hourly compensation similar to the BCTWIU agreement, the
Company will need to defend its position in interest arbitration in 1992 and prepare a strike
contingency plan relative to its Craft employees for 1995.
issue:
Positively impact operating costs directly attributable to hourly labor by identifying and
developing capable employees for selection to critical jobs, maximizing manpower utilization
through more efficient manning and work assignments, and ensuring hourly labor supply for
continuing operations.
Strategy:
Implement and utilize recently negotiated internal selection systems; revise manning and job
responsibilities through discussionswith Union leadership; administer existing labor agreements to
utilize manpower in the most efficient manner. Extend the LTAwith all craft bargaining units or have
a viable strike contingency plan in place prior to 1994.
Action Plan:

Attempt to negotiate economic package and
LTA similar to BCTWIU with Craft unions.
Failing this, attempt to achieve a panty
economic package through interest arbitration. (1992-1993)
Discuss manning and job assignment issues
with Richmond and Louisville BCTWIU.
(1992-1993)
Discuss Cabarrus expansion job design and
manning with both BCTWIU and IAM. (19921993)
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Develop and implement internal selection
systems for BCTWIU employees at all
locations. (1992-1993)
Initiate communication process to focus
Company's long-term Labor Relations
objectives with Union leadership. (19921993)

Prepare a strike contingency plan if the LTA
is not extended with our Craft unions. (19921996)
Modify negotiating format to reduce potential
for whipsaw. (1992-1996)
Identify and establish "core" and "secondary"
operations, jobs, and/or functions with
corresponding economic differentials. (19921996)
Evaluate LTA extension for 1995
negotiations. (1992-1996)
Evaluate current job structure and design
relative to materials handling, equipment
operation, and line maintenance. (19921996)

Investigate the possibility of:
Establishing pay for knowledge and/or line
of progression compensation systems.
(1992-1996)
- Establishing 6th and 7th day pay procedures at all continuous operations. (19921996)
- Expanding Statistical Process Control
(SPC)/Total Quality Management (TQM)
operating procedures at all operating
locations. (1992-1996)
- Directly linking Direct Profit Sharing
(DPS) distributions to marginal contribution of bargaining unit employees. (19921996)

-

Afflrmatlve Action
As we move toward the year 2000, the work force is becoming increasingly diverse. Projections
indicate that over the next ten years, 85% of new entrants into the labor force will be minorities,
females andlor immigrants. Although we have been successful in hiring females and minorities into
entry level jobs, the upward mobility of these individuals is a continuing issue.
With changing work force demographics, on-goingissues surrounding upward mobilityfor minorities
and females, cultural diversity and family/work life concerns will require action.
Issue:
Contlnulng changes i n work force demographics are altering the culture and climate of the
work place and demand management's full attention to capitalize on our human resource
potential.
Strategy:
To accomplish this, athreefold strategywillbe implemented. First, continue aggressive recruitingand
development programs aimed at upward mobility gains. Second, develop and implement work/life
programsto enhance the partnershipbetween the Company and its employees. Third, develop and
implement appropriate awareness, education and training programs.
Action Plan:
1992-1993
Continue to introduce family /work life
programs that coincide with employees'
needs to balance their personal and
professional responsibilities. Establish pilot
child and elder care programs in Richmond. Research the feasibility of program
expansion to other PM-USA locations.
(1992-1993)

Enhance communications of AAIdiversity
efforts by introducing videos, brochures and
other visuals that reinforce our commitment
to work force partnering, family/work life
programs and legislative compliance. (19921993)

Develop and implement management
awarenessttraining programs and action
plans to comply with the Americans with
Disabilities Act and the 1991 Civil Rights
Act. (1992-1993)

Utilizing identical timing sequence, tie
together the annual goal setting process for
Upward Mobility, Succession Planning and
Affirmative Action Planning as a joint
process. Involve appropriate management
and hold them accountable for plans and
results. Discuss succession plans, career
potential and development plans with
identified successors. (1992-1996)
- Provide development opportunities,
challenging assignments and high-visibility
projects for high potential minorities and
females. Routinely monitor the performance of these individuals to ensure they
are being accurately appraised, using
uniform standards and criteria.

Continue ongoing diversity training programs for all PM-USA management.
Working closely with executive management, develop and implement a comprehensive in-house program that addresses
the needs of Operations personnel. Assess the effectiveness of the New York
Office and Sales Force programs. (19921993)

1992-1996

Ensure that opportunities arise to hake
placements. (1992-1996)
- Implement an annual executive review of
grade 15+ employees and an annual
management review of grade 12-14
employees to determine relative strength
and projected contribution. Identify those
employees to be outplaced.
- Implement a formal outplacement program
to include counseling, communication, and
financial components.
Commit to external hiring at any level when
necessary to meet annual representation
and targets. (1992-1996)
- Devote adequate human and financial
resources to aggressively recruit minority
and female talent at all levels of the
organization.
- Ensure that MBA hiring reflects targeted
placement rate.
Continue to strive for our long term desired
targets of 20% minority and 50% female
representation in all salaried grade groupings by 2010. (1992-1996)
Commit resources to the educational
systems that provide talented candidates
and increased educationltraining for
employees. (1992-1996)
- Establish strong relationshipswith a small
number of excellent colleges and
universities that graduate minorities in the
disciplines for which we recruit. Provide
financial support, faculty exchange
programs, and internships in the
appropriate disciplines.
- Establish strong relationships with several
high schools in each of our locations.
Provide financial support and leadership
for programs that support our needs.
- Continue the onsite undergraduate and
graduate level programs for employees.
- Provide remedial educationttrainingto our
employees on site, after work hours, free
of charge.

Continue to assess employee needs and
research program offerings to address
specific familylwork life issues. Continue
participation in area familyhvork life consortium groups. (1992-1996)

Employment
We must increasingly use creative measuresto stimulate career opportunities, to match employees
and candidates to those opportunities in ways that increase the probability of success and to attract
high caliber candidates to our candidate pools. There is less opportunity in some functional areas
than in the past within our managerial and professional ranks with which to attract ambitious, high
potentialtalent.
Issue:
Identify and attract high potential candidates and target them toward positions that will
enhance their probability of career success and insure/maximizetheir long term contributions
t o the organlzatlon.
Strategy:
Ensure that opportunities exist to promote andlor cross-train the most promising managerial and
professional talent. Improve recruiting and screening tools to increase the probability of successful
placements.
Action Plan:

Emphasize the longevity, profitability and
stability of PM-USA in all recruiting efforts.
(1992-1993)
Continue to review managerial and
professional ranks and organization
stnlctures with an eye toward creating
career opportunities and continuous
improvement. (1992-1993)
,

Cite the many existing career development
and planning tools (MMTP, LDP, CLE,
Training Courses, Succession Planning,
etc.) in recruiting literature and efforts,
where appropriate. (1992-1993)
Capitalize on career and succession
planning efforts when filling jobs internally.
(1992-1993)
* Continue to fill jobs internally when possible

&when upward mobility goals can be met,
and recruit externally as necessary. (19921993)
i
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Develop an employee referral system for
identificationof qualified external candidates
(particularly minorities and females). (19921993)

Work with OMD to incorporate the PM-USA
Leadership Competency Model (for
directors) and the Middle Management
Competency Model (for managers) into
selection systems as appropriate. (19921993)
Refine hourly selection systems which will
maximize selection accuracy, defensibility,
efficiency and fairness. (1992-1993)
Implement the (proposed) aid-to-education
program which will complement our campus
recruiting efforts. (1992-1993)
Project hiring needs and match recruiting
and selection resources appropriately to
maximize hiring quality while minimizing cost
and response time. (1992-1993)
Automate the employment process in a
manner that maximizes the utility of candidate information and minimizes administrative expense, liability and response time.
(1992-1993)

Review relocation policy, procedure and
methodology across PM-USA (Operations,
Sales and New York Office) and implement
'best practices" as appropriate for each
location. (1992-1993)

Work with Organization and Management
Development (OMD) to develop and
incorporate a "professional competency
model", a "supervisory competency model"
and an "administrative competency model"
into selection systems. (1994-1996)
Continue to build on relationships with
universities which produce graduates whose
academic training is compatible with our
entry-level positions. (1992-1993)
Target professional organizations,
conferences and colleges to increase
applicant flow. (1992-1993)

FINANCE
During the plan period, Finance will work with other functional areas such as Operations, Marketing and Sales to ensure that PM-USA meets its quarterly and annual targets for income from
operations and cash flow. To help provide maximum flexibility to respond to marketplace opportunities, Finance will also work to eliminate unnecessary controls, streamline approval procedures
and establish a budgetary process which provides for more effective business management.
New financial measures will be developed and applied to the business as warranted to generate
better information for proper decision making and to help encourage fiduciary responsibility
throughout the organization.

Activity-Based Accounting
Insome instances, PM-USAengagesin a business activitywhere the true costs are not fully reflected
in reports. These underlyingcosts are often spread over other areas and leadto underestimatingthe
investment and activity necessary to conduct the specific activity.
Issue:
Identify all relevant costs which are a part of a specific business activity.

To employ activity-based accounting as a guide to modifying business practices which are not cost
effective for PM-USA. Finance's objective will be to institute at least five such costs studies in 1992
and build an activity-based cost system.
Action Plan
1992-1996

Work with representativesfrom each of PMUSA's functional areas to identify business
activities which may have significant hidden
costs.
Prioritize the identified activities based on
the magnitude of the hidden costs.
Assign a Finance representativeto work
with a functional area representative who is
responsible for each identified activity.
Determine the magnitude of the underlying
costs of each business activity.
Develop recommendations to modify the
activity to either reduce the underlying costs
or eliminate the activity.
This action plan will be implementedin 1992,
and subsequently will become an on-going
activity throughout the plan period.
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Establishing An Ownership Culture
Because the responsibility for financial control has historically resided largely within Finance, there
has been a heavy reliance on transaction-basedcontrols to manage our financial exposure and to
ensure that PM-USA's fiduciary responsibilities are met. These controls are manifested in tight
monetary approval levels for middle management, job order requests, purchase order controls and
comprehensive accounts payable procedures. Taken together, these controls are often viewed as
impediments to making and executing business decisions quickly, yet are necessary so long as
financial control remains largely a sole responsibility of Finance.
Issue:
Exercising financial control is the responsibility of all employees, not just Finance.

Strategy:
To develop within PM-USA a stronger "ownership" culture where exercising internalfinancialcontrol
is an accepted responsibility of all employees. The establishment of this culture will provide middle
management with increased fiduciary responsibility.
Action Plan

Gain the acceptance and support of an
ownership culture within each functional
area of PM-USA. (1992)
Provide guidance and procedures which
employees should use to ensure that proper
business controls are being utilized. (1992)
Monitor business activities to determine if
the proper internal controls are being
employed within each functional area.
(1992-1996)
Modify existing transaction-based controls to
reflect the'heightened awareness and
application of financial controls at the
business activity level. (1992-1996)

INFORMATION SERVICES
The environment in which PM conducts business is not only changing rapidly, but also becoming
increasingly complex. To succeed, PM-USA must change with it. We must seek new volume
opportunities, act aggressively to pursue marketing and cost efficiencies, decentralize decision
making and compress decision windows. Most of the problems PM faces require broad, cross
functional solutions. To craft these strategies, PM is changing the way we do business by reengineering the business process of each functional area. Within this framework, the mission of the
lnformation Services (IS) department is to re-engineerthe systems to supply all necessary information to the new points of decision, at the time of decision, to change the way PM does business. As
a result, PM can "get it done" FASTER, BETTER, CHEAPER and pursue new businessopportunities.
In their 1991 study of lnformation Services operations, A.T. Kearney found that department
capabilities and performance met the needs of today's environment as a high-quality, cost effective
providerof computingservices. However, to meet planningperiod needs, InformationServices needs
to utilize fully its existing strengths and build new skills. The lnformation Services organization must
be repositioned to become a proactive partner with the business areas that are the users of
informationtechnology. InformationServices is committedto taking a more active role in understanding the abusiness" of its customers, and a commitment is needed from the business areas to play a
more active role in the decision process regardingthe use of informationtechnology. This will allow
lnformation Services to become a value-added provider of strategic business systems.
Early inthe planperiod, significant changeswill be made to the InformationServices decision-making
process and a new organization put in place to facilitate change. Also, mechanisms must be put in
place that allow decision makers to more effectively match cost with benefit so that IS resources can
be targeted to effectively support company strategies and minimize overall long term costs.
Some strategic projects to be implementedby lnformation Services over the plan period are:
Reorganize IS resources based on a ''Tomorrow" and "Todaynfocus. Planning and developing
tomorrow's needs will be the responsibility of Business Systems Planning groups that serve each
functional area. Today's day to day business needs will be handled by a separate group.
Development of the "Decision Makers lnformation System" will focus on providing information
pertaining to Sales, Marketing, Manufacturing, and Finance. This system is not just data retrieval
but is designed to enhance the decision maker's application of resources.
The Manufacturing Supply Chain project will eliminate multiple data entry and paper processing,
reduce inventories, and streamline production planning and scheduling.
The Manufacturing Maintenance Management project will increase machine utilization by significantly streamlining and expediting maintenance operations.
Equip Field Sales Force with portable computers and establish a communication netyvork to
expedite information flow.
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Restructure Resources and Decision-Maklng
At present, the lnforrnation Services department has significant strengths in the area of computer
operations and system delivery. However, planningand linkage with the business must be improved
in order to make "strategic" contributions to Company goals. To become strategic, IS must change
the decision process and proactively deal "up the organization" with management strategists. The
resulting partnership will drive the identification of systems opportunities and the assignment of
resources to specific initiatives. To achieve this, InformationServices must have a strong planning
function to focus efforts on high value-added opportunities as well as flexibility in the systems
development area to efficiently move resources between projects that cross functional boundaries.
Issue:
Information Services needs t o become more focused on strategic opportunities.

B

Strategies:
Forge strong linkage with key strategic decision makers by reorganizing IS department and
changing the decision process.
Institute a decisionprocess for informationtechnology basedon an integratedconsiderationof total
Company costs and benefits.
Action Plan:

Utilize Management Steering Committees
with accountability for setting IS development priorities. An Executive Steering
Committee will be responsible for approval
of all major development efforts. Functional
Steering Committees will identify and
approve all intermediate level development
projects within their area and bring forward
any major projects to the Executive Committee for review and approval. Minor development, maintenance and support will be done
on a first-in-first-out basis by resources
dedicated to each functional area. Level of
support resources will be negotiated annually and will be based on targets for project
turn-around.

Reorganize IS resources based on a
'Tomorrow" and "Today" focus. Planning
and developing tomorrow's needs will be the
responsibility of Business Systems Planning
(BSP) groups that serve each functional
area. Development resources will be
"pooled" in order to facilitate flexibility and
cross-functional synergies. Today's day to
day business needs will be handled by a
separate group. The organization will be
headed by a VP Information Services who
will ensure strategic and cross functional
integration.
Develop a planning system that matches
project needs with appropriate resources.
This system (used by the VP lnforrnation
Services in working with the Steering
Committees) tracks progress of BSP project
development and benefit realization as well
as the cost effectiveness of ongoing computIng.

1994-1996
Contin~eto adjust and evolve organizational
processes and structures to maintain
strategic "fit" with changing Company goals
and objectives.

Institute a system of charge-backs to ensure
that resources are targeted toward projects
with significant ROI andlor strategic value
and that overall long term costs are minimized.
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Deliver Critical lnformation to the Point of Decision
Given the increasing complexity of the U.S. cigarette business environment, PM-USA is in the
process of changingits decision makingto respondquickly to marketplace changes. This philosophy
is driving decision makingfurther down the functional organizations and increasing inter-functional
dependencies.
Decentralized decision making requires more powerful tools to convert data into value added
information that can be easily accessed. These information systems must include drill-down
capability and decision support analytical tools that enable diverse functional users to quickly
diagnose problemsand opportunities. This will result in betterdecisionmakingandfaster marketplace
response.
PM-USA is a company within an industry that are both very rich in data resources. Competitive
advantage will be achieved by the company that can access and analyzethis data quickly, and rapidly
implement programs against identified opportunities.
-
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Issue:
To meet the needs of an increasingly complex business and to Improve our abillty to supply
complete and accurate lnformation to decision-makers throughout the organization on a
timely basis.
Strategy:
Provide consistently designed application tools that allow line organization personnel to directly
access and manipulate pertinent information without IS intervention.
Provide Senior Management easy and timely drill-down access to key operational and market
informationto support quick identificationof problems/opportunitiesin an increasinglycomplex and
decentralized environment.
Action Plan:
1992-1993

During this period, development of the
'Decision Makers lnformation System" will
focus on providing information pertaining to
Sales, Marketing, Manufacturing, and
Finance. This system is not just data retrieval but is designed to enhance the
decision maker's application of resources. It
will include "drill-down" access to PM sales,
manufacturing and "outside" data such as
Nielsen. Achieving this involves combining
drill-down information access and decision
support tools such as trend analysis, exception and cross-sectional analysis capabilities. These tools will foster an integrated
view of Company information that allows
sharing among all components of the user
community to support more efficient management of increasingly complex and interrelated business processes.

Develop an integrated Manufacturing data
base and query tools to allow operational
information to be accessed directly by
Manufacturing personnel for more complete
and timely problem analysis and decision
making.
Expand the reach of decision support tools
past the "staff" population to individuals in
line jobs in Manufacturing, Sales, and
Marketing to improve the quality and timeliness of operational decisions and application of resources. This will require modification of existing systems' tools to promote
ease of use and development of delivery
platforms other than traditional office-based
workstations. Examples include Sales
Force Automation, ManufacturingTrouble
Call System, Maintenance Management
System, etc.
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Design and implement tools to support a PM
Competitive Intelligence network to include a
documentlimage database and network
communication software.

Incorporate informationfrom other functional
areas into the Decision Makers Information
System.
Enhance the Sales, Marketing and Manufacturing data bases with information from
operational systems and external data
sources.
Continue to assess easy-to-use tools to
support the analytical and decision-making
process and provide on-going systems
support.

Support Functional Re-Engineering and Business Expansion
As PM key functional areas continue to change in response to new business realities, it is key that
systems not only reflect new procedures, but also allow informationto flow freely and quickly across
functional areas. Many current systems were designed to serve needs within individualfunctional
areas at differing points in time. Information Services needs to exercise a strategic view across
functions and departments, helping the PM enterprise identify opportunities to reduce costs and
increase operational efficiencies by re-engineering existing business practices. This involves reexamining not just individual systems but entire business processes.
issue:
Partner wlth functional orgalnzations In changlnglre-Inventing business processes t o slgniflcantly reduce cost, Increase quality and expand revenue.
Strategies:
Manage overall PM systems planning and development as an enterprise (as opposed to project)
'process, to encourage overall efficiencies and reduced costs.
Utilize technology solutions that promote ease of integration and build platforms that offer
commonality and synergy advantages.
Facilitate change and marketplace response by reducing "cycle time" from point of decision to
implementation.
Action Plan:

.

1992-1993
The Manufacturing Supply Chain project will
eliminate multiple data entry and paper
processing and significantly reduce inventories. These systems will also streamline
material logistics, production planning and
scheduling so the right material is available
at the right time.
The Manufacturing Maintenance Management project will bring machine trouble call
history, machine diagrams, expert training
modules, parts ordering and preventive
maintenance techniques together at the
workstation on the production floor when
needed by operators and technicians. This
will increase machine utilization by significantly streamlining and expediting maintenance operations.

The Cabarrus expansion project will focus
on upgrading and/or replacing existing
materials handling, process monitoring and
reporting systems to support the additional
capacity. In addition, the Direct Materials
Warehouse Management and Materials
Picking systems will be re-engineeredto
support increased materials flow and
anticipated changes in cart-loading operations.
Equip Field Sales Force with portable
computers and establish a communications
network to expedite information flow. These
will automate several administrativelreporting functions and also facilitate development
of new logistics that will permit:

- Targeted store level promotion,
marketing tactics.
- In-store Point of Sale display and
material order entry.
Drop shipping Promotional and POS
material to stores through third parties.

-

Develop and implement a micromarketing
system by matching a store's location and
profile to the psychographic and demographic data of consumers in that stores'
geographic location. In conjunction with the
above Sales Force automation project, this
allows improved targeting and effectiveness
of promotional tools.
Develop a database of wholesaler weekly
shipments of each individual brand packing
to individual retailer. When combined with
Sales Force Automation tools and the
micromarketing project, this database will
supply the Company with the critical
information necessary to more pro-actively
increase and manage volume. In addition,
we will have a more efficient and complete
early warning system for competitive activity
and a mechanism to measure consumer
response.
Rewrite the Customer Billing system to tie in
section sales personnel with customer
backorder and allocation issues. This will be
integrated with Accounts Receivable and
Sales reporting systems to support timely
implementation and analysis of more flexible
and targeted volume management programs.
Institute activity-based accounting systems,
'bottom upwcapital forecasting and project
level budgeting systems. The latter is
particularly important in re-engineering Field
Sales section office budget accountability.
Develop new systems for ordering, warePoint of Sales and
housing and deliveri~~g
Promotional material to stores. These
systems will likely be paired with those of
vendor partners who will drop ship to
retailers.
Develop a new Leaf Management system
that tracks purchases during buying season,
enabling buyers to fine tune strategy on a
weekly basis.

Partner with Finance and Employee Relations functions to redefine employee information and compensation systems. This will
not only eliminate duplicate effort and
streamline processes such as payroll,
benefits administration and employee
information processing, but also allow
renegotiationof benefit programs with labor
unions.
Develop tools that will re-engineer the role of
the Field Section offices. The resulting
changes in business procedures are designed to reduce administrative burdens,
leverage key account selling and improve
field management through easy-to-access
value-added information.

I

Aggressively Pursue Internal Efficiencies
The pace of technology advancementis'sorapidthat, accordingto some experts, it is recreatingitself
less than every three years. Given the reliance of the PM re-engineeringprocess on technology and
systems, it is criticalthat lnformationServices stay on the forefront of technologicalchange to ensure
appropriate service levels. New technology can deliver expanded services or increased capacity at
lower unit costs. Also, manual functions made superfluous by new technology can be eliminated.
lnformation Services is committed to being the low cost provider of computing services. We will
continue to pursue new technologies that can deliver expanded services or increased capacity at
lower unit costs.
Issue:
Maintain a commitment t o consistently re-engineer IS operational systems to drive down
costs and improve reliability and service levels.
Strategies:
Aggressively drive our primary vendors to partner with us to improve operational efficiencies
Continually scan the market for new technologies and processesthat can be applied at PM-USA.
Action Plan:

Enhance data and voice communication
networks to improve performance, reliability,
and cost effectiveness.
Establish technical environment support for
24 hour, 7 daytweek operation of the IBM
mainframes. Implement one call 'Helpn
capability and upgrade the backup and
recovery process for storage devices to
promote continuous availability of data.

Evaluate new computing technologies and
develop the most cost effective approach to
satisfy business demands for the next five
years, such as:

- The costhenefit of consolidating all
-

Extend Computer Aided Software Engineering tools to improve programmer productivity
in the DEC and workstation environments.

-

Develop systems that permit electronic data
interchange (EDI) with PM's suppliers and
customers.

-

Richmond Data Centers into one
location.
The newly emerging fields of object
oriented programming and parallel
processing.
Cost savings available through use of
CD storage (eliminate microfiche) and
optical scanning technology (avoid
manual entry of financial documents).
Integrating imaging technology into our
systems.

Redeveloping IS Human Resources
Nurturing the business evolution of the reorganized IS department will require significant new
initiatives that support the redevelopment of our human resources. Whereas past needs required
specialized expertise in specific systems and programming approaches, tomorrow's opportunities
will be met by forming diverse work teams composed of PM employees and vendor partners.
Therefore, we needto develop a broader skill base among our employees by building on the current
portfolio of skills and experiences, cultivating greater understanding of PM's strategies, and
developing new skills.

Issue:
lnformation Services needs to develop its employees to meet future technological needs.
Strategies:
Develop programs to familiarize IS employees with PM strategies and their resulting missions.
Use skill base development programs and job rotation to develop a flexible work force.

Action Plan:

Institute quarterly planning meetings and
workshops for IS employees to ensure
understanding of the major strategies and
tactics of each functional area and expectations for IS support.

Institute a program of job rotation not only
between BSP and operations groups, but
also between Information Services and its
functional user groups.

Facilitate intra-IS communication through
regular interchange meetings between key
BSP, development and operation staff.
These are designed to facilitate cross
pollenization of ideas and avoid duplication.
Develop training programs customizedfor
unique needs of Business Systems Planning
groups and the operations team. BSP
training will emphasize selling, negotiating,
business management and "imagineering"
skills. Operations training will focus more on
building technological skills that support day
to day computing needs. These will be
supplemented by a new Performance
Appraisal/Development process that helps
individuals build a wide portfolio of skills and
experiences.
Establish policies for the proper mix of PM
employees, internally contracted programming consultants and consultants from
vendor partners.
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LEGAL
As the industry leader, PM-USAwillcontinue to be targeted by competitors, anti-smokingforces and
the government. The competitive business environment and hostile social climate expected during
the plan period will present challenges to every part of our business. The Legal Department will be
instrumental in molding PM-USA into a vehicle able to adapt to meet those challenges.
Key areas to be addressed by Legal over the plan period are:
Legal will continue to aggressively defend all product liability actions against the Company.
Increased regulation will require strict compliance measures. Environmental issues, lobbying
issues, sales and marketing practiceswill all be addressed to ensure good business practices and
strict compliance with applicable regulations.
PM-USA's marketing activities may increase exposure under existing laws and face increased
legislative scrutiny. We will assume an active role in the creation of marketing programs and take
offensive action on legislative proposals when appropriate.
Legalwill become involve at the earliest stages of projectsto minimize laterinterventionand provide
legal direction for emerging issues.
The social and politicalimpact of the ETS issue will become more apparent during the plan period.
We will work to minimize restrictive measures and to accommodate smokers.
PM-USA's complex business environment mandates legal involvement in daily activities. We will
continue to provide legal guidance and support for PM-USA's daily activities.
Litigationwill be pursuedwhere necessaryto protecttrademark and patent positions. Legalwill also
refine and administer the PM-USA crisis management plan and train all relevant personnel in
preparation for unanticipated events.

Product Liability Claims
For morethan35 years the courts have beenaddressing the issue of cigarette manufacturers' liability
for the alleged health risks of smoking. The industry has never settled any of these suits and has
never paid any plaintiff damages for such claims. It is imperative that we defend the Company
vigorously and continue to strengthen our position in the courts. In early 1992 the Supreme Court
will rehear Cipollone. If there is an adverse decision, we may see an increase in the number of case
filings.
Additionally, there is now a pending ETS case in the U.S. During the plan period we may see
increasedattentionto ETS liability issues. As of November 1991therewere 51 product liability cases
pending against the industry, 22 of which are against PM-USA.
Issue:
Protect the Company from product liability claims.
Strategy:
Our dual strategy will continue to be to defend all product liability actions aggressively and seek
legislative relief through tort reform. PM-USA has assumed a more active role in the industry's tort
reform project overthe past year and the Legal Department will continue to support that role and will
address the issue in other forums.
Action Plan:
1992-1996

Defense of all cases.
Develop expert witnesses.
Train defense counsel.
Establish tort reform goals.
Review political contributions.
Advise on lobbyinglreporting requirements.
Civil Justice Reform Project. We will
be actively involvedin this effort, a part
of the White House Competitiveness
Council.

Anti-trust and Compliance Issues
The coming years will see increased focus on environmental issues ranging from solid waste to
source control. Working with Operations we have begun an extensive compliance audit process
designed to ensure compliance with all applicable environmental requirements in our plant facilities,
and to point out procedures for continued vigilance in our attention to these issues.
The competitive market will encourage aggressive action on our part to secure the success of our
premium brands. Our efforts to maintain a competitive edge, especially at retail will be closely
monitored. Itwill be necessaryto develop strategies to guide ourbusiness objectivesandto maximize
opportunities. PM-USA personnel will need to address topics which may raise anti-trust and
compliance issues.
A number of states have enacted legislation effective in 1992, which will change the regulations
applicable to gifts and honoraria for elected officials. We are implementing procedures to address
the impact of those changes and will work closely with Corporate Affairs in 1992to ensure compliance
with a prudent interpretation of all such regulations.

Issue:
Highly regulated areas are at risk for attack by government, competitors and anti-tobacco
forces.
Strategy:
Educate PM-USA employees; implement procedural remedies to minimize exposure.
Action Plan:

Support and participate in environmental
review process.
Conduct educational seminars:
- Anti-trust
- Bring education/compliance program to
SSD level
- Include new positions (Trade Marketing)
in seminars
- Ethics laws
Document Issues

-

Work with auditors to design effective
controls.

Marketing Restrictions
Duringthe initialphases of the plan period, a major effort will be made by the Marketing, Sales, Trade
Marketing and Legal Departments to introduce decentralization and account partnering into the
company's promotionalprograms in order to provide a localizedmarket response to consumers and
to maximizethe effectivenessof promotions. The Trade MarketingGroupwasformedto facilitatethis
strategy. The strategy contemplates increased promotionalflexibility, and as a result may increase
the risk of advertising or promotional infractions. At the same time and throughout the plan period,
the Corporate Affairsgroup will be confrontedby localgoverning bodies*effortsto impose restrictions
on all aspects of our business (vending machines, advertising, sampling and other promotional
activities). The combinationof these two factors will demand increased attention to a variety of local
market and legal requirements.
In addition to an increasedfocus on the local level, attempts to restrict our business will continue in
broader forums. We anticipate recent FTC activity in the area of event promotions to spur greater
scrutiny of our practices in this area. The Legal Department has formed a Task Force consisting of
senior representatives of Legal, Corporate Affairs, Marketing, Washington Relations and outside
counsel to review the regulation of our industry, evaluating marketing practices in light of the FTC's
recent activities. We expect that Task Force to be active in the beginning of the plan period.
The redirection of advertising efforts into direct mail activities will require support from the Legal
Department in the areas of legal compliance, organizationalsupport and the enforcement of industry
voluntary codes. We will continue to work closely with the Marketing and Corporate Affairs groups
responsiblefor programs which encourage direct consumer contact to clarify the practicalapplication
of stated industry positions.
Issue:
Our marketing activities may increase our exposure under existing laws and face increased
legislative scrutiny.

I
I

Strategy:
Assume an active role inthe creationof marketing programs; educate PM-USA personnelon program
implementation; take offensive action on legislative proposals when appropriate.

I

Action Plan:

Develop and support arguments to manage
restrictions at all levels.

Create effective promotional programs to
take advantage of local marketing activities
and maintain competitive advantage.

1

Provide guidelines to sales force on local
level.

Task forces: Form new task force consisting
of Legal, Corporate Affairs and Trade
Marketing representativesto guide local
sales activity. Participate in existing task
force on industry regulation.

Conduct compliance seminars.
Protect proper use of our trademarks.
Added support to Direct Mail.
Support for proactive legislative proposals.
181

increased ParticipationWithin and Outside the Company

To support a complex business environment the Company recognizesthe needfor greater exchange
among its many components. We will participate in a number of cross functionalteams to anticipate
and address issues arising inthe businessareas, contribute to the creationof sound programs, speed
the process of review and affect cost savings when possible. The Legal Department currently
contributes to a number of Task Forces consisting of lawyers from the operating companies.
participationinthese groupsaffectscost savings, through both purchasingsynergies and by reducing
the need for outside counsel involvement. It also has the added advantage of broadening the
knowledge base available to clients and allowing for an exchange of ideas among operating
companies.
Issue:
Delayed legal involvement can have a negative impact on timely and efficient work procedures.
Strategy:

The Legal Department will become involve at the earliest stages of projects to minimize later
interventionand provide legaldirectionfor emergingissues. In addition, Legal Department members
will seek out and become personally active in associationsthat offer us the opportunity to further the
Company's goals and provide a forum for the Company's positions.
Action Plan:
1992-1996

Participate in cross functional teams.
Contribute to inter-company task forces.
Participate in outside associations.
Attend client stafflproject planning meetings.

Environmental Tobacco Smoke (ETS)
The Legal Departmentis currently directing a coordinatedeffort to manage the world-wide ETS issue.
Inthe United States we are currently fighting restrictionson when and where consumers can smoke.
Internationally, the focus on indoor air quality represents an opportunity for us to put environmental
tobacco smoke in the proper perspective.

Issue:
The environmental tobacco smoke issue introduces the potential for increased regulationof
smoking.
Strategy:
It is our goal to develop programs generating a more balanced media presentationof the ETS issue
and to define and promote the issue in specific targeted areas. We are actively communicating our
concerns over the use of poor science and the politicization of science to the government and the
public.
Action Plan:
1992-1996

Prepare response to OSHA RFI.
Establish contact with other industries at risk
for regulation.
Examine legal implications of "Group A

.

Develop indoor air company-wide policy.
Develop expert witnesses.

-

Continue review of internal publications.
Prepare law review articles or other legal
publications.

Support Daily Activities of the Company
The Legal Department is committed to protectingthe Company's traditional way of doing business
and preparing it for the challenges that the social climate and business environment will present in
the coming years. We expect to continue to do so without increasingour use of outside resources.

Issue:
Our complex business environment mandates legal involvement in daily activities.
Strategy:
Continue to provide legal guidance and support for PM-USA daily activities in a timely and cost
effective manner.
--

-

-

Action Plan:

Provide full legal support to new product
launches.
Contract production.
Develop form contracts where appropriate.
Support technologicalsolutionsto competitive
goals.
Review political contributions/requirements.
Advise re: lobbyingregistrationand reporting.
Structuresoundmarketingandsalesprograms.
Continuetimely review of advertising and promotional programs.
Review copy for PM publications and presentations.

8

Protection of Technologies, Products, and Practices
The Legal Department is positioned to secure legal protection for various facets of our business. It
is our goal to provide for the protectionof our technologies by procuring patents, and we will protect
our trademarks from unauthorized use. It is also necessary to protect the position of our brands and
the integrity of our advertising by challenging competitors' claims.
Our business practices in the Government Affairs area will receive our full support and attention to
protect the Company from any violations or potentially embarrassing attention. We will encourage
good management practices, good record keeping and the proper treatment of Company records
through various educational and practical programs. We will identify high risk areas or practicesfor
alleged violations of legal guidelines or company policy regarding work conduct and recommend
strategies to avoid negative incidents. Where necessarywe will extendthe scope of reviewto include
work generated by consultants, in order to avoid inappropriately written or ill-conceivedgoals. We
will continue to direct the Crisis Management program and provide training for the Crisis Response
Team and Screening Committee members.
Issue:
Our technologies, products and practices are vulnerable to competitors and anti-tobacco
forces, presenting the risk of business loss or negative public relations.
Strategy:
Continue to provide patent and trademark support; direct preparedness programs to protect our
interests.
Action Plan:
1993-1996

Enforce records management policy implementation.
Widen scope of review in Consumer Research.
Conduct training sessions for members of the
Crisis ResponseTeam, ScreeningCommittee
and their back-ups.
Expand training to all relevant personnel who
may receive product-relatedinformation as to
the proper handling and dissemination of the
information.
Schedule regular ScreeningCommittee meetings to refine existing procedures.
Assess and finalize Recall Plan.

Address competitive claims.
Protect ourtechnologywith patents and patent
enforcement.
Protect our trademarks.
Continueadministeringthe crisis management
plan and training of the Crisis ResponseTeam
members.

